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On the Maximal Connected Algebraic Subgroups 
of the Cremona Group II 

Hiroshi Umemura 

In preceding papers [UI], [U2],. we classified certain types of maximal 
connected algebraic subgroups of the Cremona group of 3 variables; 
primitive groups and imprimitive groups which are not of de Jonquieres 
type. The aim of this paper is to accomplish the classification of the 
maximal connected algebraic subgroups of the Cremona group of 3 varia
bles as promised in [U2]. For this purpose we have to classify de 
Jonquieres type subgroups (Theorem (2.1». We explained our method of 
approach in [U3] for the Cremona group of 2 variables. Therefore it is 
preferable to understand [U3] before reading this paper. The main theo
rem (2.1) is essentially due to Enriques and Fano [E.F] and Fano [F] 
written almost 100 years ago but it does not seem that their proofs are 
considered to be rigorous. We believe that despite of its group theoretic 
form, Theorem (2.1) is a quite substantial result on the rational threefolds 
and should have applications. An analysis of the Theorem from the view 
point of minimal models is done in [M.UJ and to be completed in [U4]. 
As in the preceding papers we work over the complex number field k=C. 

§ 1. Review of preceding papers, [Ul], [U2], [U3] 

(1.1) Cremona group Cr n of n variables is the automorphism group 
of the rational function field of n variables. It seems that the most 
natural interpretation is to regard Crn as the group functor Autbirat pn. 
Let G be an algebraic group. Then a morphism G-+Cr" is, by definition, 
a morphism of group functors. The folloWing are in 1:1 correspondence: 

(1) Morphisms G-+Crm 

(2) Pseudo-operations (G, pn). 

Since any pseudo-operation is equivalent to an algebraic operation, the 
following is in 1: 1 correspondence with (1) and (2): 
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(3) {(G, X) and fl (G, X) is an algebraic operation, f is a birational 
map f: X ~pn}. 

We want to study algebraic subgroups of Crn or effective pseudo-opera
tions (G, pn). In (3) if we ignore J, then a subgroup G is determined up 
to a birational automorphism ofpn. Namely an effective operation (G,X) 
with X rational and n-dimensional determines a conjugacy class in Cr n' The 
converse also holds. Hence, to give a conjugacy class of an algebraic sub
group G ofCrn is equivalent to giving an effective algebraic operation (G, X) 
with X rational and n-dimensional. We say that (G, X) is a birational 
realization of the conjugacy class of G. If(cp,f): (G', X')~(G, X) is a 
morphism of algebraic operations with f birational and cp finite, then we say 
(G', X') is an almost effective realization of the conjugacy class of G. Let 
01> G2 be algebraic subgroups ofCrn. We say that the conjugacy class of 
G1 is contained in that of G2 (or G1 is contained in G2 up to conjugacy) if 
there exists an algebraic subgroup G~ conjugate to G1 in Crn such that 
G~ C G2. The conjugacy class of G1 is contained in G2 if and only if there 
exist effective realizations (G1> Xl) and (G2, X2) of G1 and G2 and a morphism 
(cp,f): (G1> Xl)~(G2' X2) withfbirational. We refer, for the definitions of 
primitive, imprimitive or de Jonquieres type operations, to [VI], [V2]. 
An algebraic subgroup of Cr n is said to be primitive, imprimitive or de 
]onquieres type if it is realized by an algebraic operation with the respective 
property. 

(1.2.1) Let X be a non-singular variety. We denote by T the 
tangent bundle or the sheaf of its sections. 

(1.2.2) For an algebraic group G, GO denotes its connected component 
of the unity 1. If U (resp. R) is the unipotent radical (resp. radical) of a 
,connected algebraic group G, by the reductive (resp. semi-simple) part of G 
we mean the quotient group GjU (resp. GjR). But by abuse of language, 
any group isogeneous to GjU(resp. GjR) and also its Lie algebra are called 
a reductive (resp. semi-simple) part of G. 

(1.2.3) When we treat SL2, B denotes the Borel subgroup of upper 
(or lower) triangular matrices of SL2 • 

(1.2.4) An irreducible SL2-module of dimension n is denoted by Un or 
Vn without any explanation but the notation Un is not reservedfo'r irreducible 
SL2-module and when we use Un for other purposes, its meaning is explained 
so that there is no danger of confusion. 

(1.2.5) Let f: X ~ Y be a surjective morphism of algebraic varieties. 
We denote by AutyX the Y-automorphism group of X and Aut (X; Y) 
denotes the set of the automorphisms g: X ~X such that there exists an 
automorphism g': Y ~ Y depending on g with f og = g' of 

0.2.6) We denote by hi(X, /F) the dimension of the cohomology 
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group Hi(X, /F). 
(1.2.7) Por an integer m:2::0, we define P;' to be 

which is the total space of the line bundle of degree m over pl. Let 

Then P;" = Pm - (a section of P m/P). Pic P;' ~ Pic pI by projection p: P;' ~ 
pl. P*(I)Pl(l) is sometimes denoted by (l)F;"(/) or simply (1)(1). 

(1.3) Let X~Ybe an N-bundle and G an algebraic group operating 
effectively on X/Yo Then the rank of G is at most 1 by Lemma (1.2.1) 
[U3], G is solvable and the unipotent radical of G is abelian because 
AutN~Ga·Gm. 

§ 2. Main Theorem 

We state the main theorem. The varieties appearing in the theorem 
such as p;,,!, J;" etc. will be defined in Section 3 after the statement of the 
theorem. The theorem consists of two parts. The first part says that, in 
the Cremona group Crg of three variables, any algebraic subgroup is con
tained, up to inner automorphisms of Cr3, in one of the algebraic sub
groups found in the list. The second part asserts that the algebraic sub
groups in the list are maximal. 

Theorem (2.1). (I) Let G be a connected algebraic group in Cr3• 

Then G is contained in the conjugacy class of one of the following algebraic 
operations: 

(PI) (PGL4, P3)' 

(P2) (PS05, quadric CP4). 

(El) (PGL2, PGL2/F), r is an octahedral subgroup ofPGL2• 

(E2) (PGL2, PGL2/r), r is an icosahedral subgroup ofPGL2 • 

(Jl) (pGL3XPGL2, P 2 XPI). 

(J2) (PGL2 X PGL2 X PGL2 , pI X pI X PI). 

(J3) (PGL2 X AutOP;', pI X P;') where m is an integer > 2. 

(J4) (PGLa, PGLa/B) where B is a Borel subgroup ofPGL3• 

(J5) (PGL2, PGL2/D2n) where n is an integer >4. 
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(J6) (G, G/Hm,n) where G=Gm XSL2 XSL2, 

Hm,n={(t~t~, (~ ~_I)' (~ ~-I)) 
E Gm XSL2 XSL2 i t l , t2 E k*, x, Y E k}, 

and m, n are integers with m > 2, - 2 >n. 

(J7) (AutoJ~, J~) where m is an integer m>2. 

(J8) (AutOL~,n' L~,n) where m, n are integers with m>n>l. 

(J9) (AutOF~,n' F~,n) where m, n are integers with m>n>2. 

(JlO) (AutOF~,m' F~,m) where m is an integer >2. 

(JlI) (AutOE;,;, E;,;) where I, m are integers with m>2, 1>2 or m=I, 
1>3. 

(Jl2) Generically intransitive operation (PGLz, X~) with general orbits 
isomorphic to (PGL2, PGL2/Gm), where it': CI~C2 is an etale 2-covering of 
a rational curve C2 with genus (CI)::2: 1. We shall see that these operations 
are effectively parametrized by the moduli space of nonsingular elliptic or 
hyperelliptic curves of genus ::2: 1 (Corollary (4.27)). 

(II) The (conjugacy classes of) algebraic subgroups of Cra determined 
by the above operations (PI), (P2), (EI), (E2), (Jl), .. " (Jl2) are maximal 
(conjugacy classes of) algebraic subgroups ofCra• 

We prove in fact a seemingly stronger assertion. 

Theorem (2.2). If we replace in Theorem (2.1), the operations in (JlI) 
by (J'll) (AutO(E;,;; F~), (E;,;)) the conclusions of Theorem (2.1) hold. 

Corollary (2.3). AutOE;,; = AutO(E;,;; F~). 

§ 3. Definitions of the algebraic operations 

(3.1) The algebraic operations (PI), (P2), (El), (E2) are studied in 
our preceding papers [VI], [V2]. The algebraic operations (Jl), (J2), (J4) 
and (J6) are lucidly understood. 

(3.2) As in [V3], F~ is the total space of the line bundle over pI of 
degree m. More precisely F~=Spec(EBk'~O(!Jpl(-km)). 

(3.3) The algebraic group AutO X is the group of the connected 
component of 1 of the automorphism group of X. Since in our list the 
variety X is open, AutO X is not a representable functor but still we can 
speak of AutO X because the dimension of HO(X, T x) is finite (see Section 
4). 
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(3.4) D 2n denotes the dihedral group of order 2n. 
(3.5) J;" is the total space of the line bundle over p2 of degree m. 

Namely J;"=Spec (EB;~o (DP'( -km». 
(3.6) L;", n is the total space of the line bundle over pi X pi of bidegree 

(m, n). Precisely speaking, L;",n=Spec(EB;~o (DP1XPl( -km, -kn» where 
(DpIXPl(a, b)=p{(Dpl(a)®p;(Dpl(b), Pi being the projection of pi X pi onto 
the i-th factor. 

(3.7) F;",n is the total space of the vector bundle (Dpl(m)8j(Dpl(n) over 
pl. Therefore, F;",n = Spec (S«(DPl( -m)8j(Dpl( -n»). 

(3.8) Letm, I be integers withm:2:1, Im>2 and k=2-lm. Con
sider an extension of coherent sheaves on F;", 

(3.8.1) 

It is easy to show Pic F;" is isomorphic to Z and (DF;,,(I)=It'*(Dpl(l) is a 
generator, where It': F;"~PI is the projection. (DF;,,(k) is by definition 
1t'*(DPl(k). F;" is a homogeneous space (Umemura [U3]). Let us look for 
a condition for the extension (3.8.1) to be homogeneous. The extension 
(3.8.1) is parametrized by HI(F;", (DF;,,( -k» which is AutO F;,,-module (to 
be precise, we have to replace AutO F;" by its 2-covering if m is even so 
that the operation is linearized (cf. [D], [U3])). Since the projection It' is 
a morphism of homogeneous spaces and It' is affine, we have AutO F;"
isomorphism, 

HI(F;", (DF;"( -k»~HI(PI, (1t'*(DF;,)®(DPl( -k» 

=HI(Pt, (EB (DPl( - jm»®(D( -k» 
}60 

=HI(Pt, EB (DPl( -k-jm» = EB HI(PI, (DPl( -k-jm». 
}60 }60 

For j:2:0, HI(PI, (DPl(-k-jm» is an irreducible SL2 hence AutOF;,,
module. The extension E in (3.8.1) is homogeneous if and only if it cor
responds to an AutOF;"-eigen-vector of HI(F;", (DF;"( -k». Therefore, there 

is only one homogeneous E corresponding to HI(PI, (DPl( -2». The homo
geneous extension determines a homogeneous AI-bundle over F;" which is 
denoted by E~. AutO(E~, F;,,) is the connected component of 1 of the 
closed subgroup of AutOE~ respecting the fibration E~~F;". We recall 
the reader not to confuse AutO(E~, F;") with Aut~;"E;" which is the F;"
automorphism group of E;" 

(3.9) Let It': el~e2 be an etale 2-covering of a non-singular rational 
curve e2• When we speak of a covering, we always assume el to be 
irreducible. Let l be the involution of e l so that ell < l > ~ e2• Let T be a 
Cartan subgroup of PGL2 consisting of diagonal matrices. Let us deter-
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mine the automorphisms of PGL2/T compatible with the operation of 
PGL2• 

Lemma (3.9.1). The PGL2-automorphism group ofPGL2/T is a cyclic 
group of order 2. 

Proof. Let f: PGL2/T -+ PGL2/T be a PGL2-automorphism. Let 
f(T)=aT, a E PGL2• Then as for any bE PGL2, baT=bf(T)=f(bT), f 
is determined by f(aT) E PGL2/T. But for any t E T, aT=f(T) =f(tT) = 
taT. Namely TaT =aT or Ta = aT. a is in the normalizer of T. 

Therefore a = 12 or (-1 1) mod T. 

Consider now the product operation (1 X PGL2, C1 X PGL2/T). Let 

fbe the non-trivial PGL2-automorphism of PGL2/T, f(aT)=a( -1 1 )T. 

An automorphism eXf defines an involution on C1 XPGL2/T hence a 
,descent datum on C1 X PGL2/T and an operation (PGL2, X~). It follows 
from Lemma (3.9.1), (PGL2, X~) is not isomorphic to the product 
(l X PGL2, C2 X PGL2/T) as algebraic operations. 

Lemma (3.9.2). The variety X~ is rational. 

Proof. (PGL2, PGL2/T) is a suboperation of (PGL2 X PGL2, PGLJ B 

X PGL2/B) by at-+(a, a), at aTt-+( aB, a( -1 l)B), where B denotes the 

upper triangular Borel subgroup of PGL2• Then the involution f(aT) = 
a( -1 1) Ton PGLJT is induced by the automorphism of interchanging 

factors of PGL2/BX PGL2/B. Let y, z denote the coordinate on the 
product SLJBxSL2/B hence they are independent variables over k. Let 
k(C1), k(C2) be the fields of rational functions on C1 and C2. Then there 
exist a variable x over k, a E k(C1) and an a(x) E k(x) such that a2 -a(x) 
=0. The descent datum operates on the rational function field 

by Yt-+Z, Zt-+Y, at-+-a, Xt-+X. Let us denote this involution by h. It is 
sufficient to show that the invariant field k( C1)(y, z)" =K is rational. In 
fact k(CJ(y+z, yz)cK and [k(C1)(y, z): K]=2. On the other hand 
[k(C1)(y, z): k(CJ(y+z, yz)] =4. Thus [k(C1)(y, z)": k(y)(y+z, yz)]=2. 
We notice a(y-z) ~ k(x, y+z, yz) since the elements of k(x, y+z, yz) is 
invariant under at-+-a, zt-+Y,Yt-+z. But a(y-z) E k(a, x, y, z)". There
fore k(x, y+z, yz, a(y-z» = k(a, x, y, z)". ,Now we show k(x, y+z, yz, 
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a(y-z»=k(x, y+z, a(y-z» which implies k(a, x, y, z)"=k(x, y+z, 
a(y-z» is rational since tr(k(a,x,y,z)":h)=3. In fact, a2(y_z)2= 
a(x)«y+z)2-4yz) hence yz=(a2(y-z)2-a(x)(y+z)2)j4a(x) E k(x, y+z, 
a(y-z». 

§ 4. Automorphism groups 

It is known for a complete variety X the automorphism group functor 
Aut X is representable (Murre [M], Matsumura-Oort [M. 0]). Let Now 
Xbe a non-singular variety. We denote by Tx the tangent bundle of X. 
If X is not complete, the group functor Aut X is not always representable. 
But if the dimension of HO(X, Tx) is finite, the group functor Aut X is 
close to be representable. We recall a result of Matsumura-Oort [M. 0]. 
Let (Schjk) be the category of schemes over k and (Schjk)red be the full 
subcategory of (Schjk) consisting of reduced schemes. 

Theorem (4.1) (Matsumura-Oort [M. 0]). Let X be an algebraic variety 
over k such that hO(X, Tx) is finite. Then the restriction Aut XI (Schjk)red 
to the category of reduced schemes is representable by a reduced group 
scheme which is locally of finite type over k. 

Notice in the original theorem in [M. 0], k is assumed to be perfect 
and this assumption is satisfied as we work over C. 

If we recall that a group scheme over a field of characteristic 0 IS 

reduced, we get 

Corollary (4.2). Let X be as in Theorem (4.1) and G a connected 
algebraic group. If G operates on X, then we get a morphism of algebraic 
operations (<p, Id): (G, X)--+(AutO X, X). 

This corollary is quite useful for our purpose. To be able to apply 
this theorem, we want to show that the dimension of HO(X, Tx) is finite 
for the open varieties X in (J3), (J7), (18), (J9), (nO), (nl) of Theorem 
(2.1). 

Lemma (4.3). Using the notation of Section 2, we have the following 
estimations. 

lm+8 if m>3, 
(1) ho(pl X F;", T):S;:: 11 ~ m=2, 

12 if m= 1. 

(2) h°(1;", T)< (m+2~m+l) +9 for mZ1. 
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(3) hO(L;", T)«m+ l)(n+ 1)+ 7 for m, n>O. 

(4) hO(F;",n, T) isfinite ifm, n?:.l and < (m+r+~)(q+ 1) +n+6 

if m>n>2, where m=qn+r, q, r E Z, O::;;'r<n. 

(5) hO(F;",m, T)::;;'2m+9 for m> 1. 

(6) hO(E',j;, T) finite if m?:.l, Im?:.2 and 

{ 
(ml+m-2)1 +m+6 

< 2 
- (ml-2)2(ml-l) +m+6 

if m?:.2, I> 1, 

if m= 1,1>3. 

Proof To prove (1) for m?:.3 it is sufficient to show hO(F;", T)= 
m+5 since hO(Pt, T)=3 and hO(PI X F;", T)=hO(Pt, T)+hO(F;", T). F;" is 
the line bundle over pI of degree m hence obtained by gluing two 

N's; (x, y) E Nand (x',y') EN are identified if x:;t:O, ! =x', y' = (! r y. 

Therefore we have an exact sequence 

where 7r is the projection 7r: F;"~Pt, (!)Fin (I) =7r*(!)p,(l). It follows from the 
exact sequence 

Since the spectral sequence for 7r degenerates, the inequality (1) follows 
from 

~ 

HO(F;", (!)FJI»=EB H°(pt, (!)(I-km». 
k~O 

The other inequalities are proved similarly and hence we omit their proofs. 

Corollary (4.3.1). For a variety X in Lemma (4.3), AutO X is an 
algebraic group. 

Proof Corollary follows from Theorem (4.1) and Lemma (4.3). 

Lemma (4.4). Let X be a variety and L a line bundle over X. We 
denote by L the total space Spec (EBi~o L-i) of L. If the automorphism 
group Aut~L is representable in the category of the reduced schemes, Aut~L 
is solvable, of rank 1 and the unipotent radical of Aut~L coincides with 
HO(X, L). 
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Proof Since no semi-simple group operates on the fibre Al of L/ X, 
Aut?r-L is solvable. By Demazure [D] or by Lemma (1.21), [V3], Aut?r-L 
is of rank < 1 but it is of rank 1 because Gm operates on the line bundle 
through scalar multiplication. Let U be a unipotent group operating 
effectively on L/ X. The operation of U on each fibre lies in Aut A 1 hence 
in the translations. Therefore the operation of U on each fibre is abelian. 
Thus U itself is abelian. It is easy to see, writing the operation in terms 
of local coordinates, that to give an effective operation of Ga on L/X is 
equivalent to giving a non-zero element of HO(X, L). 

We want to give some remarks on the automorphism groups of the 
transformation spaces in the main theorem. 

Lemma (4.5). Let (G, X) be an effective algebraic operation. If X is 
rational, 3-dimensional and open, then the Lie algebra of G is not isomorphic 
to any of the following Lie algebras; §05' §L4, §Lz X §L3 , §Lz X §Lz X §tz• 

Proof Assume that the Lie algebra of G is isomorphic to §05' §L4, 

§Lz X §tg or §L2 X §Lz X §Lz• If G does not operate transitively even generi
cally, then by a Theorem of RosenIicht [R] there exists a non-empty G
invariant open set U such that the quotient U -?G\ U exists. The fibres of 
U -?G\ U are G-orbits hence unirational. By a Theorem of Zariski [Z] or 
Liiroth's Theorem, the fibres are rational since their dimension <2. Now 
by Enriques' Theorem, Umemura [V3], the Lie algebra of a semi-simple 
algebraic subgroup of the 2 variable Cremona group is §rz X §tz, §tg or §rz' 
In particular G does not operate effectively on each fibre of U -?G\ U. 
Hence by Lemma (1.21) Umemura [U3], the operation of G on U is not 
effective. Thus the operation of G on X should have an open orbit V. 
Let H be the stabilizer group at a point of V so that G/H:=::: V. Then H 
is a closed subgroup of codimension 3 in G and H does not contain a 
proper normal subgroup of G since the operation of G on X is faithful. 

We show that H is parabolic hence V:=:::GJH is projective which 
contradicts the openness of X. This would be a consequence of a direct 
calculation but here we argue differently. If the Lie algebra of G is 
isomorphic to §Lz X §L3 or §Lz X §Lz X §rz, we show in (5.6) and (5.12) H is 
parabolic. If the Lie algebra of G is isomorphic to §r4 or §05' then the 
operation (G, V) is primitive. For otherwise by Umemura [V3], (G, V) 
is of de Jonquieres type and G operates transitively on a variety W of 
dimension ::;;: 2. Since W is unirational, it is rational. But by a Theorem 
of Enriques an algebraic group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to §L4 or 
§05 is neither contained in Crz nor Cr1 (See [V3]). By Umemura [VI], we 
conclude H is parabolic in this case. 
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Remark (4.6). In Lemma (4.5), the assumption X to be rational is 
unnecessary. But we proved the lemma under the rationality assumption 
because for our purpose this weak assertion is sufficient. 

Lemma (4.7). Let (G, X) be an effective algebraic operation. If G is 
semi-simple and if X is rational, 3-dimensional and open, then the Lie 
algebra of G is isomorphic to one of the following; ~r2' ~r2 X ~r2' ~r3. 

Proof. If a torus T operates effectively on X, then dim T < dim X by 
1.6. Corollaire 1, Demazure [D]. Therefore the rank G<3 and G must 
have a closed proper subgroup of codimension < 3. The following are 
all the simple Lie algebras of rank < 3: (1) rank 1 ~r2: (2) rank 2 §rg, 
~05' G2; (3) rank 3 ~r4' ~07' ~jJ6. Since G2, ~07' ~j:J6 have no Lie subalgebra 
of codimension <3, an algebraic group with one of those Lie algebra can 
not effectively act on X. We can also exclude ~r2 X ~rg, ~r2 X ~r2 X ~r2' ~r4 
and ~05 by Lemma (4.5). Now if we consider all the possible products g 
of simple Lie algebras such that rank g<3, the Lemma follows. 

Proposition (4.8). For m> 1, AutoJ:" respects the fibration of the line 
bundle J:" over p2, i.e. there exists an exact sequence; 

(4.9) 

The semi-simple part of AutO J:" is ~rs. 

Proof. Let V be the natural irreducible representation of degree 3 of 
SLs. As in Section 2, Umemura [U3], the semi~direct product sm(V).SLs 
operates transitively on J:". By Lemma (4.7), the semi-simple part of 
AutO J:" is ~r3 and sm( V) is in the unipotent radical U of AutO J:". Let U z be 
the center of U. Uz .sm(v) is a vector group and SLs-invariant. J:" is a 
homogeneous space under the operation of U zsm(V). SLa• U z . sm(v) 
has not an open orbit on J:". For, otherwise by Lemma (1.12) Umemura 
[U3], J:" would be isomorphic to AS in particular affine but this is absurd 
since the line bundle J:" over p 2 contains p 2 as the O-section. Uz .sm(v) 
has not a 2-dimensional orbit. In fact, otherwise since Uzsm(v) is 
normal in Uz .sm(V)SLs which operates transitively on J:", all the 
U zSm(V)-orbits on J:" would be 2-dimensional. Let H be an stabilizer of 
Uzsm(V).SLs at a point of J:" so that Uzsm(V).SLs/H :=J:". We proved 
Uzsm(V).SLs/Uz .sm(V).Hwould be I-dimensional hence Uzsm(V).SLs 
therefore SLs would operate transitively on I-dimensional variety 

which is a contradiction. We have thus proved the Uz .sm(v) has only 1-
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dimensional orbits on J~, Namely Uz-orbits coincide with Sm(V)-orbits. 
Hence the quotient by Uz is the quotients by sm(v) which is the fibration 
J~~P2. Since Uz is normal in AutoJ~, AutoJ~ respects this fibration: 

Corollary (4.10). For m > I, AutO J~ consists of the following birational 
automorphisms; 

ax+by+c dx+ey+f Az+f(x, y) x>--+ , y>--+ , z>--+ , 
gx+hy+i gx+hy+i (gx+hy+i)m 

(
a b C) 

where d e f. E SLs, A E Gm and f(x, y) E k[x, y] with (degree of f(x, y) 
g h 1 

<m. 

Proof As in Section 2, Umemura [U3], the above birational auto
morphisms operate biregularly on J~. By Lemma (4.4), the rank of 
Aut~.J~ is 1 and the unipotent radical of Aut~.J~ is H°(PZ, (!}p.(m)) which 
is given by {z>--+z+ f(x, y) If(x, y) E k[x, y], degf(x, y)<m}. Therefore by 
the exact sequence (4:9), AutO J~ is exhausted by the birational auto
morphisms in Corollary (4.10). 

Remark (4.10.1). We can prove Proposition (4.8) by another method 
as follows. The algebraic group G of operations in Corollary (4.10) 
operates regularly on J~. The dimension of the group G coincides with 
h°(J~, T) by Lemma (4.3). Thus G=AutoJ~ hence AutoJ~ keeps the 
fibration. 

Proposition (4.11). If m, n > 1, AutO L~. n respects the fibration of the 
line bundle L~. n over pI X pI, i.e. there exists an exact sequence; 

(4.11.1) 

Proof Let Um+1> Un + 1 be irreducible ~r2-modules of dimension m+ I, 
n+ 1 respectively. Then as in Proposition (4.8) (see also Section2, [U3J), 
(Um+IQ9Un+l ) (SL2XSLz) operates transitively on L~.n' Thus the semi
simple part of AutOL~.n contains ~r2X~r2' Since Um+IQ9Un+1 is abelian, 
unipotent and of dimension (m + 1 )(n + 1) > 4, the ~r2 X ~r2-module 
Um+IUn+1 can not be a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebras of Lemma (4.7). 
Therefore, Um+IQ9Un+1 is in the unipotent radical U of AutOL~.n' Let Uz 
be the center of U. If Um+IQ9Un+1 is not contained in the center Uz , 
then (Um+10Un+I)UZ is an SLzX SL2-invariant vector subgroup of U since 
Uz is a normal subgroup of AutOL~.n' Since 
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Let ve Um+I®Un+1 be a highest weight vector and w a highest weight 
vector of one of the irreducible factors of W. Then 

is an algebraic subgroup of (Um+I®Un+l)Uz(SL2XSL~ and V is abelian. 
As in Section 2, [U3], a subgroup 

has an open orbit on L~. n' Therefore V has an open orbit on L~. n which 
is absurd since Vis abelian and of dimension >4 (see Lemma (1.8), [U3]). 
Thus Um+I®Un+1 should coincide with Uz . Thus letting H be a closed 
subgroup of AutOL~.n such that (AutOL~.n)fH ~L~.n' we get a morphism 

(cp,f): (AutOL~.n' L~.n}=(AutOL~.n' (AutOL~.n)IH) 

~(AutOL~.n' (AutOL~.n)/(Um+,®Un+,)H). 

(AutOL~.n)/(Um+,®Un+,)H =(Um+,®U,,+,)\L~.n~p' XPI 

(cf. Section 2, [U3]). We have an exact sequence 

Aut~'xP1L~.n consists of AI-bundle automorphisms over PIXPI. Hence 
the unipotent radical of AutPlxP1L~.n is abelian and coincides with 

The reductive part of AutPlxP1L~.n is Gm (see Umemura [U3]). This 
completes the proof of the Proposition. 

Corollary (4.12). AutOL~.n consists of the following birationai auto
morphisms: 

ax+b 
x~ , 

cx+d 
dx+b' 

y~ c'x+d" 
Z~ AZ+ f(x, y) , 

(cx + d)m( c' x + d')" 
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. where (~ ~), (~: ~) e SLz, A e Gm,f(x,Y) e k[x, y] such that deg",f(x,y) 

<m, deg7'/(x, y)<n (dega g denotes the degree of the polynomial g in a). 

Proof. As in [U3], we see the above automorphisms are regular 
automorphisms ofL~,n' By Lemma (1.21), [U3] the rank of AutOPIXPIL~,n 
is)l, solvable and it is easy to see the unipotent radical of AutPIXPIL~,,, 
is H°(plXPl,pt(!)p.(m)®pNJp1(n» which is given by 

{Z~Z+ f(x, y) If(x, y) e k[x, y] I deg",f(x, y)<m, degyf(x, y)<n}. 

Therefore exact sequence (4.11.1) shows the automorphisms given in the 
Corollary exhaust AutOL~,,,. 

We defined F~,,, as the total space of the vector bundle (!)Pl(m)EB(!)pl(n) 
over pl. Thus F~,,, is considered as a line bundle over (!)pl(n) which is 
nothing but F~. Hence we have fibrations F~,n~F~~Pl. 

Proposition (4.13). Ifm>n> 1, AutOF~,n respects the fibration F~,,, 
~F~~Pt, i.e. there exist exact sequences; 

l~Aut~:.F~,n~AutOF~,n~AutOF~~l, 

l~Aut~lF~~AutOF~~AutOPl~l. 

The semi-simple part of AutOF~,n is ~rz. 

Proof. Let Um+l, U,,+l be the irreducible SLz-modules of dimension 
m+ 1, n+ 1. Then (Um+lEBUn+l) SLz operates transitively on F~,,, (cr. 
Section 2, [U3]). F~,n is the total space of the vector bundle (!)p1(m)EB(!)pl(n) 
hence obtained by gluing two AS's: Let%'I=As, Ol/z=As and (Xl>Yl>ZI), 
(x2, Yz, zz) be coordinate systems on Ol/l and Ol/z. We identify xz=x1l, 
Y2=x1mYl, zz=x1"zl' As in Umemura [U3], the operation of (Um+lEB 
U"+I)SLz on F~,n is given by: 

(4.14) ZI+g(Xt) 
(cxt+d)n' 

where (~ ~) e SLz, f(xt), g(xt) e k[xt] with degf(xt)<m and degg(.xt) 

<no In particular the operation of Um+tEBUn+t is given by XI~XI' YI~Yt 
+ f(x l ), ZI~ZI+g(XI) where f(x l ), g(xt) e k[xl ] and satisfy the condition 
above on the degree and the projection F~,,, ~ pI is the quotient by the 
operation of Um+lEBUn+ l • 

The semi-simple part of AutO(F~,n) is one of the Lie algebras of 
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Lemma (4.7). Since Um+IEBUn +1 is abelian and of dimension (m+ 1)+ 
(n+I»5, Um+IEBUn + 1 can not be contained in the semi-simple part of 
AutO(F:",n) and AutO(F:",n) has the non-trivial unipotent radical U. Let 
Uz be the center of U. Now we need lemmas. 

Lemma (4.15). Uz has not an open orbit on F:",n. 

Proof If Uz had an open orbit, by Corollary (1.13), Umemura [U3], 
F:",n would be isomorphic to A3 which is absurd since F:",n contains pI as 
the O-section of the vector bundle F:", n over pl. 

Lemma (4.16). The semi-simple part of AutO(F:",n) is not £;[3. 

Proof By Lemma (4.15) the dimension of the Uz-orbits is 2 or 1. 
Notice that all the Uz-orbits have the same dimension since Uz is normal. 
Assume SLa acts on F:",n. Let us put G=AutO(F:",n) and denote by H 
the stabilizer group at a point of F:",n so that GJH =::F:",n. We have a 
morphism (cp,J): (G, GJH)-7(G, GJUzH) of algebraic operations. If the 
dimension of the U z-orbits is 2, the dimension of GJ U zH is 1 and we have 
an exact sequence: 

1-7N-7AutOGJH -7AutoGJUz H 

n 
Crl =PGL2 

where N denotes the kernel which consists of the automorphisms of the 
fibre bundle f: GJH-7GJUz H. Since the fibre of fis UzHJH which is a 
homogeneous space under the vector group Uz thus is isomorphic to A2, 
SLa does not operate on the fibre. Therefore SLa is not contained in N. 
But SLa is not contained in AutoGJUzHCCrl =PGL2 either. If the 
dimension of Uz-orbits is I, the dimension of GJUzH is 2 and we have an 
exact sequence: 

1-7N-7AutOGJH-7AutOGJUz H, 
n 

Cr2 

where N denotes the kernel which consists of the automorphisms of the 
fibre bundlef: GJH -7GJUz H. Since the fibre of f is AI, SLa is not con
tained in N and hence SLs operates non-trivially on GJUzH. Since 
GJUzH is rational by a Theorem of Zariski, it follows from Umemura 
[U3] (SLs, GJUzH) is isomorphic to (SLa, P2) and GJH is an AI-bundle 
over P2. Since HI(P2, L)=O for any line bundle L, an AI-bundle over p2 
is a line bundle and hence GJH =F:",71 contains P2. But F:",n is a vector 
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bundle over pl. Let 7r: F:", n --+ pi be the projection. Since there is no 
non-trivial morphism of p2 to pi, p2 should be contained in a fibre which 
is isomorphic to A2. This is a contradiction and the Lemma is proved. 

In view of Lemma (4.7) and Lemma (4.16) we may assume the semi
simple part of AutOF:",n is §[2 or ;:;[2X;:;r2· Neither Um+I .;:;[2 nor Un+l,;:;[z 
can be embedded in the semi-simple part of AutO F:", n which is isomorphic 
to §[2 or §[2X;:;[2' Hence Um+IEBUn+1 is in the unipotent radical U of 
AutO(F:",n)' When we speak of SL2, it means SL2 at the beginning of the 
Proof of Proposition (4.13). Namely its operation is given by 

We show one of Um+l and Un +l is in the center Uz. For otherwise, let 
We Uz be an irreducible factor of SL2-module Uz and U E Um+l, U E Un+1 

and W E W be highest weight vectors. A vector group 

of dimension 4 operates transitively on F:",n' This is impossible by 
Lemma (1.8), Umemura [U3]. Now we prove Un + l is not in the center 
Uz and hence Um + l is in the center. In fact the following vector group 
"Y is in AutOF:",n' Xl>---*Xl ' Yl>---*Yl, zl>---*zl+a(xl)YI where a(xl) E k[xl] and 
deg a(xJ:;,m-n. It follows from the definition, "Y is SL2-invariant and 
irreducible. The dimension of"Y is m-n+ 1 :2:2. Therefore "YSL2 can 
not be embedded in neither SL2 X SL2 nor SL2 and "Yis in U. It follows 
from the definition, Un + l does not commute with "Y. Thus Un +l does 
not lie in the center Uz . If the center Uz has 2-dimensional orbit, it 
contains another SL2-irreducible factor 0If than Um + l such that OIfEB Um + l 

has 2-dimensional orbit. Let U E Un + l , U E Um + l and WE 0If be highest 
weight vectors then 

&={(au, bu, CW)(6 1) la, b, c, dE k} 

is a vector group of dimension 4. & has an open orbit which contradicts 
Lemma (1.8) Umemura [U3]. Therefore all the Uz-orbits are I-dimen
sional and coincide with Um + I-orbits. Let us put G=AutOF:",n and let 
H be the stabilizer at a point of F:",n so that G/H c:::.F:",n' We have a 
morphism of algebraic operations (G, G/H)--+(G, G/UzH) and G/UzH c:::. 
Um+I\F:",nc:::.F~. We have an exact sequence: 
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The last exact sequence is proved in [U3]. N is the subgroup of G con
sisting of the automorphisms of the AI-bundle GIH~GIUzH and hence 
N is solvable. The semi-simple part of AutOF~ is ~rz (Umemura [U2]). 

Corollary (4.17). For m>n> 1, AutOF~,n consists of the following 
birational automorphisms: 

ax+b Ay+f(x) Xl-+ ,Yl-+ , 
cx+d Jcx+d)n 

where (~ ~) e SLz, A, p. e Gm , f(x) e k[x], 9'T+nlx)e k[x], deg f(x) < n, 

deg 9'T+n;(x)<r+n; (O<i <I), m=ln+r (I, r e Z, 1>0, O<r<n-l). 

Proof. Notice that the unipotent radical of Aut~:.F~, n is HO(F~, (!}in(m» 
which is isomorphic to, by the degeneracy of the spectral sequence, 

hence to 

1 

E9 H°(pt, (!}p.{m-in». 
i=O 

Now argue as in Corollary (4.10). 

Proposition (4.18). The semi-Simple part of AutOF~,m is ~rzX ~rz for 
m>1. 

Proof. As in the F~,n case, (Um+lE8Um+I)SLz operates on F~,m and 
the operation is given as in Corollary (4.17). Since dim(Um+1EBUm+1) 
=2(m+ 1»4, as at the beginning of the Proof of Proposition (4.13), 
Um+IEBUm+1 is not contained in the semi-simple part of AutOF~,m' The 
same argument as in Lemma (4.16) shows the semi-simple part of AutOF~,m 
is ~rz or ~rzX~rz. Using the same local coordinate system on F~.m as in 
the Proof of Proposition (4.13), one more SLz operates on F~,m: Xl-+X, 

Yl-+ay+,8z, zl-+ry+oz, (~ ~) e SLz. Thus SLzXSLz operates on F~,m 
and the Lemma is proved. 

Proposition (4.19). The automorphism group AutOF~,m keeps the 
fibration F~,m~PI for m> 1. 
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Proof As in Lemma (4.15), the unipotent radical U of AutOF:",m 
has not an open orbit. Since Um +1EBUm +1, which is in U by Lemma 
(4.18), has 2-dimensional orbits on F:",m, the U~+IEBUm+l-orbits coincide 
with U-orbits. Now the proposition follows. 

Corollary (4.20). For m> 1, AutOF:",m consists of (he following bira
tional automorphisms: 

ax+b a'y+b'z+ f(x) c'y+d'z+g(x) 
x~ , y~ , z~ , 

cx+d (cx+d)m (cx+d)m 

(~ ~) E SL2, (~: ~,) E GL2, f(x), g(x) E k[x] with degf(x), deg g(x)<m. 

Proof As in preceding cases, the above birational automorphisms 
operate biregularly on F:",m' It is sufficient to show Aut~lF:",m coincides 

with ~={(Y'Z)~(a'Y+b'z+f(x), C'y+d'z+g(x»I(~: ~,) E GL2, f(x), 

g(x) E k[x], degf(x), deg g(x)<m}. In fact, the last group ~ induces on 

each fibre the group of the affine transformations of 2 variables. We need 

Lemma (4.21). Let G be a (connected) algebraic group operating on 
A2. If G contains all the affine transformations, then G coincides with the 
group of the affine transformations. 

Proof of Lemma. Since the affine transformation group is primitive 
(G, A2) is primitive (cf. [VI]). It follows from Vmemura [VI] (G, A2) is a 
sub operation of (PGLs, P2). Now the Lemma follows. 

It follows from Lemma (4.2I) and (1.21), Vmemura [V3], the 
reductive part of Aut~lF:",m is GL2 and hence coincides with that of G. 
As for the unipotent radical, argue as in Corollary (4.10). 

Here are some properties of AutO(E:';; F:") which will be used later. 

Lemma (4.22). Let X be a variety and L a line bundle with hO(X, L) 
< 00. Let Y -+X be AI-bundle defined by a non-trivial extension O-+(/)x-+ 
E -+L -1-+0. Then Aut?r-Y is isomorphic to the vector.group HO(X, L). 

Proof Aut?r-Yoperates on each fibre as affine transformation group 
of 1 variable. Thus Aut?r- Y is of rank at most 1 by Lemma (1.12) 
Vmemura [V3] and solvable. But a torus operates on an affine bundle if 
and only if the defining extension splits. Hence Aut?r-Y is unipotent. As 
its operation on each fibre is a translation, the unipotent group Aut?r-Y is 
a vector group. Let UtEI Ut=Xbe a covering, {ati E r(Ui n Ui• @;)h,JEI 
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a cocycle for Land {(gtJ ttJ) I htJ E T(Ui n UJ, ll1x)} i,JEI a cocycle for X. 

To give an element of the unipotent radical is equivalent to giving 

{(b ~i) I Ct E T(Ui , ll1x )} tel such that 

(giJ ttJ)(gi ?)=(gJ ?)(giJ tif), 
i.e. a section {Ci}tel of L. 

Corollary (4.23). Aut~InE~ is the vector group HO(F~, ll1(lm-2)). 
Let U be the unipotent radical of AutO(E~; F~). Then we get an exact 
sequence: 

The semi-simple part of AutO(E~; F~) is SLz and has an open orbit on E~. 
There is no 2-dimensional SLz-orhit on E~ covering the SLz-open orbit on F~. 

Proof It follows from definition we have 

AutFInE~ is solvable and a setni-simple part of AutOF~ is SLz• Except for 
the last assertion, Corollary now follows from Lemma (4.22). As for the 
last assertion, assume SLz had not an open orbit on E~. As SLz has an 
open orbit on F~ isomorphic to SLjUm, where 

SLz would have 2-dimensional orbit Y isomorphic to SLz/Un covering 
SLz/Um on E~ with nlm, 

Then the pull back of E~ by (j): SLz/Un~SLz/UmcF~ would have a 
section and would be a line bundle. But this is impossible as we have 
inclusions, 
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HI(SL2/Un , (9(lm-2»LHI(SL2/Um , (9(lm-2» 

k== ~ I = ~ I 
EB HI(Pt, (9(lm-2-nk»)-<c-= EB HI(Pt, (9(lm-2-km)) 

k=-= k=-= 

U 
= EB HI(PI, (9(lm-2-km)) 

k=O ~ I 
HI(F:", (9(lm - 2)). 

Here for an integer i :20, 

is F~-(O-section) and 7C: SL2/Ui~SL2/B=Pt, B= {(~ ~_I) E SL2} is an 

affine morphism and hence the spectral sequence for 7C degenerates. We 
know 7C*(9~EBi=-= (9(ki). 

In Section 3 we defined E~, Fm,n ... for a wider range of indices than 
in Section 2. We show for small indices the operations are contained in one 
of the conjugacy classes of Theorem (2.2). 

Lemma (4.24). For m:22, (AutO(E;';, F:"), F:") is contained in 

Proof In view of Corollary (4.2) and Lemma (4.3), it is sufficient 
to show E;'; is isomorphic to F:"_I,m_l. Let VI and Vm _ 1 denote irreducible 
SL2-modules of dimension 2 and m. We identify Vi with the vector space 
of homogeneous polynomials of degree i in u and v. The tensor product 
VI Q9 Vm_1 is an SL2 X SL2-module. Let G = a semi-direct product 
(VI Q9 Vm- I) .SL2 X SL2, Gli = the subgroup (VI Q9 Vm_I). L1(SL2), G2 = the 
subgroup (VIQ9 Vm_I)(l X SL2) of G, where L1 is the diagonal morphism 
L1: SL2~SL2XSL2. Let V' be the vector subspace of VIQ9Vm_1 spanned 
by uQ9un - i vt, vQ9un - i vt, l<i<n. Let B be the lower triangular Borel 
subgroup. We finally put H = V' .(SL2XB)cG, H n G2=H2 and Hn Go 
=Ho. We have inclusions G2/H2cG/H, GIi/HocG/H. If we consider 
V = VIQ9Vm _ c orbits, we have fibrations G/H~G/V.H ~SL2/B, G2/H2~ 
G2/V.H2~SL2/B and G/J/H/J~G/J/VH/J~SL2/B. They are A2-bundles over 
SL2/B~PI and hence the inclusions are isomorphism in particular G2/H2 
is isomorphic to Gli/H.. It follows from the argument of [U3], G2/H2 is 
isomorphic to F:"-I,m-I. It remains to prove 
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Sublemma (4.24.1). Ga/Ha is isomorphic to E~. 

Proof of Sublemma. Considering the decomposition VI® Vm - l :::: 

:::: VmEBVm-2, we get Ga=(VmEBVm-2).SL2' The explicit decomposition 
shows, if we put @= Vm • SL2c Ga and ~ =@ n Ha, then 

We have an inclusion @/~cGa/H/j' The same argument as above 
shows that @/~, G/j/Ha are A2-bundle over pl. Hence the inclusion is an 
isomorphism. Thus we have to show @ /~ is isomorphic to E~. To this 

end we describe @/~ explicitly. {(6 n(YUn+zun-IV) I x, y, Z E k} is a 

closed subgroup of @ and its orbit {(6 n(yun+zun-Iv)~1 x, y, z E k} 
is 3-dimensional and isomorphic to A3 by mapping (x, y, z) E AS to 

(6 n(yun+zun-Iv)~. The orbit 

{(~, ~)(z'uvn-I+Y'Vn)(_~ 6)~lx"Y"Z'Ek} 

is also isomorphic to A3 by 

(x', y', z') E A3~(~, ~)(Y'uvn-l+z'Vn)( _ ~ 6)~' 

By considering the fibration @ / ~ ~SL2B, we conclude @ / ~ is covered by 
the 2 affine orbits 

and 

{G, ~)(z'uVn-I+Y'Vn)(_~ 6)~IX'y, ZE k}. 

Let now examine how the 2 open sets are glued to get the whole space 
@/~. For this purpose it is sufficient to solve the following equation: 

(4.24.2) (6 nC)lun+zun-IV)~=G, ~)(z'uvn-I+Y'vn)( _ ~ 6)~ 

tinder the hypothesis x, x' * o. (4.24.2) is equivalent t6 

(4.24.3) (6 ~)(yun+zun-Iv)=G, ~)(z'uvn-I+Y'vn)(_~ 6)(~ ~~} 
. (a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in u, v and of degree 
<n-2 in u). 
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The right side of (4.24.3) is equal to 

(4.24.4) G, ?)( _~ g-){ (~ -~-}z'uvn-l+y'vn)(~ -~-lrl 

·(a polynomial of degree <n-2 in u)}. 

Hence by (4.24.3), (~ n=(~ ?)(_~ g-} Therefore, X= l/x'. 

c= 1, a=x'. (4.24.4) is thus equal to 

(4.24.5) (~ n(Z'x'V( _X'-IU+ v)n-l+ y'( -X'-IU+ v)n). 

. (a polynomial of degree <n-2 in u). 

By (4.24.3), we conclude 

yun+zun- 1v=Z'x'v( -x'-IU + v)n-l+y'( -x'-lu+ v)n 

+terms of degree <n-2 in u. 

Therefore, y=y'(_x'-I)n, Z= _z'x'(2-n)+n(_x')(I-n) .v. If we replace 
x, x' by -x and -x', we identify A3's with coordinates (x, y, z), (x', y', z') 
by 

x=l/x', y=y'(1/x')n, 

Z= -z'(1/x,)(n-2) +ny'(1/x')(n-l). 
(4.24.6) 

(4.24.6) shows the fibrationp is an AI-bundle defined by the exact sequence 
(which is evidently SL2-equivariant because SL2 operates on W.SLJff 
keeping the fibration p); 

O-?(!JF;' -? E -?(!JF;' (2 - n )-?O, 

where (!JF;.(2-n)=p*(!Jpl(2-n), p: F~-?pl is the projection. We show the 
AI-bundle over F~ defined by (4.24.6) is not isomorphic to the line bundle 
(!JF;.(2-n) over F~. In fact if it were isomorphic to (!JF;.(n-2), then there 
would exist polynomials a(x, y), a'(x', y'), b(x, y), b'(x', y') such that 
a(x, y) and a'(x', y') never vanish over N and such that 

(4.24.7) 

( ( 1 )(n_2) ) ( )( (1 )(n-2) ,( 1 )(n_l») - - ° a(x,y) b(x,y) - - ny -
x' = x' x'' 
o 1 0 1 0 1 

. (a'(x~, y') b'(X;, y,)) 
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where x=l/x', y=y'(l/x,)n. 
The condition on a(x, y), a'(x', y') implies they are constants a and 

a'. Thus we get from (4.24.7) a=a'-I and 

(4.24.8) ( 1 )(n-2) ( 1 )(n-I) 
-ab'(x', y') x' + any' x' +b(x, y)=O. 

Since we have relations x=l/x', y=y'(l/x')n, (4.24.8) for polynomials 
h'(x', y'), b(x, y) is impossible. Now the Sublemma follows from (3.8). 

Lemma (4.25). (Aut~,E?, E~) is contained in (PS04' quadric CP4). 

Proof As in Corollary (4.23), we have an SL2-exact sequence for 
the unipotent radical U: 

~ 

O~EB HO(F~2, (i)( - j»~U ~Uz~O. 
j~O I ~ 

UI 

If U were abelian, as we shall see in Proposition (5.30.7) the transforma
tion space would be isomorphic to F~.2' Hence U is not abelian. Using 
the notation of Bourbaki [Bk] let us consider a Lie subalgebra 

o 
Y 0 1 
A 

c 0 2st o -c Y 

Let G be the corresponding subgroup which is algebraic. Letting p = 
{(b ij ) E §o5jb21=b31=b41=b51=O (this implies b51=b52=b53=b54=0)} and 
P be the corresponding parabolic subgroup. The quadric in p4 of the 
Lemma is isomorphic to S05/P, G has an open orbit on S05/P and the 
unipotent radical of G is the non-abelian 3-dimensional unipotent group. 
Let Z = the center of the unipotent radical (j of G. Then we have a 
morphism (G, G/P n G)~(G, G/(P n G)Z). The latter defines (AutOFf, F~) 
and the SL2 exact sequence O~Z~(j ~U/Z ~ U2~0. This AI-bundle 
G/P n G~F~ is not a line bundle. For otherwise the unipotent radical U 
of AutO (G/P n G, Fi) is abelian. Consequently (G, G/P n G) is isomorphic 
to (AutOE~2, E~2). 

Let ,,: CI~C2 be an etale 2-covering of a non-singular (open) rational 
curve C2 • We always assume CI irreducible. We defined the algebraic 
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operation (pGL2, X~) when genus CI ~ 1. But we can define the operation 
(PGL2, X~) even if genus CI =0. 

Proposition (4.26). Let 1': CC~C2 and 1": Ci---+C~ be two etale 2-
coverings of non-singular rational curves C2 and q. Then (PGL2, X~) and 
(PGL2, X~,) are isomorphic as law chunks of algebraic operation if l' and 1" 

are birationally equivalent, i.e. there exist birational maps g: CI· .. ---+Ci 
and h: C2· .. ---+C~ with h 0 l' =1" 0 g. 

Proof The "if" part is trivial. We prove the "only if" part. Let 
(cp,!): (PGL2, X~)---+(PGL2' X~,) be an isomorphism of law chunks of 
algebraic operation. Since f is birational, there exist open subsets U c C2 

and U' c q such that f gives a PGL2-equivariant biregular isomorphism 
betweenp-I(U) andp'-I(U') wherep: Xn---+C2,P': Xn'---+C~ are projections 
(Rosenlicht [RD. f induces an isomorphism f': U =+ U' since U, U' are 
PGL2-quotients. Thus we may assume C2=C~ and (cp,!): (PGL2, X~)---+ 

(pGL2, X~,) is an isomorphism of algebraic operations. We-show that p 
has local sections. In fact, let BcPGL2 be a Borel subgroup. Then B 
has 2-dimensional orbits on X~. Let W be the union of 2-dimensional 
B-orbits on Xn • W is an open set of X~. Since p is fiat, peW) is open. 
W ---+ p( W) is the quotient with B-operation and hence W ---+ p( W) has 
local section because B is solvable [R]. In particular p has a local section. 
Let us put s' = f 0 s. s' is a local section of p'. Replacing C2 = q by a 
'Smaller open set, we may assume sand s' are sections. Let j: C2---+ 
PGL2/D ~ = {subgroup conjugate to the diagonal torus T}, x E C2---+stabi
lizer at sex). PGL2/D~ has an etale 2-covering PGL2/T ---+PGL2/D~. As 
we assume that (PGL2, X~) is not trivially fibred over C2, .the fibre product 
C2 X PGL.ID~PGL2/T is irreducible and an etale 2-covering of C2. Since 
X~Xc.CI~(PGL2/T)xCI by definition, the section s defines a section 
i: CI---+X~ X C.CI ~(PGL2/T) X CI' Thus we get a morphism J: CI---+PGL2/T 
by putting J(x) = PI 0 sex) E PGL2/T for x E Cl> where PI is the projection 
(PGL2/T) X CI---+PGL2/T. Obviously the diagram 

J 
CI---+PGL2/T 

rr 1 j 1 
C2---+PGL2/D~ 

1S commutative hence we get a C2-morphism CI---+C2 X PGL.ID~PGL2/T. 
Since they are etale 2-coverings of C2, CI is C2-isomorphic to 

C2 X PGL.ID~PGL2/T. 

Using s' for s, we conclude Ci is C~-isomorphic to 
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Hence C1 is isomorphic to C~ over C2 = C~ as desired. 

It follows from Proposition (4.26) 

Corollary (4.27). Let rr: C1-+C2 be an hale 2-covering of a curve C2 

(with C1 irreducible and C2 non-singular rational). Let g be the genus of C1• 

Assume g > 1. Then the operation (PGL2, X~) is effectively and completely 
parametrized by the moduli space of hyperelliptic (or elliptic if g= 1) curves 
of genus g. 

Lemma (4.28). Let rr: C1-+C2 be an hale 2-covering with C1 rational 
and C2 non-singular. Then the conjugacy class of (PGL2, X~) is contained 
in that of (PGL4, pa). 

Proof Let Va be an irreducible SL2-module of dimension 3. We 
identify Va with the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 
in x, y. (SL2, Va) is almost effective and defines by (PGL2, Va). This 
operation is linear hence contained in (PGL4' pa). We show (PGL2, Va) 
is isomorphic to (PGL2, Xx) as law chunks of algebraic operation. The 
discriminant D(f)=b2 -4ac for f(x, y)=ax2 +bxy+ cy2 is SL2-invariant. 
(SL2, Va-{D=O}) consists of 2-dimensional orbits isomorphic to SL2/T and 
the quotient is given by D: (SL2, VdD=O})-+(l, C*),f(x, y)>-+D(f). We 
show (PGL2, VdD=O}) is isomorphic to (PGL2, Xx) as law chunk of 
algebraic operations. If we take 

T={g E SL2 [g(xy)=xy}. 

Therefore SL2/T = {f(x, y) E V3 [D(f)= I}. Letting PGL2 operate on 
C* X PGL2/T through the second factor, consider a PGL2-equivariant map 
"y: C* X PGL2/T = C* X {f E Va [D(f) = I} -+ V3-{D = O}, "y«c,f» = cf for 
(c,f) E C* X {f E V3 [ D(f) = I} . We thus get a commutative diagram: 

C* X PGL2/T ~ Va-{D=O} 

P1l 1 D 

C* ) C*. 

We notice that for (c,f), (C',f')E C*X{fE Va [D(f)= I}, "y«c,f» 
="y«c',f'» if and only if c=c',f =f' or c= -c',f = - f'. Let rr': C* 
-+C*, rr'(c) = c2• (PGL2, Xx,) is defined by the descent datum on C* X 
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PGL2/Tin (3.9). We identify PGL2/Twith {IE Vs\D(f)=I} by gT~ 
g·xy. By this identification the descent data in (3.9) is (c,f)~( -c, -f). 
Therefore (PGL2, VdD=O}) is isomorphic to (PGL2, X~,) as algebraic 
operations. The Lemma follows from Proposition (4.26). 

Lemma (4.29). (AutOFi,H Fi,1) is contained in (PGL4, PS), 

Proof It follows from Proposition (4.19) and Corollary (4.20), 
AutOFi,1 is isogeneous to the semi~irect product(U2@UJ(GmXSLzXSLz), 
where U2 is the irreducible SL2-module of dimension 2 and U2@U2 is 
regarded as a Gm-module of weight 1. Let us consider a subgroup <:§ = 
{(ail) E GL4 \ a1S=a14=aZS=aZ4=0} ofGL4 • Let us putP={(aij) E GL4 \ a21 
=aS1 =a41 =0}. Then let us prove the open <:§-orbit <:§PcGL4/P:::::::.ps is 

isomorphic to Fi,1. In fact, <:§' = {( ~ ?J E GL4 \ A E SLz, C E MZX2} has 

the same open orbit as <:§P on ps. <:§' P=<:§' /<:§' n P is isomorphic to Fi,1 as 
in Section 2 [V3]. The image of <:§ in PGL4 operates on <:§ P as (AutO Fi,1' 
Fi, 1) and Lemma is proved. 

Lemma (4.30). The conjugacy classes of the operations (Gm X SL2 

XSLz, Gm XSLz XSLz/Hn,_1) and (GmXSLzXSLz, Gm XSL2XSLz/H1,_n) 
(n> 1) are contained in that of (AutOF~,n' F~,n). In particular they are 
contained in one of the conjugacy classes of Theorem (2.1). 

Proof Let us put G=GmXSLzXSLz. The rational map GXAs~ 

AS sending (t, (~ ~), (~: ~,); x,y, z) E GmXSLzXSLzXAs to 

( ax+b , t(a'y+b'z) , t(c'y+d'z») 
cx+d (cx+d)n (cx+d)n 

defines a law chunk of algebraic operation (G, Xn). The stabilizer at 

(0,0,1) is Kn={(t, (~ ~_1)' (~; ~'-1)) E G\t=a-nd}. By Corollary 

(4.20), we thus obtained a morphism of law chunks of algebraic operations 
(cp,f): (G, G/Kn)~(Aut°F'-n,_n' F~n,-n) withf birational, which is neces
sarilya morphism of algebraic operations since (G, G/Kn) is a homogeneous 
space. The homogeneous spaces (G, G/Hn,_1) and (G, G/H1,_n) are both 
isomorphic to (G, G/Hn). The last assertion follows from the definition 
and Lemma (4.29). 

§ 5. Proof of the first assertion of main Theorem (2.2) 

Theorem (2.2) has been proved either if G is primitive [VI] or if G is 
not of de Jonquieres type but imprimitive [V2]. Therefore it is sufficient 
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to prove the first assertion of the main theorem under the assumption that 
G is of de Jonquieres type. Hence throughout this section, we assume 
that G is of de Jonquieres type. We verify the theorem by dividing into 
two cases i.e., the generically transitive case and the generically intransitive 
case. Moreover each case is divided into several subcases. 

Classification of generically transitive algebraic groups in Crg. 
This case is divided into two subcases; (i) the group is reductive. (ii) the 

group is not reductive. 

Case (i). G is reductive. 
Let G be a reductive group in Crg. Then by 1.6, Corolla ire 1, 

Demazure [D], the rank of G is at most 3. Let (G, G/H) be a realization 
of G. Then there exists an isogeny cp: G-+G such that G is isomorphic to 
the direct product G;;' X G", where Gss is semi-simple and simply connected 
and such that the restriction of cp onto G;;' X 1 is an isomorphism. Hence 
if we put fi =cp-I(H), then (G, G/H) satisfies the following conditions. 

(5.1) (1) Gc:::.G;;'XGss where Gss is semi-simple and simply connected, 
(2) (G, G/H) is almost effective, of de Jonquieres type and dim G/H 

=3. 
(3) G;;' X 1 operates effectively on G / H. 

Let us determine all the algebraic operations (G, G/H) satisfying the 
conditions (5.1). 

(5.2) Here is the list of all the reductive groups G satisfying the 
condition (5.1) (1) and rank G~3: 

(i) rank3 
~ ~ 

SL4, S07' SP6' S06' 
r--.J 

SL2 X SLg, SL2 X S05' SL2 X G 2, 

r--.J 

Gm X SLg, Gm X S05' Gm X G 2 

SL2 X SL2 X SL2 , Gm X SL2 X SL2, Gm X Gm X SL2, 

GmXGmXGm 
(ii) rank 2 

~ 

SLg, S05' G 2, SL2 X SL2, Gm X SL2, Gm X Gm 

(iii) rank 1 
SL2, Gm , 

where G denotes the universal covering group of G. 

Since Gm X Gm and Gm can not be transitive, we can erase them from 
the list. 
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Lemma (5.3). Let G be a simple algebraic groups with rank G=n. 
IfG is contained in the Cremona group ern ofn-variables, then G is not of 
de Jonquieres type. 

Proof As rank G=n, an operation of a maximal torus of G on a 
variety of dimension < n-l is not almost effective (Demazure [D])) and 
hence an operation of G is not almost effective either. Since G is simple, 
it follows that any operation of G on a variety of dim <n-l is trivial. 
Let (G, X) be a realization of G. Since rank G=n, by Demazure [D] the 
operation of maximal torus of G on X is generically transitive and hence 
the operation (G, X) is generically transitive. Hence we may assume 
(G, X) is a homogeneous space (G, GIH). Since, as we have seen, G acts. 
only trivially on any variety of dimension < n-l, (G, GIH) is not of de 
Jonquieres type (Proposition 2.2, [U2l). 

r--.../ r--.../ 

By Lemma (5.3), we can erase SL" S07' SP6' S06 in the list (5.2). 
_ r--.../ r--.../ r--.../ 

Lemma (5.4). If G is isomorphic to SL2 X S05' Gm X S05 or S05. 
there is no closed subgroup if satisfying the conditions (5.1). 

_ r--.../ 

Proof Let us first assume G = S05. If there were a closed subgroup 
if of G satisfying the conditions (5.1), then there would be a closed sub
group g of G such that dim Gig =2 or 1. By a theorem of Enriques (cf. 

r--.../ 

Umemura [U3]), S05 never operates non-trivially on any two dimensional 
variety. Hence we may assume dim Gig = 1. But this is impossible, 

r--.../ 

because there is no non-trivial morphism of algebraic groups S05--+ 
_ _ _ r--.../ _ r--.../ 

Aut (GIK) C Aut pl. Since the cases G=SL2XS05, G=Gm XS05 are 
r--.../ 

treated similarly, the proof is given only when G = SL2 X S05. If there 
were a closed subgroups if, K of G satisfying the conditions (5.1). Since 
r--.../ 

S05 operates trivially on any variety of dimension < 2, we get (qy,f): (SL2 X 
r---.J __ ,.., r--...../ ,.., _ _ ,.., r---./ 

S05' G I H)--+(SL2 X S05' G I K)--+(SL2' G I K) and S05 operates on the fibre 
r--.../ 

of f But since the dimension of the fibres of f < 2, S05 operates trivially 
r--.../ __ 

also on the fibres and hence S05 operates trivially on GIH which con
tradicts the almost effectivity of the operation (G, GI if). 

Lemma (5.5). If G is isomorphic to SL2 X G2, Gm X G2, or G2, there 
is no closed subgroup if satisfying the conditions (5.1). 

Proof is the same as for Lemma (5.4). 
Now, we determine all the closed subgroups if satisfying the condi

tions (5.1) of the remaining groups of the list (5.2). 
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(5.6) 

Our first aim is to show il is parabolic. Since (G, Glil) is of de 
Jonquieres type, there exists a morphism of homogeneous spaces (Id,j): 
(G, Glil)~(G, GIK). If dim GIK= 1, necessarily we have a morphism 
(PI> f): (SL2 X SLg, SL2 X SLgl il)~(SL2' SL21 B) where B is a Borel sub
group of SL2. Hence we get an extension: 

(5.7) 

SLg X 1 operates on the fibre of PI which is 2-dimensional. By a 
Theorem of Enriques [U3], a 2-dimensional operation of SLg is necessarily 
(SLg, P2) hence the fibre of j is isomorphic to p 2 and 1 X SLg/l X SLg n il 
= P2. Therefore 1 X SLg n il is of dimension 6 and contains a solvable 
group of dimension 5. Hence the dimension of the image PI(il) is equal 
to dim il - dim 1 X SL2 n il = 2. Thus we get an exact sequence 

(5.8) 

il contains a solvable group of dimension 5+2=7 which is an 
extension of B by a maximal solvable group in 1 X SLg n il. A solvable 
subgroup of SL2 X SLg of dimension 7 is a Borel subgroup of SL2 X SLg. 
Hence il is parabolic. 

If dim G I K = 2, we have either (SL2 X SLg, SL2 X SLgl il)~(SLg, P2) or 
(SL2 X SLg, SL2 X SLgl il)~(SL2' SL21 H') where H' is a closed subgroup of 
dimension 1. In the last case, 1 X SLg operates non-trivially on the fibre 
which is a curve but this is impossible and hence the last case never occurs. 
Let us now examine the morphism (SL2 X SLg, SL2X SLgl il)~(SLg, P2) and 
show il is solvable. As in the (SL2, PI) case, we get an exact sequence 

- - P2 
1~SL2xlnH~H---+p 

where P is a parabolic subgroup of SLg such that SLgIP=::.P2. SL2 Xl 
operates non-trivially on the fibre of SL2 X SLglil~P2. Hence SL2 X 1/SL2 
X 1 nile the fibre of SL2 X SLgl il and consequently dim SL2 X 1 n il = 2. 
The dimension of the image P2(il)=6 and hence P2 is surjective and we 
get an exact sequence: 

1~SL2 Xl n il ~il ~P~l. 

For the same reason as in the case dim GIK = 1, il is parabolic. Suppose 
that il c SL2 X SLg satisfies the conditions (5.1). The il is parabolic and 
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of dimension 8. It follows His BxPcSLzX SLg where B is a Borel sub
group of SLz and P is a parabolic subgroup of SLs such that SLs/P -:::::.pz. 
We have thus proved. 

Proposition (5.9). Let (SLz X SLs, SLz X SLs/ H) be an almost effective 
realization of a de Jonquieres type group G of Crs. Then G is realized by 
(pGLzXPGLs, pi X PZ). 

(5.10) 

Let H be a closed subgroup of G satisfying the conditions (5.1). 
Since (G, G/H) is almost effective, contains no normal subgroup of positive 
dimension. In particular Gm X 1 is not contained in H. Let us put K = 
Gm Xl.H. We get a morphism (G, G/H)-+(G, G/K). Since GmXl 
operates trivially on G/K, we get a morphism 

(pz,J): (Gm X SLg, Gm X SLs/ H)-+(SLs, Gm X SLs/ K). 

By a Theorem of Enriques [03], Gm X SLs/ K is isomorphic to SLs/ P -:::::. pz. 
Hence, we have a morphism 

(pz,J): (Gm XSLs, Gm X SLs/ H)-+(SLs, SLs/ P). 

The existence of the morphism (pz,J) implies pz(H)cP. Since GmXl 
operates on Gm X SLs/ H effectively by our assumption, Gm X 1 n H= 1. 
Hence by counting the dimension, pz(H)=P. Namely pz maps H isomor
phically onto P. We have thus proved 

Proposition (5.11). Let (Gm X SLs, Gm X SLs/ H) be an almost effective 
realization of an algebraic group G of de Jonquieres type contained in Crs. 
Then, there exists an integer I such that H is, up to inner automorphism, 

G is contained in (AutO J~ I I' J~ I I) for any I E Z. If \/\ = 1, G is contained in 
(PGL4, pa). 

Proof. Except for the last two assertions, Proposition (5.11) is proved 
above. Gm X SLs/ H is a principal Gm-bundle of degree lover pz and Gm X 
SLs is in the automorphism group of J~ I I. The last assertion follows from 
the inclusion (AutO Ji, JDc(PGL4, P 3) because Ji is (a blowing-up of pa at 
a point P)-(the inverse image of P)=pS_{P}. 

(5.12) 
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Let Hand K be closed subgroups of G satisfying the conditions (5.1). 
We shall show H is solvable. If dim G I K = 1, then we have a morphism 
(cp,J): (G, GIH)~(SL2' Sl2fB). We may assume cp is the projection PI 
onto the first factor. 1 X SL2 X S12 operates non-trivially on the fibres of 
f which are isomorphic to B X SL2 X SL21 H. By a Theorem of Enriques 
[U3], the operation of 1 X SL2 X S1 2 onto the fibres of f is (SL2 X SL2, 

SLJBX SL2IB) where B is a Borel subgroup of SL2• Therefore, we may 
assume 1 X SL2 X SL2 n H = 1 X B X B. It now follows from the exact 
sequence 

H is solvable. Let us now assume dim GIK =2. By a Theorem of 
Enriques [U3], we have either (1) a morphism (cp,f): (G, GIH)----,>-(SL2 X SL2, 

SL2IBXSL2IB), where B is a Borel subgroup of SL2 or (2) a morphism 
(cp,f): (G, GIH)----,>-(SL2, SL2IH') where H' is a I-dimensional subgroup of 
SL2• We notice the second case never happens. For, if it happened, 
Ker cp::::: SL2 X SL2 cannot operate almost effectively on a fibre of f which 
is isomorphic to pi hence (G, GIH) would not be almost effective. In the 
first case, we may assume cp is the projection PI2 onto the first two factors. 
Then the similar argument as above shows the existence of exact sequence: 

and H is solvable. Since dim H = 6, H is, up to an inner automorphism, 
B X B X B where B is a Borel subgroup. 

Proposition (5.12). Let (SL2 X SL2 X SL2, SL2 X SL2 X SL21 H) be an 
almost effective realization of an algebraic group G of de Jonquieres type 
contained in erg. Then G is effectively realized by (PGL2 X PGL2 X PGL2, 

p1XP1XPl) 

(5.13) 

Let H be a closed subgroup of G satisfying the conditions (5.1). 
Since (G, GIH) is almost effective, H does not contain any normal sub
group of positive dimension. In particular, Gm X 1 X 1 is not contained in 
H. If we put K =Gm X1X1.H, then dim GIK=2. We have a morphism 
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(G, G/ii)-?o(G, G/K) and Gm X1Xl operates trivially on G/K and con
sequently by a Theorem of Enriques, we get a morphism (P23,f): (G, G/ii} 
-?o(SL2 X SL2, SL2/ B X SL2/ B), where B is a Borel subgroup of SL2 and PZ3 
is the projection onto the second and third factor of G. Since Gm X 1 Xl 
operates effectively on G/ ii and is contained in the center of G, Gm X 1 X 
Inii=1. 

Thus we get an exact sequence; 

By counting the dimension, we know that P23 induces an isomorphism of 
ii onto BXB. 

Proposition (5.14). Let (Gm X SL2 X SL2, Gm X SL2 X SL2/ii) be an 
almost effective realization of an algebraic group G of de Jonquieres type 
contained in er3 as in (5.1). Then, there exist integers 11> 12 such that ii is, 
up to an inner automorphism, 

Interchanging the order of SL2-jactors and replacing the parameter of Gm by 
its inverse if necessary, we may assume that 11<0</2 or 0::;,/1sJ2. Then 
G is contained in; 

(5.14.1) the operation (16) of Theorem (2.2) for m=/2, n=lj ifI2?:.2, 
-2?:./j> 

>0, 

=1, 

(5.14.2) the operation (J8) of Theorem (2.2)for m=/2, n=/1 ifl2?:./l 

(5.14.3) the operation (13) for m=12 ifI2>2, /1=0, 
(5.14.4) the operation (JI) if II =0, /2=1, 
(5.14.5) the operation (J2) if II = 12 =0, 
(5.14.6) the operation (JIO) if 12>0>/1 and if only one of III I and 1121 

(5.14.7) the operation (PI) if 12 = 1, II =-1. 

Proof We proved above ii is written in the form of Proposition. 
As we saw above, G/H is a principal Gm-bundle of bidegree (I1> 12) over SLz 

X SL2/BXB=P I Xpi and G is a group of Gm-bundle isomorphisms which 
can be extended to a group of line bundle of bidegree (Ii> 12). Thus 
(5.14.1), (5.14.2), (5.14.6) and (5.14.7) follow from Lemma (4.29) and 
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(4.30). (5.14.3), (5.14.4) and (5.14.5) follow from [U3] because in these 
cases the operations are products. 

(5.15) 

Let iI be a closed subgroup of G satisfying the conditions (5.1). 
Since a normal subgroup Gm X Gm X 1, contained in the center of G, 
operates effectively on GjiI, Gm X Gm X 1 xii =1. Thus, we get an exact 
sequence 

Hence Ps induces an isomorphism of iI onto a closed subgroup of dimen
sion 2 hence onto a Borel subgroup of SL2• Thus we have shown 

Proposition (5.16). Let (Gm X Gm X SL2, Gm X Gm X SL2/iI) be an 
almost effective realization of an algebraic group G of de Jonquieres type 
contained in ers as in (5.1). Then, there exist integers II> 12 such that iI is, 
up to an inner automorphism, 

{tl>Xtl'X(~ :-1) e GmXGmXSL21te k*, xe k}. 

Interchanging the order of G1I' factors and replacing the parameters of Gm by 
their inverses, we may assume 0~/l</2' G is contained in 

(5.16.1) the operation (J9) of Theorem (2.2)for 12=m, 11=n if 2</1 
<12 , 

(5.16.2) the operation (J10) of Theorem (2.2) for 12=m=/1=n if 2< 
11=/2, 

(5.16.3) the operation (J7) of Theorem (2.2) for m = 12, if 12 ~ 2, 11 = 1, 
(5.16.4) the operation (PI) of Theorem (2.2) for 11 =/2= 1, 
(5.16.5) the operation (J3) of Theorem (2.2) for m=/2 if 12>2,/1>0, 
(5.16.6) the operation (J1) of Theorem (2.2) if 12= 1, 11 =0, 
(5.16.7) the operation (J2) of Theorem (2.2) if 11 = 12 = 0. 

Proof The first assertion was proved above. G/iI is a principal 
G;"-bundle over SL2/B=Pl of degree (/1,/2), G is a group of automor
phisms of the principal G;"-bundle hence can be extended to a group of 
automorphisms of Ff.,l,. For some small values of 11> 12, Ff"l. is isomor
phic to other varieties (cf. [U3] and Lemma (4.29». 

(5.17) 
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There is nothing to prove in this case. G;' is always contained in 
(PGL4, Pa)· 

(5.18) 

Let ii be closed subgroup of G satisfying the conditions (5.1). Since 
(G, G/ii) is of de Jonquieres type, there exists a closed subgroup K such 
that iiCK, dim G/K = 1,2 (cf. Corollary 2.8, [U2]). Since SLs does not 
operate on a I-dimensional variety, dim G/K =2. By a Theorem of 
Enriques, K is a parabolic subgroup of SLs such that SLs/K=P2. We may 

assume K = { (~ : :) E SL} ii is conbiined in K and of dimension 5. 

Lemma (5.19). ii is one of the following: 

(1) B={ (~ ~ :) E SL} 

(2) n> 1 is an integer. {(gll x A Y) E SLs\ x, Y E k, afi = I}. 

This group is denoted by Wn • 

Proposition (5.20). Let (SLs, SLs/ii) be an almost effective realization 
of an algebraic subgroup G of de Jonquieres type contained in Cra• Then, 
ii is, up to an inner automorphism, B or Wn in Lemma (5.19). G is con
tained in (J7) of Theorem (2.2) for m=n when ii = Wn and n>2. G is 
contained in (PI) when ii = Wi. 

Proof SLs/Wn---+SL2/K=P2 is a principal Gm-bundle of degree n. 
The proof is similar to the preceding cases and omitted. 

(5.21) 

Let ii be a closed subgroup of G satisfying the conditions (5.1). We 
shall show that iio is solvable. Let h be a Lie algebra of ii. If h is not 
solvable, h must contain ~r2. Since the dimension of h is 3, h coincides 
with ~r2 and we get an inclusion ~r2---+~r2 X ~r2. Up to automorphism of 
~r2' there are only 3 inclusions. 

(1) cp(x)=(x, x) x E ~r2. 

(2) CPl(X) = (x, 0) x E ~r2. 
(3) CP2(X) = (0, x) x E ~r2. 

In the first case (G, G/ii) is primitive and as studied in Umemura [U3]. 
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In particular, iJ does not satisfy the conditions (5.1). In cases (2) and (3), 
h is an ideal in ~r2 X ~r2' Hence the operation (SL2 X SL2, SL2 X SL2/ iJ) is 
not almost effective. Thus h should be solvable. We may assume that 
flo is contained in B X B where 

B= {(~ ~_1) I a E k*, bE k}. 

Since dim iJo=3, iJo can not be reductive. If the dimension of the uni
potent part U of iJo is equal to 1, then U is a I-dimensional subgroup of 

{ (6 n X (6 {) I x, Y E k} and the dimension of the maximal torus of 

flo is 2. But since there is no I-dimensional subgroup of 

invariant under the inner automorphisms of a maximal torus, the dimen
sion of U can not be 1. Therefore the dimension of U is equal to 2. 
Then there exist mutually coprime integers I, m such that 

iJO={(~1 ~-I)X(r ~_m)ltEk*'X'YEk}. 
Let us consider an exact sequence 

where i(t)=(tl, t m), n-«x,y))=xmy-l. Let L be a closed subgroup of 
'GmXGm with V=Gm • Then there exists an integer s such that L= 
Jr- 1({C' E Gm I C's = I}). Thus 

iJ= {(~1 ~iJ X (~2 ~21) I (tr't21)' = I}. 
Therefore (G, G/iJ) is a suboperation of 

( Gm XSL2 X SL2, Gm X SL2 X SL2 

/ {tr' S t2 IS X (~1 ~21) X (~2 ~21) I t1> t2 E k*, x, Y E k}). 

Proposition (5.22). Let (SL2 X SL2, SL2 X SL2/ iJ) be an almost effec
:five realization of an algebraic group G of de Jonquieres type contained in 
erg. Then, for appropriate 11> 12, G is contained in the conjugacy class 
.realized by the operation in Proposition (5.14). In particular, G is contained 
jn one of the operations of Theorem (2.2). 
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(5.23) 

Let il be a closed subgroup of G satisfying the conditions (5. I}. Since 
the operation of Gm X1 on Glil is effective by (5.1), if we consider the 
projection P2: Gm X SLc~SL2' the image P2(il) is a closed subgr~up of SL2 
isomorphic to il. Hence P2(il) is a I-dimensional closed subgroup of 
SL2 and we may assume that plil) is one of the following: 

(1) {(~ ~_I) E SL21tE k*}. 

(2) {(~ ~_I) E SL211;;n= 1, x E k}. This group is denoted by Un. 

Proposition (5.24). Let (Gm X SL2, Gm X SL21 il) be an almost effec-
tive realization of an algebraic group contained in Crg. Then, il is, up to 
an inner automorphism, one of the following: 

(1) Let m be an integer. 

{tmx(~ ~_I) E Gm xSL21tE k*}. 

(2) Let d be a divisor of a positive integer n. 

{t'IX(~ ~_I) E Gm xSL2 It n =1, XE k}. 

In the first case G is contained in (Gm X SL2 X SL2, Gm X SL2 X SL2/ii') 
in~Proposition (5.13), where 

ii' = (trX (~I :11) X (~2 {~_I) E GmX SL2X SL21 t1, t2 E k*, x, Y E k}. 

The inclusion is given by 

In the second case, we may assume d>O. Glii ~G/Gm' 

is a principal Gm-bundle and as in preceding cases we conclude 

Proposition (5.24.1). Let (Gm X SL2, Gm X SLzlii) be a realization of 
an algebraic group G of de Jonquieres type in Crg, then G is contained in 
one of the operations of Theorem (2.2). 
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(5.25) 

In this case fi is a finite subgroup of SL2• It is well known that a 
finite subgroup of SL2 is conjugate to one of the following (Blichfeld [BID. 

(A) Cyclic group. 

{(r ~-m) I e=e2<i/N, m=O, 1, ... , N -I}, N= 1,2,3, .. '. 

(B) (binary) Dihedral group 5 2N • A subgroup generated by 

(C) Tetrahedral group. 

(D) Octahedral group. 

(E) Icosahedral group. 

1) 2<i/N ° 1 N 1 ° ' e=e ,m=" .. " -, 

N=2, 4, 6, 8, .... 

We saw that in the tetrahedral case (SL2, SL2/ T) is contained in (P2) 
and that the last cases give (El) and (E2). Thus we have to treat the 
cyclic case and the dihedral case. 

(5.25.A) fi is a cyclic group CN of order N. 

Then the conjugacy class realized by (SL2, SL2/CN ) is contained in 
Proposition (5.24.1) (1). In fact, it is sufficient to consider a morphism 
<p: SL2--+Gm X SL2 defined by <p(x) = (1, x) for x E SL2 • 

(5.25.B) fi is a (binary) dihedral group 5 2N of order 2N. 

Proposition (5.26). (1) If N =2, then the conjugacy class realized by 
(SL2, SL2/ D2N) is nothing but the conjugacy class effectively realized by 

(PGL2, PGL2/ T) where r = { 1, (..j 0 1 ..j ~ I)}' Thus this case is reduced 

to (5.25.A). 
(2) If N=4, then the conjugacy class realized by (SL2, SL2/52N) is 

contained in the operation (J4) of Theorem (2.2). 
(3) If N = 6, then the conjugacy class realized by (SL2, SL2/52Z) is 

contained in (PGL4, PS). 

Proof The first assertion is trivial. Let Vs be an irreducible SL2-

module of degree 3 and hence V3 is isomorphic to the vector space of all 
the homogeneous polynomials f(x, y) in x, y of degree 2. Let F: OC(xy) 
C(X2+y2, xy)c Vs be a flag. SL2 operates on the flag variety X of Vs. 
The stabilizer at F is D 2x4 and the flag variety X is isomorphic to SL(Vs) 
/a Borel subgroup of SL(V3). Therefore we have a morphism of operation 
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(~,f): (SL2, SLlD2X4)-+(SLs, SL/B) with f birational. Thus the second 
assertion is proved. To prove the third, consider the vector space E of 
homogeneous polynomials of 2 variables x, y of degree 3 as above. The 
vector space E is an irreducible representation of degree 4 of SLz• The 
orbit of xS+yS E P(E) is isomorphic to SLlD2X6 which is an open subset 
ofP(E)~pa. Thus the second assertion is proved. 

We have shown in Umemura [U3] that, if fi is the tetrahedral, octahe
dral or icosahedral subgroup of SL2, then (SL2, SL2/fi) is not of de 
Jonquieres type. 

Proposition (5.27). Let (SL2, SL2/ T) be an almost effective realization 
of an algebraic group G of de Jonquieres type in Cra. Then G is contained 
in one of the operations of Theorem (2.2). 

It now follows from what we have done from (5.1) to (5.27) 

Conclusion (5.28). Let (G, G/H) be a realization of a reductive 
algebraic G of the Jonquieres type in Cra. Then G is contained in one of the 
operations of Theorem (2.2). 

Case (ij). G is not reductive. 

Let (G, G/H) be a realization of G. 

Case (5.29). The center Uz of the unipotent radical of G has a 2-
dimensional orbit on G/ H. 

We have a morphism of homogeneous spaces (G, G/H)-+(G, G/UzH) 
and dim G/Uz H=1. Hence we get a morphism of homogeneous spaces 
(~,f): (G, G/H)-+(PGL2' PI). 

Sub case (5.30.1). ~ is surjective. 

Let Nbe the kernel of ~ and N° its connected component of 1. We 
have an exact sequence 

The kernel of the morphism G/N°-+PGL2 is N/N°. Hence IN/N°I<2. 
If IN/N°I=2, ~ factors through the degree 2 covering SL2-+PGL2• Any
how, by taking an isogeny G-+G of degree at most 2, there exists an 
almost effective realization (G, G/fi) such that the center az of the uni
potent radical of G has a 2-dimensional orbit on G/fi, there exists a 
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morphism of homogeneous spaces (ip,J): (G, Gji1)->;(SL2' PI) and such 
that the kernel ip=N is connected. By Corollary (1.13), Umemura [U3], 
the operation of N on each fibre is through affine transformation of 2 
variables. Now, by Lemma (1.21), Umemura [U3], the reductive part of 
N is a subgroup of the linear part GL2 of the affine transformation group 
.of 2 variables and U z = U. 

Let us determine the SL2-module Uz . Since we have ip: G->;SL2, by 
Levi's Theorem G contains a semi-direct product U z. SL2 and the orbit of 
UZ .SL2 coincides with the whole space Gji1. For, if we consider the 
iibration]: Gji1->;GjOzi1=P\ Oz-orbit of i1 is thefibre]-I(Ozi1) and 
from the definition of the subgroup SL2 of G, the morphism (Oz. SL2)· i1 
->;pl induced by fis surjective. 

Lemma (5.30.2). SL2-module Uz has at most 2 irreducible components. 

Proof Let us put Yf=i1n UZ .SL2. Then we have an exact sequence 

Since U z has a 2-dimensional orbit, the image ¥l(Yf) is a 2-dimensional 
subgroup of SL2 hence a Borel subgroup B of SL2• We may assume B= 

{(: ~) E SL2}. Thus the above exact sequence becomes 

(5.30.3) 

Let Uz = U1EBU2EB·· ·EBUr be an irreducible decomposition. Let Vi E Ui' 
I <i < r be a highest weight vector with respect to the upper triangular 
Borel subgroup and the diagonal Cartan subgroup. Vi does not belong 
to Uz n Yf. For, if Vi E Uz n Yf, then Ui C Uz n Yf since Uz n Yf is B 
invariant by the exact sequence (5.30.3). On the other hand, since 
(U z • SL2, U Z • SL2j Yf) is almost effective, U z n Yf contains no normal 
subgroup of positive dimension of U z • SL2• In particular, Ui can not be 
a submodule of Uz nYf. Assume r >3 and let L={A1Vl+A2V2[Al, A2 E k}. 
We shall show L-orbit of i1 E Gji1 is 2-dimensional. In fact, assume L
orbit of i1 E G j i1 is not 2-dimensional, then dim Lj U z n Yf < 1. Namely 
Vi and V2 are not linearly independent mod Uz n::lt'. Since Vi $ Uz n Yf and 
since Land Uz nYf are invariant by the Cartan subgroup, if VI and V2 have 
different weights then VI and V2 are linearly independent mod Uz n Yf. If 
VI and V2 have the same weight and there exist A1> A2 E k such that Al VI + 
..12v2*0 and A1V1 +A2V2 E Uz nYf, then A1V1+A2V2 is a highest vector of an 
irreducible SL2-submodule of Uz and Uz n Yf contains a normal of 
subgroup of positive dimension of Uz .SL2 which contradicts the almost 
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effectivity of (Uz .SL2, Uz .SL2jJlf). Let W={(6 nIXEk}. Then r 

is the dimension of W-invariant subspace Vof Uz and Le V. V. W is 
an abelian closed subgroup. Since L-orbit of ii is 2-dimensional and con
tained in a fibre of f and W-orbit of ii is I-dimensional and horizontal, 
L. W-orbit of ii E ajii is 3-dimensional. Since L. We V. W, V. W has 
a 3-dimensional orbit. As V. W is abelian, by Lemma (1.8), Umemura 
IU3], 3 = dim V. W = r + 1 hence r = 2 which contradicts our assumption 
r>3. 

Notations being as in the proof of Lemma (5.30.2), let ni be the 
highest weight of Ui and Ui = L:~~o W~?_2a be the decomposition into the 
eigen-spaces of the Cartan subgroup where the weight of W~:)-2a is n i - 2a. 

Lemma (5.30.4). JIf is, up to an automorphism, one of the following: 

(i) If r= 1, (t2 W~~)-2a) .B(e U,.SL2), (n,> 1) 

(ii) Ifr=2, 

(a) {(tl W~~)-za)+(f::l W~~)_za)}.B, (n,~n2~0) 
or 

(b) n,-2=n2~0, W.B where W is a vector subspace of U/3)U2 

generated by (t2 W~~)_2a+ f::l W~~)-2a) and a vector u, +u2 with 

u, E W~)_2' U2 E W~~) with u,' ua=;i=O. 

Proof The proof is a refinement of the proof of Lemma (2.7), 
Umemura [U3]. By (5.30.3), JIf is connected. Therefore it is sufficient 
to determine its Lie algebra. We shall treat only the case r = 1 because 
the case r=2 is proved similarly. The Lie algebra of JIf is a subalgebra 
.of Uz + b where u., b are the Lie algebras of U z and B. Let 

be a direct sum decomposition of C-eigen-spaces where the weight of 
W nl - 2a is n,-2a. Then it is easy to see, (L:~!:2 Wn1-za)+b is the only b
invariant Lie subalgebra 9 of u + b of codimension 3 in u + Bf2 such that 
dim uju n 9=2 (cf. Umemura [U3]). 

Remark (5.30.5). In Lemma (5.30.4), the group in (b) is uniquely 
determined up to automorphism of UZ • SL2• In fact let O=;i=a, ~ E k and 
replace u, + U2 by au, + ~U2' then we have an automorphism 1/1' of SL2-

module U z = U/fJ U2 defined by 1/I'(x" xz) = ax, + ~X2' 
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Proposition (5.30.6). Notations being as in Lemma (5.30.4), the con
jugacy class realized by (G, G/ii) is contained in 

(a) the operation (J1) (PGL3 XPGL2, p 2 X Pi) of Theorem (2.2) for 
case (i) and nl = 1, 

(b) the operation (AutOF~'-1,n'-1' F~'-1,n'-1) hence in (PI) or (J10) of 
Theorem (2.2) either for case (i), n1 > 2 or for case (ii) (b). 

Proof If we are in case (i), n1 = I, since U z is normal the operation 
of G respects the fibration 7C: U.SL2/B-+SL2/B=P1 which is the trivial 
rank 2 vector bundle over pl. By Corollary (1.13), Umemura [U3], the 
Ker ({J operates on the fibre of 7C as affine transformations. Therefore 
the operation of G is extended to p 2 X pi and G is contained in the opera
tion (J1) (see also Lemma (1.21), [U3]). The operation in case (1) is 
contained in the operation in case (2) (b) and they both have the same 
transformation space. Thus in view of Corollary (4.2) and Lemmas (4.3), 
(4.29), it is sufficient to show the transformation space Uz . SLzI,?It' is 
isomorphic to F~'-I,n'-1' This is proved as Lemma (4.24). 

Proposition (5.30.7). We keep the notation of Lemma (5.30.4) and we 
assume that we are in case (ii) (a) with nl >n2:?0. 

(1) If nl >n2 :?2, the conjugacy class realized by (G, G/ii) is contained 
in (J9) (AutOF~"n.' F~"n2)' 

(2) ifni >nz= 1, the conjugacy class realized by (G, G/ii) is contained 
in (J7) (AutO J~" J~,), 

(3) If n1 = nz:? 2, the conjugacy class realized by (G, G I ii) is contained 
in (J10) (AutOF~"n,' F~"n,). 

(4) If n1 = nz = 1, the conjugacy class realized by (G, G / ii) is contained 
in (PI) (PGL4, P3). 

(5) Ifn1=nz=0, the conjugacy class realized by (G, Glii) is contained 
in (J1) (PGL3 X PGL2, P2XPI). 

Proof The transformation space G/ii coincides with Uz .SLzI,?It' 
and as in the proof of Proposition (5.30.6) (see also Umemura [U3]). We 
can prove the homogeneous space Uz .SL2/J1f' is isomorphic to F~"n.' 
The assertion (1) follows from Corollary (4.2) and Lemma (4.3). As for 
the second assertion, let Jm=P(@p.EB@p.(-m», @Jm(l) the tautological 
line bundle on Jm and J:" Jm minus the negative section of Jm/P2' Since 
F~:::P2-(a point)cp2 and Pic P2-+PicF~ is an isomorphism, we have an 
open immersion 
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We want to show that (AutOF~l,H F~ht) can be extended to (AutOF~hl' Jn1). 
If there exists a very ample line bundle 2 on J n, such that the restriction 
induces an isomorphism HO(Jn1 , 2):::::HO(F~1,t' 21 F~l,l)' since AutOF~l,t is 
a linear group (Theorem 3.2, Umemura [U2]) , it operates on the linear 
system P(HO(F~hH 21 F~1,t):::::P(HO(Jnh2» hence the operation of AutOF~ht 
on F~;,t can be extended to an operation on Jn1 and the assertion (2) is 
proved. Now we look for such a very ample line bundle. In the follow
ing, it becomes clear that for any line bundle vIt on Jn1, we have 

We look for a very ample line bundle. Since (@p,EB@p,(-nl»®@p,(nl+l) 
is ample, it follows from Hartshorne [H] @JnP)®P*@p.(n1+l) is ample. 
Hence there exists a positive integer k such that 

is very ample. Now it is sufficient to show HO(Jn" 2):::;HO(F~1,H 2). 
Since the morphism of restriction is injective, we must show the both 
vector space have the same dimension. Since the inclusion F~l' t C J nl 
factors through F~l,tCJ~lCJnl and the co dimension of J~l-F~l,t in J~l is 
2, HO(J~l' 2):::;HO(F~ht' 2). Thus we have to show dim HO(J~l' 2)= 
dim HO(Jn1, 2). In fact, since the morphism J~1-+p2 is affine, we have 

HO(Jn1, 2)=H°(J~, p*@p,«nt+l)k» 

:::::H°(p2, @p,(nt+ l)k)®p*@J' ) n, 
:::::HO(P2, @p,(nt+ l)k)®to @p.(-Int») 

:::::L: HO(P2, @p,(nt+l)k-Int» 
I~O 

k 

:::::L: HO(PZ, @p.(nt+l)k-In,). 
I~O 

On the other hand, 

Hence the second assertion is proved. The assertion (3) follows from 
Corollary (4.2) and Lemma (4.3). The assertion (4) is proved as (3) 
combined with Lemma (4.29). It remains to prove the last assertion. As 
we noticed above, the reductive part of N is contained in the linear part 
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of the affine transformation group of 2 variables and U z = U (cf. Lemma 
(1.21), Umemura [U3]). 

Sub case (5.31.1). <p of (5.29) is not surjective. 

The image of <p is isomorphic to the group of affine transformations of 
1 variable GTAI, Ga or Gm • Let us first assume Im(<p)=GTAI. Then, we 
have an exact sequence 

l~N~G ~GTAI~l. 
U U 
K:::: Ga 

By Sublemma (2.30), Umemura [U3], <p splits over the unipotent part of 
GTA j : there exists a closed subgroup K of G mapped isomorphically onto 
the unipotent part of GTAI. Since G/UzH::::AI , the orbit of the closed 
commutative group Uz.K coincides with G/H. In particular, the dimen
sion of Uz =2 by Lemma (1.8), Umemura [U3] and Uz.K::::G/H. By 
Umemura [U3], Uz is the unipotent radical of N°. But since Ga has no 
non-trivial eta1e covering, N is connected. Let K.Uz ::::Ga X Ga X Ga and 
use the coordinate on Ga X Ga X Ga. 

The operation of Uz.K on G/H ::::Ga X Ga X Ga is given by (x, y, z) 
>-+(x+a, y+b, z+c). The operation of the unipotent radical of N is, by 
Section 2, Umemura [U3], (x, y, z)>-+(x, y+ f(x), z+ g(x)) where f, g are 
polynomials in x and their degrees are bounded. By Lemma (1.21), 
Umemura [U3], the reductive part of N is GL2 or Gm X Gm, Gm and they 
operate on U z:::: k 2 naturally, therefore on Al X N = N linearly: in GLz 

case for example, (x, y, z)>-+(x, ay+cz, by+dz) for (~ ~) E GL2• It 

remains only a torus mapped injectively by <po For this purpose, we write 
the operation of maximal torus on the radical K. Uz which is linear. Thus 
the operation (G, G/H) is a sub operation of (n) or (nO) of Theorem (2.2) 
(cf. Section 2, Umemura [U3]). The cases 1m <p=Ga and 1m <p=Gm are 
treated similarly. 

It follows from (5.30.1) and (5.31.1). 

Conclusion (5.32). Let (G, G/ H) be a realization of an algebraic group 
G of de Jonquieres type. If G is not reductive and if the center of the 
unipotent radical has a 2-dimensional orbit, then G is contained in one of the 
operations of Theorem (2.2). 

Case (5.33). The center Uz of the unipotent radical has only 1-
dimensional orbits on G/ H. 
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We have a morphism of homogeneous spaces (Id,!): (G, G/H)---,>
(G, G/UzH). The algebraic operation (G, G/UzH) determines a mor
phism cp: G---'>-Aut G/UzHcAutbirat G/UzH. Since G is linear, G is 
rational and the algebraic surface G/UzH is unirational. Therefore, 
G/UzH is rational and Autbirat G/UzH is non-canonically isomorphic to 
the Cremona group Crz of 2 variables. Hence we can apply the results 
of Umemura [U3] to (cp(G), G/UzH). 

Proposition (5.34). IfG/UzH-:::::P2, the conjugacy class of(G, G/H) is 
contained in (11), (PI) or in (J7) of Theorem (2.2) according as dim Uz = 1, 
dim Uz =3, or dim Uz =n>3. 

Proof We can prove the proposition as in Section 2, Umemura 
[U3]. But we give a different proof. G/H---'>-G/UzH =pz is an N-bundle 
over pz. Since HI(PZ, 2')=0 for any line bundle 2' over p2, the affine 
AI-bundle G/H---,>-G/UzH comes from a Gm-bundle, i.e. G/H---,>-G/UzH is a 
line bundle. Thus there exists an integer n such that J~-:::::G/H where 

p. 

J~ = Spec (EBl=O l!7p .(-ln». Since the positive dimensional group Uz 
operates transitively on each fibre of G/H---,>-G/UzH. n should be non 
negative. If n=O, (G, G/H) is a sUboperation of (11). If n> 1, by Corol
lary (4.2) and Lemma (4.3) (G, G/H) is a suboperation of (AutoJ~, J~) and 
(AutO J~, J~) is contained in (PGL4, pa) in (PGL4, PS) as in the proof of 
Proposition (5.30.16) (2). 

Proposition (5.35). If G/UzH -:::::pl XPt, the conjugacy class of (G, 
G / H) is contained in (11), (J2), (D), or (J8) of Theorem (2.2). 

Proof G/H---,>-G/UzH=P1XPI is an N-bundle over plXPI hence 
defined by an exact sequence: 

(5.35.1) 

where l!7P1XP1(l, m) denotesptl!7p1(l)®p::"l!7p1(m). The extension (5.35.1) is 
SL2 X SL2 homogeneous. Let us determine such extensions. The exten
sions are parametrized by HI(Pl XPt, l!7e -T, -m». Since we have SL2 

X SL2-isomorphism 

HI(PIXPt, l!7(-I, -m»-:::::H°(pt, l!7( _1»®H1(p1,@(_m» 

+ HI(Pt, 'l!7(-I»®H°(pt, l!7(-m». 

The SL2-modules HI(Pl, l!7( - m», HI(Pt, l!7( -I» are dual to HO(Pt, (!)(m- 2», 
H°(pt, (!)(1-2». Since SLz-module H°(pt, @(n» is irreducible if non-zero, 
HI(plXPt, l!7(l, m» contains a non-zero SL2 xSL2-invariant element if and 
only if either m=2 and 1=0 or m=O and 1=2. 
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Therefore the extension (5.35.1) is one of the following: 
(1) trivial, i.e. N-bundle G/H-+G/UzH=p2 is a line bundle. 
(2) the non-trivial extension: 

(3) the non-trivial extension: 

Using the notation of Section 3, in the first case, G/H ::::= L~,m' We may 
plXPl 

assume 1 >m. Since the algebraic group U z operates transitively on each 
fibre of G/H-+PIXPI, l>m'?:O. If I, m>1, (G, G/H) is a suboperation 
of (J8) by Corollary (4.2) and Lemma (4.3). If 1>2, m=O, (G, G/H) is 
contained in (13) by Corollary (4.2) since G/ H ::::= F~ X pl. If 1 = 1, m = ° 
(G, G/H) is contained in (11) since G/H::::=F~Xpl and (AutO(F~XPI), 

F~XPI)C(PGL3XPGL2' P 2 XPI). If l=m=O, (G, G/H) is contained in 
(J2) by Lemm (4.4). Since the second and the third cases are symmetric, 
we treat only the second case. The non-trivial extension is explicitly 
written 

This shows G/H is P(@(1, 0)E8@(1, O))-a section and the operation of G 
on G / H can be extended to an operation over pi X pi X pl. 

Proposition (5.36). If G / U z H ::::= F'm with m > 0, then the conjugacy 
class realized by (G, G/H) is contained in one of the conjugacy classes of 
Theorem (2.2). 

Proof IfG/UzH ::::=F'm withm>O and if the AI-bundle G/H-+G/HUz 
::::=F'm is not a line bundle, then the transformation space is isomorphic to 
E:J' for certain integer p. For Pic F'm::::=Z and a line bundle over F'm is 
isomorphic to n*@Pl(a)=@Fm(a) where n: F'm-+Pl is the projection. The 
N-bundle G/H-+G/HUz is defined by an exact sequence 

(5.36.1) 

The extensions are parametrized by HI(F'm, @F;,.( -b)) and the N-bundle 
G/H -+G/UzH is homogeneous. It follows from Umemura [U3] there 
exists a finite cover G of cp(G) such that G has a @F;,,(l)-linearized action 
and hence G acts on Hi(F'm, @F;"U)) for j E Z. The exact sequence 
(5.36.1) or the corresponding N-bundle defined by A E HI(F'm, @F;,,(b)) is 
homogeneous if and only if A is a G-eigen vector. Since the spectral 
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sequence for 11: degenerates as 11: is affine, we have a G-isomorphism 

HI(P1, 11:*@Fm( -b»~HI(F~, @Fm(-b», 

where G acts on HI(PI, 11:*@Fm( -b» through (G, G/UzH)--+(G, Pl)--+ 
(SL2, Pi). 

HI(PI, 11:*@Fm( -b» = HI(P1, @pl( -b)Q911:*@Fm) 

=HI(pI,@pl(-b)EB(EB @ptC-cm») 
c;;.:o 

HI(PI, @(-b-cm» is dual to H°(pl, @(b+cm-2» which is an irreducible 
SL2-module of highest weight b+cm-2. Therefore a homogeneous AI
bundle which is not isomorphic to a line bundle, exists if and only if there 
exists an integer p>O such that b+pm-2=O. In that case by definition 
our variety G/H is isomorphic to E;,r and it follows from Lemma (4.22) 
pm>2 since non-trivial Uz operates. The group G is contained in one of 
the operations of Theorem (2.2) by Corollary (4.2), Lemma (4.3), Theorem 
(4.1) and Lemmas (4.24), (4.25). 

If m>O and G/H --+G/UzH is a line bundle Fm,n over F~. If m and 
n are not exceptional appear in Theorem (2.2), then Proposition follows 
from Corollary (4.2) and Lemma (4.3). When their values are exceptional 
argue as in Proposition (5.35) or in Lemma (4.4) and Lemma (1.21) in 
[U3]. 

Subcase (5.37). Let us study the case where cp(G) in (5.33) is reductive 
and not solvable. 

cp(G) is an algebraic subgroup of the Cremona group of 2 variables. 
Then by Umemura [U3] cp(G) is almost effectively realized by one of the 
following: 

(1) (PGLg, P2), 
(2) (PGL2 X PGL2, pi X Pi), 
(3) (Gm X PGL2, pi X Pi), 
(4) (Gm X SL2, Gm X SL2/ K n), where 

Km={(tm,(~ ~_I)EGmXSL2ItEk*,bEk} 
and m is an integer > 1, 

(5) (SL2, SL2/Um), where Um={ (g ~_I) I Cm= 1, bE k} and m is an 

integer > 1, 
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(6) (SL2, SL2/Gm), 

(7) (SL2, SL 2/Doo), where Doo is an algebraic subgroup generated by 

(~ ~_l), tE k* and (_~ 6)-
Proposition (5.37.1). If cp(G) is realized by one of the operations (1), 

(2),. . , (7), then G is contained in one of the operations of Theorem (2.2). 

Proof The case (1), (2) are treated in Propositions (5.34) and (5.35). 
Now we give a proof for operation (5). Since the projection G/H-,>
G/UzH is an N-bundle, (Ker cp)O is solvable and the dimension of a maxi
mal torus is at most 1 (cf. Lemma (1.21), Umemura [U3]). The unipotent 
part of (Ker cp)O is abelian (see Umemura [U3]). For the same reason as 
in [U3], we may assume (Ker cp)O is unipotent. Assume now that cp(G) is 
realized by (SL2, SL2/ U m). The exact sequence 0-,>-Ker cp-,>-G-,>-<p( G)-,>-1 
gives a new exact sequence 

and the commutative diagram 

P 
0-'>- U -'>- U. SL2--,>- SL2 -'>-1 

(5.37.2) 1 lt 1 
0-,>-Ker cp-'>- G --'>-cp( G)-,>-1 

wherep is the projection and,y. is an isogeny. We set G=U.SL2. Let 
us determine ii=,y.-l(H). (G, G/ii) is an almost effective realization of 
G. Let U = V1EEl V2EEl· •• EEl Vs be a decomposition of SL2-module U into 
the direct sum of irreducible modules Vi with highest weight ni and n1 :::;:: 

n2 :::;:: ••• ~ns' We may assume p(H)= Um. In fact p(H)c Um is obvious 
and if p(H)r;;. Um, cp(G) would be realized by (SL2, SL2/Um,) with 1 <m' <m. 
Let us notice n1<n2<··· <ns and ni-nj=O mod m for l~i,j<m. In 
fact since the dimension of any U z-orbit is 1, the dimension of U/ U n H 
is 1. Moreover Un H is p(H) = Um-invariant. Since the operation 
(U.SL2' U.SL2/ii) is almost effective, H contains no normal subgroup of 
positive dimension of U.SL 2• Therefore for any l~i<s, the dimension 

of any Vi-orbit is 1 and Vi n H is the unique {(6 i) }-invariant subspace 

of codimension 1 of Vi' More precisely let B be a Borel subgroup of SL2 

consisting of upper triangle matrices and C a Cartan subgroup of diagonal 
matrices. Let n i be the highest weight of Vi' Hence 
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where f ii) is a C-eigenvector of weight t. 
Thus Un ii contains a subspace 

V n H- - C'I'Ci)CU ••• cuC'I'(i) 
i - "J ni W \II:J -ni+2°-

s 

V' = ttl Cf~~)EB· .. EBCf:!~'+2' 
i=l 

If there were an l:::::;i:::::;s-l such that n,=n i + l. Since (VniEBVni+1)nii 
is of co dimension 1 in V"iEB VPi + l' a non-zero linear combination af:!~i+ 
bf:!:;,l], should be in (VniEB Vni + l) n ii. Then an Um-invariant subspace 
generated by Um(af:!~i +bf~i;'~,) should be in (VniEB Vni + l) n ii. But 
Hm(af~'/ +bf~~:~») is an irreducible SL2-submodule oflowest weight -ni = 
-n i + l • Thus Un ii would contain a normal subgroup of positive 
dimension. This contradicts the almost effectiveness of the operation 
(U.SL2' U.SL 2jii). If there were integers l<j, k:::::;s such that nd= 
nk mod m, since Vn.EB Vn ,. n ii is of co dimension 1 in Vn.EB Vn ,., a non-zero 

J II- J .-.'" 

linear combination afCJ~i +bfC3~k should be in (VnjEB Vnk) n H. Operating 

(~ 0 ) HId l'-n j{U) +bl'-nkj'Ck) . . (V ffiV ) n Ho ~-1 E m' we cone u e a", . -nj '" -nk IS III n/CD nk . 

Therefore f:!!,.j andfC3~k would be in (VnjEB Vnk) n ii hence the Um-invariant 
subspace generated by U mlCJ~j or U mlC3~k would be contained in 
(VnjEB Vnk) n ii. Since these Um-invariant subspaces are SL2-invariant, this 
contradicts the almost effectiveness of the operation. Since we have an 
isomorphism of the group U. SL2 by multiplying a scalar ai * 0 on each 
U i (1 < i :::::; s), we may assume un ii is spanned by 

(~ Cf'Ci)1:'CI'Ci) 1:' ... 1:'CfCi) ) ICi) _fCi+1) (1 <_ i <s-l). 'II 'j ni W :J ni-Z'Q) \J7~, -ni+2, -ni -ni+l 
i=l 

This space uniquely determined when we fix m and (nl' n2, ' , • , n 5)' ] ~ 

denoted by U'. 

Ul being {(6 nib E k}, we get 

(5.37.3) iio= U~u. 

or 

(5.37.4) iio coincides with the inverse image by t of a codimension 
1 subgroup of We UjU~Ul where tiU.Ul-+(UjU').Ul is the natural 
projection. 

If we are in (5.37.3), ii= U~Um' In fact, as t(ii) = U:"., there exists 

an element (v, (~ ~_l)) E ii such that ~ is a primitive m-th root of unity. 

By adding an element of Un ii, we may assume v= L..;~1 aJ:!!,.;, There 

exists an integer I >1 such that (v, (~ ~-l) ) ml E iio. Thus, 
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(Cml 0 ) (8 ) - -o C- ml = ml {;i ad<.!~" 12 E H O• Therefore mlv E V n H = V', V E 

vnfl=v' and consequently (0, (5 ~_I)) E fl. 
If we are in (5.37.4), considering the weight we conclude nl =n2=· .. =n.= -2 mod m. Furthermore we may assume 

w= {(all-nl+ad-n.+" . +a.1-n" (5 ~)) 
E VjV~Vmlal=a2='" =a.=.bE k, Cm=I}, 

since we have automorphisms of SL2-module V of multiplying non-zero 
constants Ct on each factor V t and since fl contains no normal subgroup of 
positive dimension. By the same argument, in case (5.37.3), we have fl 
coincides with the inverse image by 1/r of a codimension 1 subgroup We 

VjV~Vm containing {(5 ~_I) I Cm= I} where 1/r: VPm-+(VjV')Pm is the 

natural projection. 
Let us study operation (5) satisfying (5.37.3). As we have seen above 

under (5.37.3) fl is determined when we fix the representation V and m. 
As in Corollary (4.17), on Fm,n (n>m>l) operates the following group ~ 

x' 

z' 

ax+b y'= y , 
cx+d' (cx+d)m 

z+ y\O 1 (x) + yk-lgJm+I(X)+' .. +gJn(x) 

(cx+d)" 

where gJi(X) is a polynomial of degree <i, (~ ~) E SL2 and k is an integer 

with n=km+l, O<I<n. The group ~ contains SL2 as 

x' ax+b , y , z 
----'----, y = , z = . 
cx+d (cx+d)m (cx+d)n 

The unipotent radical q{ of ~ consists of the following transformations 
and has I-dimensional orbits; 

x'=x, y'=y, z'=z+ykgJI(X)+yk-lgJm+I(X)+'··+gJ,.(x). 

The SL2-module q{ is decomposed into the direct sum q{ = EB~=o q{ tm+ I, 
"'lI im+! being the irreducible SL2-module of dimension im + I + I consisting 
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of the operations x'=x, y'=y, z'=z+y(k-i)~im+/X). The stabilizer group 

at (x, y, z)=(O, 1, 1) is {(u, g) E 0Zt SL2 1 g= (~ ~), ,m= 1, u: x=x', y= y', 

z'=z+yk~l(X)+yk-l~m+l(X)+'" +~n(x) with 1= 1+~l(O)+~m+l(O)+ 

... +~n(O)}. Namely C§ satisfies (5.37.3). This shows, if we take l=.nl 

=. n2 =. ... =. n 8 mod m and choose n > n., the conjugacy class of the opera
tion (G, G/fi) is contained in the operation of C§ hence in an operation of 
Theorem (2.2) if m>2. For m= 1, argue as in Proposition (5.35). 

Now let us study operation (5) in (5.37) with (5.37.4). We shall 
show in this case the conjugacy class of the operation is contained in 
(AutO (E~, F:n), F:n) for a big integer I. It follows from Corollary (4.23), 
the semi-simple part of AutO(E~, F:n) is SLz and the unipotent radical is 
SL2-module EBj~o HO(Pl, @(lm-2-jm». Take 1 big enough so that SLz-
module U is contained in EBj~o H°(pt, @(lm-2-jm». This is possible 
as we have n1=.nZ='· .. =.ns= -2 mod m. Consider the operation of 
EBj~o H°(pt, @(lm-2-jm).SLz on E~. Since SLz has no 2-dimensional 
orbit on E~ covering the SL2-open orbit on F:n, 

00 

EB H°(pt, @(lm-2-jm».SLz 
j~O 

satisfies (3.37.4). Hence the conjugacy class of G is contained in the con
jugacy class of (AutOE~, E~). 

Operation (4) is treated similarly hence we omit the proof for opera
tion (4). We can prove the assertion for operation (3) similarly. Here is 
a sketch. As above, U is abelian, we may assume Ker ~ is unipotent and 
we have a diagram, 

Let U = V1EB V2EB· .. EB Vs be a decomposition of SL2-module U into the 
direct sum of irreducible modules Vi with highest weight ni and n1 <nz< 
... -:;;'ns' By Schur's Lemma Gm operates on each Vi by weight di • The 
argument for operation (5) applied to this case gives n1 =n2 = ... =ns and 
di are different each other. And so on to conclude G is contained in 
(AutOL~,n' L~,n) where n=n1=n2=··· =ns and m is a sufficiently large 
integer. 

Let us treat operation (6). Let m>n>O be integers and Vm, Vn the 
irreducible SL2-modules with highest weight m, n. Vm® Vn is an SL X SLz-
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module. The semi-direct product (Vm@Vn).(SL2 XSLz) operates on L~." 
and L~.n is a homogeneous space of this algebraic group (cf. Corollary 
(4.12». To see this, we notice that Pi: pI X pl~pl being the projections 
(i= 1, 2), SL2 X SL2-module Ho(p1 X PI, p't(!}p,(m)@p;(!}p.(n» is isomorphic 
to HO(P\ (!}p,(m»@H°(pI. (!}p,(n» by the Klinneth formula. Hence Vm@ 
Vn operates on the fibre space L~. n ~ pI X pl. SL2 X SL2 also operates on 
L~.n as we have seen in Corollary (4.12). In terms of local coordinate the 
operation is written; 

x' z' z+F(x,y) 

(~: ~:), (~: ~:) e SL2 X SL2, F(x, y) E k[x, y] such that the degree of 

F(x, y) in x<m, the degree of F(x, y) in y<n. The stabilizer group at 
(0,0,0) is K={<PF~BXBIF(O, O)=O} where B is a Borel subgroup con
sisting of the lower triangular matrices and <PF is the transformation 
sending x ~ x, y ~ y, z ~ z + F(x, y). The weight of constant term 
transformation <Pc, C E k is (m, n) with respect to a Cartan subgroup 

{CI tll)xC2 t;I)}CBXB. Since GjH~GjUzH is an AI-bundle, 

(Ker cp)O is solvable and the dimension of a maximal torus is at most 1 (see 
Lemma (1.21), Umemura [U3]). The unipotent radical of (Kercp)O is 
abelian (see Umemura [U3]). For the same reason as above, we may 
assume (Ker cp)O is unipotent. The same argument as above gives us an 
isogeny ,y: U.SL2~G. Let fi =,y-I(H) and modulo finite group we 
embed (G, Gjfi) into the above automorphism group of L~.n for suitable 
m, n. It follows from our assumption, letting p: U.SL2~SL2 be the 
projection p(fi)=Gm. We may assume Gm is the diagonal subgroup of 
SL2. SiJK:e we have l~unfi~fi~Gm~l, a maximal torus of fi is 
I-dimensional and we may assume fi =(U n fi). Gm. Let U = VIEFJVlB 
... EB V. be a decomposition of SL2-module U into the direct sum of 
irreducible modules Vi of highest weight nl s;, n2 < ... <n.. By the same 
argument as in the proof for operation (5) nl <n2<· .. <n.. Since fin u 
is Gm-invariant subgroup of codimension 1 of U, all the weight except for 
at most 1 appear in fi n u. Let I be the weight such that I appears in Uj fi n 
u. Since (G, Gjfi) is almost effective, fi contains no normal subgroup of 
positive dimension hence the weight I appears in Vi' I<i<s. Therefore 
ni=nj mod 2. Let i: SL2~SL2XSL2' i(g)=(g, tg-I), g E G. Vm@Vn is 
considered as an SL2-module by i. . By counting the dimension of eigen
spaces, we conclude, as SL2-module, Vm@Vn is isomorphic to the direct 
sum V(m+nlEBV(m+n-2lEB·· ·EBV(m-nl, where V(j) denote the irreducible 
SL2-module with highest weightj. 
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The weight of constant term transformation, which is (m, n) as SL2 X 
SL2-module, is m-n. Now we take m, n so that m+n>n.>nl>l =m-n. 
Then U = V1EB' .. EB V, is an SL2-submodule of VmQ9 Vn hence U.SL2 is a 
subgroup of (Vm Q9 Vn) (SL2Q9SL2). The intersection of the stabilizer group 
K and U. SL2 may not be H but as in the proof for operation (5) by 
replacing H by an automorphim of the SL2-module U, we may assume 
H=Kn U.SL2 as desired. 

Let us give an outline of the proof of for operation (7) in (3.57). As 
above we treat the case where there exists an isogeny 'IjF: G= U.SL2-+G. 
Let H='IjF-l(H). U is abelian as before and UnH is Doo-invariant. 
Therefore U= Vn1EB·· ·EBVn, with n l <··· <n. as above. But the weight 
appearing in U/UnH is necessarily 0, n:s are even and ni=n j mod 4 

since (_? 6) E Doo. By the same argument as for operation (6) we may 

assume ii = (U n ii) DOO. Let us embed SL2 in SLg by the degree 3 irreducible 
representation. Let W be the natural irreducible representation of SL3 of 
degree 3. As in 2 variable case, J~ is a homogeneous space of sm(W).SL3 
where sm(w) is the m-th symmetric power of W. In terms of local 
coordinate, the operation of sm(W).SL2 is written; 

, ax+by+c , 
x = , Y 

gx+hy+i 
dx+ey+f 
gx+hy+i' 

z'= z+F(x,y) 
(gx+hy+i)m 

where F(x, y) is a polynomial of degree <m. We can thus determine the 
stabilizer group K of sm(W).SL2 at (0,0,0). By the above inclusion 
SL2~SL3' sm(w) is an SL2-module. By counting the dimension of the 
Gm-eigen-spaces, we get Sublemma (5.37.5). As SL2-module, sm(w) is 
isomorphic to V2mEB V(2m- 4l EB· . '. 

By taking as m a sufficiently large even or odd number according as 
nl=O or =2 mod 4, U is an SL2-submodule of sm(w) hence U.SL2 is a 
subgroup of sm(w). SL2 X SL2. Then by replacing ii by an automorphism 
of SL2-module U, we may assume ii =Kn U.SL2 q.e.d. 

Next case that we want to treat is 

Subcase (5.38). The algebraic group so(G) c Aut G/UzH is solvable. 

Proposition (5.38.1). Ifso(G) is solvable, then G is contained in one of 
the conjugacy class of Theorem (2.2). 

Proof The proposition is proved by a case by case verification for 
so(G). Since the proofs are similar, we give the proofs for 2 cases: soCG) 
reductive and SO(G) unipotent. 
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Lemma (5.38.2). If cp(G) is solvable and reductive, then cp(G) = Gm X 
Gm and the conjugacy class o/(G, G/H) is contained in one o/the conjugacy 
classes 0/ the operations 0/ Theorem (2.2). 

Proof cp(G) is a torus in Aut G/UzH which operates generically 
transitively hence cp(G)=Gm X Gm• The morphism (G, G/H)->;(G, G/UzH) 
induces an exact sequence: 

where N = Ker cpo Let T be a maximal torus of G. Then T is mapped 
surjectively onto Gm X Gm by cp and therefore there exists a 2-dimensional 
torus T' c T which is mapped surjectively onto Gm X Gm • Since N° op
erates on each fibre of/which is isomorphic to AI, N° is solvable hence G 
is solvable. Let us first assume rank G = 2. The unipotent radical U of 
G is contained in Nand G is the semi-direct product U.T' (cf. Borel [BD. 
Since UcN and the fibre of / is At, U is abelian (cf. Umemura [U3D. 
Let We U be a I-dimensional T' -invariant subspace. Thus the group 
W. T' operates transitively on G/H because the orbit WH is a fibre of / 
and T~H is 2-dimensional in the horizontal direction. Since dim W. T' = 
3, W. T' n H = H' is a finite group. By Borel [B], we may assume H' c 
T'. Then G/H~W.T'/H'~WX(T'/H'). Taking an appropriate iso
morphism T' ~ Gm X Gm , we may assume 

Let (z, x', y') be the natural coordinate system on W. T' ~ W. Gm X Gm, 

then (z, x, y)=(z, x'm, y'n) is a coordinate system on W. T'/H'. The 
operation of T' is (z, x, y). .. -+(tft~z, t"tx, t~y) for (tl' t2) E Gm X Gm= T'. Let 
us describe the operation of U. Then, U is a unipotent algebraic subgroup 
of N-bundle automorphism of G/H over G/UzH. We get a commutative 
diagram: 

G/H f ) G/UzH 

<[ <[ 

Wx T'/H' T'/H' 

<[ .. <[ 
AI AI! AI! projectIOn AI! AI! X X ) X , 

where A'I=AI-a point. U is abelian hence isomorphic to a product of 
copies of Ga. Now it is easy to see changing the fibre coordinate if 
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necessary, an operation of a product of copies of Ga on AI-bundle Al X 
All X A'I~AIl X A'I is contained in the following group for a sufficiently 
big integer N: 

(Z, x, Y)f---)-(z+ f(x, Y), x, y) 

where f(x, y) E k[x, y] and deg f(x, y)<N (see Section 2, Umemura [U3J. 
The remaining case is rank G=3. In the proof for rank G=2, when we 
take eigen-space W, we choose W so that W is a T-eigen-space. Then 
the above proof works similarly. 

Lemma (5.38.3). If so(G) is unipotent, then the conjugacy class of G 
is contained in one of the corifugacy classes of the operations of Theorem 
(2.2). 

Proof Let us put G= U, U2=cp(G) and N = UI. As in the proof 
of Proposition (5.37.1), we may assume Ut to be unipotent. We have an 
exact sequence: 

(5.38.4) 

Let WI be a I-dimensional subgroup of U2 contained in the center of 
U2 • By Umemura [U3], there exists a I-dimensional subgroup W2 of U2-
such that the semi-direct product WI. W2 operates transitively on G/UzH 
which is isomorphic to A2. By Umemura [U3], the extension (5.38.4) 

splits over WI and W2. Let Si be a section of cp-I(Wi)~ Wi. Let U' = 
UI.st(Wt ).S2(W2). Then U' is a closed subgroup of U and operates tran
sitively on G/H. Let H' = U' n H. Then the exact sequence (5.38.4) 
gives 

(5.38.5) 

Since WI. W2 operates effectively on G/Uz H-::::::.A2, HIe U1• The map 
A1XAIXN -::::::.AIXAI X (Ul/H')~(SI(Wl).slW2). UI)/H' = U'/H' = U/H 
given by (x, y, u2H')>-'>SI(X)sly)uzH, is an isomorphism of AI-bundle over 
AZ (see the diagram 

(5.38.6) 
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Thus it defines a coordinate system on UjH. By the Proof of Lemma 
(4.4) there exists an integer N such that the operation of U1 on UjH is 
contained in (x, y, z)r+(x, y, z+ f(x, y» where f(x, y) E k[x, y], deg f <N. 
To show Lemma (5.38.3), it is sufficient to prove that there exists an 
algebraic group L contained in Crg such that for any Ga contained in U, 
it is contained in L. It is sufficient to check this for those Ga's generating 
U. Let M ::=Ga be a subgroup of U. If M is not contained in UI> then 
<Cp: M-+CP(M) is an isomorphism because we are in characteristic O. Hence 
by the isomorphism (5.38.6), the operation of M on UjH is given by 
(x, y, z) r+ (g(A, x, y), h(A, x, y, z» with g(A, x, y) E A2, h(A, x, y, z) EN. 

Therefore by the Proof of Proposition (2.26), Umemura [U3], there exists 
an integer N' independent of the algebraic group Me U such that the 
operation of cp(M) on UjUzH ::=A2, (x, y)r+g(A, x, y) is contained in the 
following group: 

(x, y)~(x, y+i(y» iCy) E key], deg i(y)~N'. 

As h(A, x, y, z) is an affine bundle morphism, h(A, x, y, z)=a(x, y, A)Z+ 
h(z, y, A) where (x, y) E A 2, A E M ::=Ga and a(x, y, A) E k[x, y, A], b(x, y, A) 

E k[x, y, A]. Since h(A, x, y, z) is an automorphism for any A EM ::=Ga , 

a(x, y, A) is invertible. Hence a(x, y, A) is a constant independent of x, y, A. 
It follows now from h(A+A', x, y, z) = h(A, x, y, z) 0 h(A', x, y, z) that 
a(x, y, A)= 1. Hence for a sufficiently large integer N", M is contained in 
the algebraic group generated by: 

(x, y, z)~(x, y+ f(x), z) 

(x, y, z)~(x, y, z+b(x, y» 

where f(x) E k[x], b(x, y) E k[x, y] such that 

degf(x), deg b(x, y)<N". 

Since we have to check for finitely many M's, combining what we have 
done for U2 with the above result, for a sufficiently large integer N, U is 
contained in an algebraic group generated by: 

(x, y, z)~(x, y+ f(x), z) 

(x, y, z)~(x, y, z+b(x, y» 

where f(x) E k[x], b(x, y) E k[x, y] 

degf(x), deg b(x, y)<N. 

Lemma now follows from Corollary (4.17). 
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(5.39) cp(G) is neither solvable nor reductive. 

Since the unipotent radical U'z of cp(G) is normal, we have on GJUzH 
either the orbits of U'z are I-dimensional or U'z operates transitively on 
,GJUzH. 

Sublemma (5.39.1). If the orbits of U'z on GJUzH are I-dimensional, 
then GJUzH is isomorphic to F:" (m=O, 1,2· .. ). The conjugacy class of 
G is contained in one of the conjugacy classes of the operations of Theorem 
(2.2). 

Proof The first assertion is proved in Umemura [U3]. Let us 
briefly review it. Let G'=cp(G) and G'JH'=GJUzH. Then we get a 
morphism f': G' JH' ~G' JU'zH' and the fibre of f' is At. f' defines an 
morphism of algebraic operations (cp',f'): (G', G'JH')~(PSL2' PI). Since 
f' is an AI-bundle, (Ker cp')O is solvable. Therefore, as we assume G' is 
not solvable, cp' is surjective (cf. [U3])~ Now it is easy to see the affiue 
bundle!,: G'JH'~PI is isomorphic to F:"~PI for a certain m>O. The 
second assertion is proved by Proposition (5.36). 

Sublemma (5.39.2). If U'z operates transitively on GJUzH, (cp(G), 
GJUzH) is the special affine transformation group or the affine transforma
tion group of 2 variables and the group G is contained in one of the conjugacy 
classes of the operations of Theorem (2.2). 

Proof In fact by Corollary (1.13), Umemura [U3]. (cp(G), GJUzH) 
1S contained in the affine transformation group of 2 variables, U z ~ G! 
and putting G'=cp(G) and G'JH'=GJUzH, we get H' is the reductive 
part of G' and the representation H'~GL(U'z) is faithful. Hence, H' = 
SL2 or GL2 because we assume G' is not solvable and the first assertion is 
-proved. Let us limit ourselves to the case where G' is the special affine 
transformation group of 2 variables. The affine transformation group 
<case is treated similarly. Then, we are given an exact sequence: 

(5.39.3) 

whereN is the kernel of cpo Since Uz • SL2 is simply connected, N is con
nected. N is solvable, the unipotent radical of N is abelian and the rank 
()f N is at most equal to 1 (Lemma (1.21), Umemura [U3]). We assume 
for simplicity N is unipotent. The case rank N= 1 is treated similarly. 
Since dim NJ N n H = 1, cp(H) is of dimension 3 and contained in the 
stabilizer of a point of the operation (U'z • SL2, U'z. SL2JSL2) and hence we 
may asssume cp(H)cSL2 and hence CP(H)=SL2. Therefore we have an 
exact sequence: 
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In particlilar H is connected, N n H is an SLz-invariant subspace of codi
mension 1 of N and we may assume H=(NnH).SL2• LetN=ffir~o Vi 
be a decomposition into a direct sum of irreducible modules of SLz-module 
N. Then as we have seen above, there exists an 0::;;;' i < r such that 
dim Vi = 1. When we define a coordinate system on N/Nn H, we use a 
coordinate system z on Vi. Let Ui=GaEBGa and take sections Sl on 
GaEBO and S2 on OEBGa of cpo 

By using this coordinate system, as in the Proof of Lemma (5.38.3), the 
unipotent radical U of G is contained in the following algebraic group cg n: 

(x, y, z)i----+(x+a, y+b, z+ f(x, y» 

where a, b E Ga,f(x, y) E k[x, y] and degf(x, y)::;;;'n. Let us describe the 
operation of semi-simple part of G which is isomorphic to SL2 • We may 
assume, by the definition of the coordinate system on G/H, that SL2 

operation on G/H is given by: (x, y, z).--+(ax+by, cx+dy, h(g, z, x, y» 

for g = (~ ~) E SL2 where h is a regular function on SLz X A3. Since SL2 

operation is an automorphism group of trivial AI-bundle G/H-+G/UzH, 
h(g, z, x, y) is an affine transformation: there exist regular functions 
a(g, x, y), beg, x, y) on SL2 X A2 such that a(g, x, y) is invertible (i.e. 
a(g, x, y)-l is also regular) and such that h(g, z, x, y)=a(g, x, y)z+ 
beg, x, y). The regularity of a(g, x, y)-l shows a(g, x, y) does not depend 
on x, y hence we write a(g) =a(g, x, y). Since (x, y, z) t--+ (ax + by, cx+dy, 

h(g, z, x, y» for g E SL2 is an operation, {(aw) b(g,t, y»)} is a co-
gESL, 

cycle. In particular gt--+a(g) is a representation of SL2 and hence a(g) = 1. 
Now we have show SL2 operation is written as follows: 

(x, y, z)~(ax+by, cx+dy, z+ L.:: aijg)xiyi). 
finite sum 

Hence taking N sufficiently big, G is contained in the algebraic group cg N 

generated by the following: 

(x, y, z)~(ax+by, cx+dy, z) 

(x, y, z)~(x+~, y+1), z+ f(x, y» 
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where (~ ~) E SL2, ~, 7J E Ga,f(x, y) E k[x, y]. Sublemma now follows 

from Corollary (4.10). 

Conclusion (5.40). Let (G, G/H) be a realization of an algebraic 
group G of de Jonquieres type in Crs• If G is not reductive and if an (or 
equivalently any) orbit of the center of the unipotent radical of G is 1-
dimensional, then G is contained in one of the conjugacy classes of the 
operation of Theorem (2.2). 

In fact this is a result of Subcases (5.37), (5.38) and (5.39). 
It follows from Conclusions (5.28), (5.32) and (5.40). 

Conclusion (5.41). Let G be an algebraic group of de Jonquieres type 
in Crs• If G is generically transitive, then G is contained in one of the 
conjugacy classes of the operations of Theorem (2.2). 

Classification of even generically intransitive algebraic groups in Crs• 

We examine the generically intransitive case. Let (G, X) be a 
realization of an algebraic group G E Crs• 

Case (5.42). G has a 2-dimensional orbit on X. 

If G has a 2-dimensional orbit on X, then there exists a G-invariant 
non-empty open subset X' of X such that all the G-orbits on X' are 2-
dimensional (see Borel [BD. As also (G, X') realizes G, we may assume 
that all the G-orbits on X are 2-dimensional. Let U z denote the center 
of the unipotent radical U of G. 

Sub case (5.42.1). Uz has a 2-dimensional orbit. 

Replacing X by a suitable open set, we may assume by a Theorem of 
Rosenlicht [R] that the quotient f: X ~G\X exists. As we assume the 
existence of a 2-dimensional U z-orbit, there exists a non-empty open set 
Wof G\X such that on each fibre f-l(w), Uz has a 2-dimensional orbit 
for WE W. Replacing Xby f-l(W), we may assume that on any G-orbit 
on X, Uz has a 2-dimensional orbit. We can now apply Corollary (1.13), 
Umemura [U3], to the operations of G on G-orbits on X. Here are some 
conclusions: (1) The G-orbits coincide with the U z-orbits, (2) G\X = U z \X, 
(3) The fibreJI(w) is isomorphic to N for WE G\X, (4) Since the unipotent 
radical U operates on each fibre A2 off through translation, U is abelian 
and U = Uz. Let us show that A2-bundlef: X~G\X is locally trivia] (of 
course for the Zariski topology). In fact, let w be a point of G\X which 
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we fix. We can find a 2-dimensional subgroup U' C Uz such that U' 
operates transitively onf-1(w). Then, there exists a non-empty open set 
WcG\X such that U' operates on each fibref-l(w) transitively for w E W. 
Therefore on Wthe affine bundlefis a principal U'-bundle. Since U' is 
abelian, the principal U'-bundle f: P(W)--+ W is locally trivial. Now we 
may assumef: X --+G\X is trivial; X =NX(G\X) andf: NX(G\X)--+G\X 
is a projection. Let G=U. Gr where Gr is a reductive part of G. It 
follows from Lemma (1.13) and Lemma (1.21) [U3] that Gr operates 
effectively on each fibre and G r is a subgroup of the affine transformation 
group of 2 variables and hence G r is isomorphic to Gm, Gm X Gm, SLz, GLz• 

We shall show there exists a section s off such thats(w) is a fixed point of Gr. 
Let z be a point of A2. Then s(w)=(z, w) E NX(G\X)=X is a section 
of f The section s does not satisfy our requirement. Hence we modify 
s to obtain s. Let N(G r ) be the normalizer of Gr in G and ([J: G\X--+ 
GjN(Gr) be a morphism defined by ([J(w) = (stabilizer at sew)) for WE G\X. 
It is easy to see that there exists a normal subgroup U" contained in U 
such that G is a semi-direct product G= U~'N(Gr) because Gr is reductive. 
Therefore IT: G--+GjN(Gr) has a section and we can find a morphism 
<P: GjX --+G such that the diagram 

& 
G\X--~)G 

~l~ 
G/N(Gr} 

commutes. Let us now define a section s of f by s(w) = <P(W)-l.s(W). 
Then it is evident that s is a section of f and sew) is a fixed point of Gr. 
Let WE G\X. There exists a subgroup U' C U such that U' is 2-dimen
sional, U' is Gr-invariant and such thatf-l(w) is a U'-orbit. The opera
tion of U' on f-l(W) is necessarily effective since U' has no subgroup of 
dimension 0 as we are in characteristic O. As we have seen above, there 
exists a non-empty open set W of G\X such that for any w' E W, f-l(W) 
is a U'-orbit. Replacing Xby f-l(W), we may assumef-l(w) is a U'-orbit 
for w E G\X. Then we determine a coordinate system on X: 

U'X(G\X)~X 

(u, x}---~u.s(x) 

In terms of this coordinate system, the operation of Gr is expressed as 
follows; for g E G" g(us(x)) = gU(g-lg)S(X) = (gug-l)(gs(x)) = (gug-l)s(x) 
since Grcstabilizer at sex). Namely, the operation of g E Gr sends (u, x) 
to (gug-l, x). If we choose an appropriate coordinate system on U' 
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(a base of the vector group U') the operation of Gr is given: 

(i) If Gr is isomorphic to Gm, (y, z, x)~(ty, z, x), t e Gm ; 

. (ii) if Gr is isomorphic to G", X Gm , (y, Z, x)~(tfy, f;'Z, x) for (fl' (2) 

e Gm , where I, m are mutually prime natural numbers; 
(iii) if Gr is isomorphic to SL2, (y, z, x)~(ay+bz, cy+dz, x) for 

(~ ~) e SL2 ; 

(iv) if Gr is isomorphic to GL2, (y, z, x)~(ay+bz, cy+dz, x) for 

( ac b) d e GL2• 

As in the Proof of Proposition (5.38.1), there exist finite dimensional 
k-vector subspaces L, M of the vector space HO(G\X, 0) of regular func
tions on G\X such that the operation of the unipotent radical U on X is. 
contained in the algebraic group: 

(y, z, x)~(y+ f(x), z+g(x), x), feL, geM 

If G\X=P\ the operation (G, X) is a suboperation of (JI) of Theorem 
(2.2). If G\X is not complete, then G\X is considered as an open subset 
of N. Let us fix an immersion G\X~AI. There exists a regular 
function cp on G\X such that cp-I is also regular and such that cpL=L', 
cpM=M' are regular on AI. Then, let us take a new coordinate system 
(cp(x)y, cp(x)z, x) instead of (y, z, x) and we take as x a coordinate on AI. 
The new coordinate system is denoted by (y, z, x) again. Then the 
operation of Gr is expressed as in the old coordinate and the operation of 
U is contained in the algebraic group: 

(y, z, x)~(y+ f(x), z+g(x), x), fe L', geM' 

Hence U is contained in the algebraic group: 

(y, z, x)~(y+ f(x), z+g(x), x) where!, g are polynomial 

in x with their degrees bounded. 

Therefore (G, X) is contained in (J9) by Corollary (4.17). 

Subcase (5.42.2). The dimension of any Uz-orbit is 1. 

Let (G, X) be a realization. As in (5.42.1), we may assume there 
exists an effective algebraic operation (G', Y) and a morphism of algebraic 
operations (cp,f): (G, X~(G', Y) such that/: X-+Yis an AI-bundle and 
the fibres f-I(y) are Uz-orbits for ye Y. Since (G, X) is generically 
intransitive, (G', Y) is also generically intransitive. As Y is dominated by 
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x, Y is rational. It follows from Subcase (C-intr-l), Umemura [U3], 
either (1) (G', Y) is isomorphic to (PSL2, pI X W) where W is a rational 
curve and PSL2 operates on the first factor or (2) G' is solvable. Let us 
treat first the case G' is solvable. Then G' is isomorphic to one of the 
following: Gm, G~. Gm, G~ where r is a positive integer (cf. Umemura 
[U3]). Since the other cases are handled similarly, we assume G' c:::: G~. G",. 
Replacing Y by a G'-invariant Zariski open set, we may assume that the 
quotient of Y by G' exists: There exists a morphism of algebraic opera
tions (t, g): (G', Y)-?(I, Z) such that g: Y -?Z is an AI-bundle. By the 
Liiroth theorem, Z is a rational curve. If we replace Z by a Zariski open 
set, we may assume Y =AI X Z, Z is non-singular and not complete. 
There exists a finite dimensional k-vector subspace Vek[Z] such that the 
operation of G' on Al X Z is contained in the algebraic subgroup generated 
by the following: 

(y, x)~(y+ f(x), x) for (y, x) E AI X z, 
(y, X)~(AY, x) for (y, x) E Al X Z, where t(x) E k[Z], A E Gm-

To describe the operation (G, X) we need 

Lemma (5.42.2.1). Any AI-bundle over Y=AlXZ is trivial. In 
particular X c::::AI X Y. 

Proof Let us first show that Pic Y = O. In fact since Z is open 
rational curve, there exists an open immersion i: ZeAl hence an open 
immersion l: Y=AlxZeAlxAI. Since Yis non-singular, a line bundle 
over Y is defined by a Weil divisor. Therefore, the map l*: Pic (AI X AI) 
-?Pic (AIXZ) is surjective. Since Pic (AlXAl)=O, Pic (AIXZ)=O. An 
AI-bundle over Yis now defined by an exact sequence: O-?(!}y-?E-?(!}y 
-?O. Since Y is affine, the extension splits and the lemma is proved. 

We have shown X=AIX Y=AIXAlXZ. As in the Proof of Pro
position (5.38.1), there exist k-vector subspaces V' ek(AI X Z) such that 
the algebraic group G is contained in the algebraic group: 

(z, y, x)~(z + fey, x), y+ g(x), x), 

(z, y, X)i-----+(AZ, flY, x) for (x, y, z) E Al xAI XZ=X, 

where (A, fl) E G;", fey, x) E V', g(x) E V. 

There exists a regular function t(x) on Z such that t(X)-1 is also regular 
on Z and such that t(x) V'e k[AI X AI] and t(x)Vek[Al]. Applying the 
coordinate change, 
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(z, y, x)~(t(x)z, t(x)y, x). 

There exists an integer n such that the operation (G, X) is contained in 
the following algebraic subgroup of the automorphism group of AI X AI 
XAI: 

(z, y, x)~(z+ fey, x), y+g(x), x) 

(z, y, x)~(Az, py, z) for (z, y, x) E A3 where fey, x) E k[y, x], 

g(x) E k[x], (1, p) E G~ such that degf(y, x), deg g(x)<n. 

Therefore (G, X) is contained in (J9) by Corollary (4.17). If (G', Y)= 
(PSLz, pI X W), X is an AI-bundle over pI X W. Since Pic (PI X W)::::::: 
Pic PI, a line bundle on pI X W is the pull-back of a line bundle on pl. 
Let !l':::::::p*f!J(n) be a line bundle on pIX W where p: pIX W-.pl is the 
projection. HI(PIX W, !l'):::::::HO(W, f!J)®HI(PI, f!J(n». Therefore an affine 
bundle A over pI X W is a line bundle if and only if its restriction A I pI 
X w is a line bundle over pI X w::::::: pI for any point w E W. By Proposi
tion (2.10), [U3], XI pI X w is a line bundle on pI for any point w E W. 
Thus X is a line bundle L over pI X W. By the same proposition the 
operation of SLz on each XI pI X w is linear. 

Sublemma (5.42.2.2). Let A be a line bundle over a variety Z. We 
assume SLz operates on Z. (SLz-linearizationof A is by definition an SLz-
operation on a line bundle A covering the SLz-operation on Z) Z has at 
most 2 SLz-linearizations. 

Proof For g E SLz, we denote by Tg the automorphism x>---+gx of X. 
To give an SLz-linearization is equivalent to give an isomorphism tg: A::::; 
TiA of line bundles satisfying tgg'= Titg. 0 t g for any g, g' E SLz. Let 
tlg' tZg be 2 linearizations. Then consider the map 

if): Xx SLz-..?'t'om.x(A, A)=f!Jl, (x, g)>---+(x, tlix)tzg(X)-I). 

On each fibre if) is a homomorphism. if)(x) should be ± 1 on each fibre 
hence if) is ± 1. It follows from the Proof of the Sub lemma. 

Corollary (5.42.2.3). The notations being as in the Sub lemma, let 
{tg}, g E SLz be a linearization then the other linearization is {-tg}, g E 

SLz• 

Let us now continue the study of (G, X). The semi-simple part of 
G is SLz and it operates on X linearly as we saw above. Thus it follows 
from Corollary (5.42.2.3) and Proposition (2.11), [U3], choosing a suitable 
local coordinate on X, SLz operation on X is given by 
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ax+b +Z 
yHo~~-, ZHo -

cx+d (cz+d)m 
tHot, 

By the argument in the Proof of Proposition (5.38.1) shows the operation 
of U on X is given by tHot, yHo y, zHoz+f(t, y), where f(t, y) E a finite 
dimensional vector subspace M of HO(T, iVT)[y]. Then by a suitable 
1jF(t) E HO(T, iVT) we change the coordinate (t, y, Z)Ho(t, y, 1jF(t)z) so that 
Mck[t, y] (see Proof of Proposition (5.38.1». Notice in this new coor
dinate, SL2-operation on X has same expression. Thus G is contained in 
(B) by Proposition (2.11), [U3]. 

Sub case (5.42.3). G is reductive (and G has a 2-dimensional orbit). 

Let (G, X) be a realization and we may assume X consists of 2-
dimensional orbits. It follows from Lemma (1.21), [U3] that G can be 
embedded in Cr2. Hence it follows from [U3], G is finitely covered by 
one of the following algebraic group: (i) SLs, (ii) SL2 X SL2, (iii) Gm X SL2, 
(iv) Gm X Gm, (v) SL2. We know, a torus in Crs is, up to conjugacy, 
contained in (G;", G;") hence in (PGL4, PS). Therefore, we may assume G 
is not a torus. Let us first assume G is covered by SLs. Under this 
assumption, we can argue as in Subcase (C-intr-1), [U3]. We shall deter
mine almost effective operation (SLs, X) such that X is a union of the 2-
dimensional orbit of SLs. Replacing X by a smaller Zariski open set if 
necessary, we may assume there exists a morphism of algebraic operations 
(SO, f): (SLs, X)-+(l, Y) such that f is dominant and Y is a rational curve. 
Since 2-dimensional SL2-orbit is isomorphic to P\ f is a p 2_ bundle. Since 
the Brauer group of a curve Y is trivial, the P2-bundle f is locally trivial. 
Replacing Y by a Zariski open set, we may assume f is trivial, namely 
X::::: Y X P2. Let s: Y --..X be a section and P is a parabolic subgroup of 
SLs consisting of the matrices (aij ) such that ali =0 for i =2,3. Therefore 
SLsIP:::::p2• Let us recall the following. 

Lemma (5.42.4). (i) Let pI be a parabolic subgroup of SLs such 
that SLsIP' :::::p2. There exists an automorphism SO of SLs such that SO(P) 
=pl. 

(ii) Let '§ be the automorphism group of SLs• We have an exact 
sequence 

(iii) 
SLs}. 

(iv) 
(v) 

l--..Inner automorphism group--..'§--..Zj2Z-+0. 

{SO E '§ I SO(P)=P} = {Int (g) I g E P where Int (g)(x)=gxg-t, x E 

'§ jlnt (P)={Parabolic subgroups pI I SLsIP' :::::P2}. 
The fibration '§-+'§ lInt (P) is locally trivial. 
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Proof If SLs/ P' ::::: pz hence we have an isomorphism h: SLsl P' ::::: 
SLs/ P, then there exists an automorphism I: SLs---,>SLs making the diagram 

f 
SLs ~ SLs 

1 1 
SLsIP'~SLsIP 

commutative, since Aut P 2 =PSLs' This proves (i). The assertion (iii) is. 
a linear algebra. The assertions (ii) is well-known (cf. Bourbaki and 
Borel [B]). Assertion (iv) is a consequence of (i). '§ (hence laso '§ lInt P) 
has 2 connected components isomorphic to SLs (resp. SLsIP). We have 
to show the fibration SLs---'>SLs/ P is locally trivial. This is quite elemen
tary. As SLs---,>SLa/P :::::pz is given by (a ij )>4(aW aZI ' aal) E pz, for example 
on AZ={(xo, Xl' X z) E pZJxo=l} a section is given by 

q.e.d. 

Let us now consider the map F: Y ---,>{parabolic subgroups P' J SLalpr 
:::::PZ}= '§/Int (P) defined as follows: for y E Y, Y>4'</F-1 (stabilizer at s(y), 
where s: Y>4X is the section (cf. Lemma (5.42.4))). It is a linear algebra 
'§ lInt (P)= {Parabolic subgroups conjugate to P} U (Parabolic subgroup 
conjugate to t Pl. Since Y is connected, F(Y) is contained in one of the 
connected component. From now on we assume F(Y)c{Parabolic sub
groups conjugate to P}, since the other case is treated similarly. Then we 
have a factorization F: Y ---,>SLsl Pc '§ lInt (P). It follows from Lemma 
(5.42.4) (v), by replacing a smaller open set if necessary, we may assume 
there exists a morphism F: Y ---,>SLs such that the diagram 

is commutative. For g E SLs, we denote by Lg : X ---,>X the translation by 
g; for X E X, Lg(x)=gx. Let (lXSLa, YxSLsIP)=(SLs, YxSLsIP) be 
the product operation. Let I': V X SLal P ---'> X be a morphism defined by 
I'«y, gp))=gF(y)-IS(Y). The morphism I' is well-defined and is an 
isomorphism. Then (Id,J'): (SLs, YX SLsl P)---,>(SLa, X) is an isomor
phism of algebraic operations. Hence we have proved 

Lemma (5.42.5). In Sub case (5.42.3), ifwe assume G isfinitely covered 
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by SL3, G is contained in the conjugacy class of (PGL2 X PGL3, pI X P2). 

In a similar way, we can prove 

Lemma (5.42.6). In Subcase (5.42.3), if we assume G is finitely 
covered by SL2 X SL2, G is contained in the conjugacy class of (PGL2 X PGL2 
X PGL2, pI X pI X PI). 

t::et us now study the case G is finitely covered by Gm X SL2· Gm X 
SL2 operates on X. In view of Lemma (1.21), [U3] and Lemma (2.22), 
[U3], we may assume the stabilizer at a point of X is conjugate to the 

subgroup Kn= {(tn, G ~_I)) E Gm X SL2i t E k*, X E k} for an integer n. 

We see below the morphism f: X ~ Y has a rational section. In fact we 
may assume as before X consists of only 2-dimensional orbits of G. The 
group Gm X SL2 operates on S and we may assume a 2-dimensional sub-

group K = {(t, (b n) E Gm X SL2i t E k*, y E k} has a 2-dimensional orbit 

since the stabilizer of a point is conjugate to Kn- Let X' be the union of 
the 2-dimensional orbits of K on X. Then X' is a non-empty Zariski 
open set of X. Since f is fiat,J(X') is an open set of Y which we denote 
by Y'. Y' is the quotient of X' with respect to the action of K. Since K 
is solvable, the restriction of f to X' (hence f itself) has a section locally 
on Y'. Therefore replacing Y by an open subset U and X by f-I(U), we 
may assume f: X ~ Y has a section s. Let 

Then Z is a group scheme on Y parametrizing the stabilizer at s(y), y E Y. 
Let us put Z' = Z n (1 X SL2) X Y. Zy is conjugate to Kn(y) for an integer 
n(y) depending on y E Y. We want to show that the number n(y) is con
stant on an open set of Y hence we may assume on Y by replacing by the 
open set of Y. Since the absolute value in(y)J is the number of the con
nected components of Z~(y), In(y)J is upper semi-continuous and constant 
on a non-empty Zariski open set of Y. For an integer n*O, Kn and K_ n 

are images one another of an outer automorphism i of Gm X SL2; i(t, y) = 
(t-\ g) for (t, g) E Gm X SL2. Hence the quotient variety Gm X SL2/Kn is 
isomorphic to Gm X SL2/K_ n • But it is easy to see they are not conjugate. 
Let Yo E Yand ZS(Yo) be conjugate to K no, no*O, Let us put '§=(Z/2Z)X 
PSL2=Aut Gm X Inner Aut SL2cAut (Gm X SL2). An element of Gm X 
SL2 defines an inner automorphism and hence we have a morphism t: Gm 

X SL2~'§' Let Ji1' no={gJ E '§ J gJ(Kno)CKno}. Let Ji1' no={gJ E '§ J gJ(Kno)C 
Kno}' Then Ji1'no=t(Kno). We have an isomorphism {subgroups of Gm 
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X SL2 conjugate to Kno or K-no}:::::0'£' no' Since £' no is connected 0'/£' no 

has two connected components {subgroups conjugate to Kn} and {sub
groups conjugate to K_ n}. 0'-* 0'/£'n 0 is locally trivial since £'no is 
solvable. Let F: Y-*0'/£'no be defined as follows: F(y)=somod£'no 
such that SO(£'no)=Z,(y) for y E Y. Since 0'/£'no has two connected 
components, n(y) is constant. Now argue as in Lemma (5.42.5), using 
Gm X SL2 instead of 0' when no = 0, to conclude that G is almost effectively 
realized by (1 X (Gm X SL2), pi X AutO F:"), m=lnol, hence contained in one 
of the conjugacy classes of Theorem (2.2). 

It remains to study the subcase where G is finitely covered by SL2• 

As we noticed in [U3], there are up to conjugacy 3 types of closed sub-

groups of dimension 1: (i) Un={(~ ~_l) E SL2Ian =l, a E k*, bE k}, 

n= 1,2,3· . " (ii) T = {(~ ~_l) E SL21 a E k*}, (iii) D= = the subgroup of 

SL2 generated by T and (_ ~ ~). As before SL2 operates on X and we 

may assume that X consists of 2-dimensional orbits and that there exists 
a morphism of algebraic operations (SO, f): (SL2, X)-*(l, Y) where f is a 
quotient map onto a rational curve Y. We can prove by the same argu
ment as in the preceding sub case that f has a rational section and hence 
we may assume f has a section s. Then we define a group scheme Z over 
Y: Z={(g, y) E SL2 X Ylgs(y)=s(y)}. Z is a subgroup scheme of dimen
sion lover Y of SL2 X Y. Then there exists a non-empty Zariski open 
subset U of Y such that we have either (Zy)O is unipotent for all y E Y or 
(Zy)O is a torus for all y E Y. Therefore we may assume either (Zy)D is 
unipotent for all y E Yor (Zy)O is a torus for all y E Y. In the first case, 
the same argument as in the preceding sub case allows us to conclude: 

(i) (Zy)O is conjugate to Un(y) and the number n(y) is independent 
of y E Y, 

(ii) The normalizer of Un in SL2 is a Borel subgroup 

(iii) The projection p: SL2-*SL2/ B is locally trivial, 
(iv) Letting F: Y -*SL2/B be the same morphism as in the preceding 

subcase, we can locally lift F to F so that we have a commutative diagram 
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(v) Replacing F by P, we may assume P is globally defined and 
hence the conjugacy class of (G, X) is the same as that of (1 X SL2, pi X 
SL2!Un ). Therefore the conjugacy class of (G, X) is contained in the 
conjugacy class of (SL2 X AutO F~, pi X F~) hence in one of the conjugacy 
-classes of Theorem (2.2). 

We assume that (Zy)O is a torus for y E Y. We want to argue as 
above. The only difference is that the normalizer of T or D~ is D~ hence 
the projection SL2~SL2!D~=SL2!the normalizer of T or D~ does not 
have a local section for the Zariski topology. This subtle difference gives 
rise to an interesting family (J1I) of maximal algebraic groups contained 
in era. Let us argue however in a similar way but carefully. We may 
assume that we have either (a) Zy is conjugate to T for all y E Yor (b) Zy 
is conjugate to D~ for all y E Y. The normalizer of T or of D~ is D~. 
Let F: Y~SL2!D~ be defined as follows: for y E Y, F(y)HF(y)-I=ZS(Y) 
where His T or D~ according as (a) or (b). The projection p: SL2~ 
SL2!D~ does not have a rational section but it has a section over an etale 
2-covering SL2!Gm~SL2!D~. Thus there exists a etale 2-covering q: Y~Y 
such that Fo q has a local lifting P for the Zariski topology: 

We may assume P is regular on Y. Hence by the same argument as 
above, the operation of SL2 over the fibre space f: X ~ Y is isomorphic to 
the product operation if we pull it back over Y. Namely the operation 
(SL2, X) is given by the product operation plus a descent data through q. 
Let us classify the descent data. We notice, first of all, that when we 
proved (SL2, X X Y Y) is isomorphic to the product operation, so far as 
the isomorphism (cp, j): (SL2, Y X y X)~ (SL2, Y X SL2! H) is concerned, cp 
is the identity automorphism of SL2• Therefore the descent data is given 
such an automorphism. Since q: Y ~ Y is an etale 2-covering, there is an 
involutive automorphism! of Y such that Y/<,> ==- Y. To give a descent 
data on the product operation (SL2, Y X SLz! H) is to give an involutive 
automorphism (Id, 1') of algebraic operation (SL2, Y X SL2! H) such that 
I' covers the involution ,: qoPI=PI of'. We need 

Lemma (5.42.7). The group of the automorphisms (Id, f) of the 
algebraic operation (SL2, SL2!T) is isomorphic to Z/2Z. The group of the 
automorphisms (Id,f) of the algebraic operation (SL2, SL2!D~) is isomorphic 
to 1. 
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Proof The first assertion was proved in Lemma (3.9.1) and the 
last assertion is proved by the same method. 

Corollary (5.42.8). If ZlI is conjugate to D~ for any y E Y, the opera
tion (G, X) is isomorphic to the product operation (1 X PGL2, Y X PGL2/D~) 
where T is a Cartan subgroup of PGL2. In particular the conjugacy class 
of(G, X) is contained in the conjugacy class of (PGL2X PGLg, PIXP2). 

Proof The lemma implies there is only trivial descent data on Y X 
SL2/D~. For the inclusion (PGL2' PGL2/D~)=----+(PGLg, P2), we refer to 
Umemura [U3]. 

Corollary (5.42.9). If ZlI is conjugate to T for any y E Y, G is con
tained in one of the conjugacy classes of Theorem (2.2). 

Proof If Zy is conjugate to T for any y E Y, then the only one non
trivial descent data on (1 X SL2, Y X (SL2/T» is given by (ld, h): (1 X SL2, 

YX(SL2/T»~(1XSL2' YX (SL2/T», hey, gT)=(e(y), g( _ ~ b)T) for 

y E Y, g E SL2 by Lemma (5.42.7). Corollary now follows from Proposi
tion (4.26) and Lemma (4.28) since Y is rational by Liiroth's theorem. 

Case (5.43). G has at most I-dimensional orbit. 

The last case to examine is the generically intransitive group of which 
the orbits are at most I-dimensional. Let (G, X) be an algebraic operation 
realizing such a group in Crg. As in the preceding case, replacing X by a 
Zariski open subset, we may assume that (1) X consists of I-dimensional 
orbits, (2) there exists a morphism of algebraic operation (cp,f): (G, X)~ 
(1, Y) where Y is the quotient of X by G. Since X is rational, Y is 
rational by a theorem of Zariski [Z]. 

As in the case of generically intransitive groups in Cr2 we can prove 

Proposition (5.43.1). Let G be an algebraic group contained in Crg. 
If a (or any) realization of G has at most I-dimensional orbit, thenG is 
contained in one of the conjugacy classes of Theorem (2.2). 

We sketch the proof. If G is reductive, as in Subcase (5.42.3) Gis 
isomorphic to G", or PGL2. In the first case G", is contained in G~ and 
in the second case if we replace Y be a Zariski open set the same argu
ment as in Subcase (C-intr-l), [U3] shows G is realized by the product 
operation (1 X PGL2, Y X PI). If G is unipotent, the fibration f: X ~ Y is 
locally trivial for the Zariski topology and we may assume f: X ~ Y is 
trivial. G is abelian since its operation on each orbit is abelian. G is 
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nothing but a finite dimensional vector space V contained HO(y, (!}y) (cf. 
Lemma (4.4». Replacing Yby a smaller Zariski open set, we may assume 
Y is a Zariski open set of N. There exists a certain rational functionf on 
AZ such thatf. VcHO(AZ, (!) A') (cf. Proposition (5.38.1». By this twist, G 
is contained in (J7) of Theorem (2.2) for an appropriate n. If G is neither 
reductive nor unipotent, the operation of the unipotent radical is nor
malized as above and we have to control the operation of a torus. The 
dimension of a maximal torus is I by Lemma (1.21), [U3] and it is con
trolled as in Subcase (C-intr-2), [U3]. 

§ 6. Proof of the second assertion of the main theorem 

Let us recall some basic facts on the inclusion of algebraic subgroups 
of erg. 

Proposition (6.1). Let (Gl, Xl), (Gz, X z) be realizations of conjugacy 
classes of algebraic subgroups of erg. The conjugacy class of (Gl, Xl) is 
contained in the conjugacy class of (Gz, X z) if and only if there exists a 
morphism (cp,f): (Gl, XI)~(GZ' X z) of law chunks of algebraic operation 
such that f is birational. 

See Proposition (1.10) Umemura [U3]. 

Let (Gl> Xl), (Gz, X z) be algebraic operations and (cp,f): (Gl, Xl)~ 
(Gz, X z) be a morphism of law chunks of algebraic operation. Then there 
exists a non-empty Gl-invariant Zariski open set U of Xl such that f is 
regular on U. Since a morphism of algebraic group germs cp: GI~GZ is 
necessarily regular by Weil [W], (cp,f): (Gl, U)~(Gz, Xz) induces a mor
phism of algebraic operations. We have thus proved 

Proposition (6.2). Let (Gl, Xl), (Gz, X z) be realizations of conjugacy 
classes of algebraic subgroups of erg. We assume (Gl, Xl) is a homogeneous 
space. Then the conjugacy class of (Gl> Xl) is contained in the conjugacy 
class of (Gz, X 2) if and only if there exists a morphism (cp,f): (Gl> Xl)~ 
(G z, X z) of algebraic operations such that f is birational. 

Now we being the proof In what follows we use the numbering 
«a)-(b» which says the proof that any operation of type (a) is not contained 
in any operation of type (b) of Theorem (2.2). We have shown in our 
preceding papers [UI], [U2] that (PI), (P2), (E1) and (E2) determine 
maximal (conjugacy classes of) connected algebraic subgroups of era. 
Let us therefore begin with the proof that (JI) is not contained in other 
operations of the main theorem. 

«JI)-(x» In view of Proposition (6.2), it is evident that the con~ 
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jugacy class of (J1) is not contained in any other conjugacy classes of the 
algebraic operations of the main theorem since (J1) is a homogeneous 
space and p2 X pI is complete. 

«J2)-(x» For the same reason as «J1)-(x», the conjugacy class of 
(12) is not contained in any conjugacy classes of the algebraic operations 
of the main theorem. 

«J3)-(Pl» We know the conjugacy class of (AutOF~, F~) is almost 
effectively realized by (Um+IGmSL2, F~) where Um+ 1 is an irreducible SL2-
module of dimension m+ 1 and Um + 1 is a Gm-module of weight 1 
(see Umemura [U3]). Therefore we have to show that there does not 
exist a morphism (cp,f): (SL2X(Um+IGmSL2)' PIXF~)~(PGL4' pa) of 
algebraic operations such that f is birational. Let us assume that such a 
morphism (cp,!) exists. This gives an almost effective operation of SL2 X 
SL2 on pa hence a representation V of degree 4 of SL2 X SL2. SL2 X SL2-
module V is a direct sum of irreducible modules and hence 4 is represented 
as a sum of positive numbers; 4=1+1+1+1,4=2+1+1,4=3+1, 
4=4,4=2+2. The partition 4=1+1+1+1 (or Vis a trivial SL2XSL2-
module) is impossible because the operation (SLz X SL2, pa) is almost 
effective. For the same reason the partitions 4=2+1+1 and 4=3+1 
are impossible. We show the partition 4=4 (or V is irreducible) is 
impossible. If V is an irreducible SL2 X SL2-module then V is isomorphic 
to either U/59U2, k®U4 or U.®k. The last two cases can never occur 
since the operation (SL2 X SL2, pa) is almost effective. Thus we may 
assume V is isomorphic to U2®U2. To distinguish the first factor from 
the second factor, we denote by U~ (resp. by U~') an irreducible SL2 Xl 
(resp. 1 X SL2)-module of degree 2. In this notation V is isomorphic to 
U~® U~'. Then as .sf2 X .sf2-module, gf4 = (U~® U~')®( U~® U~'):::: (U~® UD 
®(U~'®U~'):::: (k(fjU~)®(k(fjU~')::::k(fjk®U~'(fjU~®k(fjU~®U~'. There
fore .sfa::::pgf4 is isomorphic to, as .sf2x.sf2-module, k®U~'(fjU~®k(fjU~ 
® U~'. cp*(O X (Lie algebra of 0 X Gm X 1 in Um+IGmSL2» is a I-dimensional 
.sf2 X .sf2-submodule of pgf4. But the decomposition above of .sf2 X .sf2-

module pgf4 does not contain a trivial .sf2 X .sf2-module of dimension 1. 
We verify now the partition 4 = 2 + 2. Since the operation (SL2 X SL2, 

pa) is almost effective, the only possible isomorphism is V ::::k® U~'(fj U~ 
®k. Then as .sf2x.sf2-module gf4::::(k®U~'(fjU~®k)®(k®U~'(fjU~®k):::: 
k®( U~'® U~')(fj U~® U~'(fj U~® U~'(fj(U~® U~)®k :::: k®(k(fj Un (fj U~ ® U~' 
(fjU~®U~'(fj(k(fjU~)®k. We identify the Lie algebra of Um+1 with Um+1 

itself. Since cp*(OX Um+l ) is an irreducible .sfzx.sf2-module of degree 
m + 1 through the second factor, it follows from the decomposition of 
.sf2x.sf2-module gf4' m=2, cp*(OX Um+I)::::k®U~'. But cp*(OX Um+l ) is an 
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abelian Lie subalgebra of ~[4 whereas k® U~' is not abelian since it comes 
out from the decomposition U~'®U~'. Therefore the partition 4=2+2 is 
impossible too and the conjugacy class of (J3) is not contained in the 
conjugacy class of (PI). 

«J3)-(P2)) Since as we have seen in «J3)-(PI)) the rank of PGL2 X 
AutO F~ is 3 and that of S05 is 2, the conjugacy class of (J3) is not con
tained in the conjugacy class of (P2). 

«J3)-(Ei)) Counting the dimension of the groups, we conclude the 
conjugacy class of (J3) is not contained in the conjugacy class of (Ei) for 
i=I,2. 

«J3)-(J1)) Since AutOF~ contains an abelian unipotent group of 
dimension m + I (Umemura [U3]), PGL2 X AutO F~ contains an abelian 
unipotent group of dimension m+2>4. But PGL2XPGLs can not con
tain an abelian unipotent group of dimension> 4. 

«J3)-(J2)) We can argue as in «J3)-(J1)). 

«J3)-(J3)) It follows from Corollary (4.10) that (J3) for mis not a 
:suboperation of (J3) for n with n=l=m. 

«J3)-(J4)) The same argument as in «J3)-(PI)) works. 

(J3)-(J5)) Compare the dimension. 

«J3)-(J6)) The same reason as «J3)-(J5)). 

«(J3)-(J7)) Since the semi-simple part of PGL2 X AutO F~ is §;[2 X §;[2 
.and the semi-simple part of AutO J~ is §;[s by [U3] and by Proposition (4.8), 
ifthere is an inclusion (PGL2 xAutOF~)c(AutO J~, J~), §;[2 X §;[2 would be 
.a Lie subalgebra of §;Is which is a contradiction. 

«J3)-(J8)) Since by [U3] the semi-simple part of PGL2 X AutO F~ 
is SL2XSL2, if we have a morphism (SO,f): (pGL2xAutOF~, P1XF~)~ 
(AutOL~,q, L~,q) of algebraic operations such that f is birational then SO 
maps surjectively the semi-simple part of PGL2 X AutO F~ to the semi
simple part of AutOL~,q. Therefore SO maps the unipotent radical Wi of 
PGL2 X AutO F~ to the unipotent radical W2 of AutO L~, q' All the Wi-orbits 
on P1XF~ is I-dimensional and P1XF~~P1XF~/Wl::::plXpl is an Al_ 
bundle. Similarly all the W2-orbits on L~,q is I-dimensional and L~,q~ 
L~,q/W2::::P1XP1. Thus f induces an isomorphism f: P1XF~~L~,q of 
N-bundles over pi X pl. This is a contradiction as m > 2, p > q >0. 
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((13)-(J9)) Since F;" is a line bundle on PI, it contains pI as the 
O-section. Hence pI X F;" contains pI X pl. By Proposition (6.2), it is 
sufficient to show pI X F;" can not be embedded into F~.q. For this end, 
we show that pI X pI is not contained in F~. q if p > q > 2. In fact if pI X 
pI were in F~;q, letting 1t': F~.q~PI be the projection, the intersection 
pI X pI with the fibre of 1t' would be a finite set since the fibre of 1t' is affine 
and pI X pI is projective. Thus pI X pI would cover pI finitely. This is a 
contradiction. 

((J3)-(JIO)) and ((J3)-(J'll)) The same argument as ((J3)-(J9)) gives 
the result. 

((J3)-(JI2)) Compare the dimension of the groups. 

((J4)-(x)). Argue as ((JI)-(x)). 

((J5)-(Pl)) Assume that there exists a morphism (cp,j): (PGL2, 
PGL2/D2n)~(PGL4' PS) with f birational. Denoting by D2n the inverse 
image 1t'-I(D2n) by the natural isogeny 1t': SL2~SL2/± 1 =PGLz, we have a 
D2n-invariant F of degree at most 3 (cf. Umemura [U2D such that 
{g E SL2IgF=rgF, rg E k}=D2n. Such Fdoes not exist for n>4. 

((J5)-(P2)) Argue as in ((J5)-(Pl)) but we look for a D2n-invariant 
as above of degree at most 4. This is possible only when n=4 and F is, 
up to constant factor, in the GL2-orbit GL2(X4 - y4) in the irreducible SL2-
module of homogeneous polynomial of degree 4 in x, y. Then SL2-orbit 
SL2 F = SL2(X4 - y4) in P (homogeneous polynomials of degree 4) = p4 is 
not contained in a quadric in P4. In fact SL2 operates on the generic 
homogeneous polynomial aox4+alxSy+a2x2y2+asxys+a4y4 and i=a~-
3alas + 12aoa4 is the unique (up to constant) SL2-invariant of degree 2 but 
i does not vanish on x4_y4 (See Vol 1,70, Weber [WbD. 

((J5)-(El)) and ((J5)-(E2)) Compare the stabilizers. 

((J5)-(JI)) If there were a morphism (cp,J): (PGL2, PGL2/D2n)~ 
(PGLs X PGL2, p2 X PI) of algebraic operations with f birational, then 
there would be a non-trivial morphism (cp',J'): (PGL2, PGL2/D2n)~ 
(PGL2' PI) of algebraic operations since there exists a morphism (PGLs X 
PGL2, ps X PI)~(PGL2' PI). The following Lemma gives a contradiction. 

Lemma (6.3). There is no non-trivial morphism (PGL2, PGL2/D2n)~ 
(PGL2' PI). 

Assume the existence of such a morphism (cp',j'): (PGL2, PGL2/D2n) 
~(PGL2' PI). Then D2n is contained in a Borel subgroup. Denoting by 
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Dzn the inverse image under 7r:: SLz-+SLz/ ± I = PGLz, the irreducible SLz-
module E of degree 2 so that SLz=SL(E) is not an irreducible Dzn-
module. Since Dzn is finite, therefore Dzn is diagonalized in SLz which is 
absurd. 

«(J5)-(J2» and «(J5)-(B» Argue as in «(J5)-(J1». 

«J5)-(J4) Assume that there exists a morphism (cp,f): (PGLz, 
PGLz/Dzn)-+(PGLa, PGLa/B) of algebraic operations with f birational. 
We may assume B consists of all the upper triangular matrices of PGLa. 
Putting P={(aij ) E PGLai a1Z=a1a =O}, we get a morphism (PGLa, PGLa/B) 
-+(PGLa, PGLa/P)of algebraic operations hence by composition (cp,f'): 
(PGLz, PGLz/Dzn)-+(PGLa, PGLa/ P). cp defines a representation E of degree 
3 of SLz. This representation should be irreducible. In fact letting 7r:: SLz 
-+SLz/±I=PGLz be the natural isogeny and DZn=7r:-1(Dzn), we have a 
morphism (SLz, SLz/Dzn) -+ (PGLz, PGLz/Dzn) of algebraic operations 
hence by composition (rp,j): (SLz, SLzrDzn)-+(PGLa, PGLa/P). This 
morphism is nothing but (SLz, SLz/Dzn)-+(SLz, P(E». Since 1 is domi
nant, SLz has an open orbit on P(E). If E is not irreducible, then E is 
the direct sum of E1 and Ez where E/s are irreducible SLz-modules of 
degree i. Then the stabilizer at a point .of the open SLz-orbit in P(E) is a 
I-dimensional unipotent subgroup of SLz. Thus the existence of the mor
phism (rp,l) implies Dzn is contained in a unipotent subgroup of SLz which 
is a contradiction and E must be irreducible. The transformation space 
PG La/ B is the flag variety of E. We identify SLz~module E with the SLz-

module of homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 in x, y: (~ ~) E SLz 

sends x to ax+cy and y to bx+dy. The stabilizer at a point P={(xz+yZ) 
c(XZ, yZ)CE} of the flag variety is Dzxz of SLz. Hence SLz.P is an open 
SLz-orbit on PGLa/B=the flag variety of E. Therefore SLz.P coincides 
withf(PGLz/Dzn) and Dzn is conjugate to D2X2 which is impossible. 

«J5)-(J6» Argue as «J5)-(J1». 

«J5)-(J7» Assume that there exists a morphism (cp, f): (PGLz, 
PGLz/Dzn)-+(AutO J~, J~) of algebraic operation with f birational. As 
there exists a morphism (AutO J~, J~)-+(PGL3' PZ) of algebraic operations 
by Proposition (4.8). We get a morphism (cp',f'): (PGLz/Dzn)-+(PGLa, PZ) 
of algebraic operations by composition. cp' defines a representation E of SLz 
of degree 3 and (cp',f') gives a morphism (cp",!''): (SLa, SLa/Dzn)-+(SL(E), 
P(E». As in «J5)-(J4», E is irreducible. Let now W be the natural 
representation of degree 3 of SLa: W is the vector space spanned by 
indeterminants u, v, wand (a ij ) E SLa sends u~allu+aZ1v+aa1W, v~a1ZU 
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+ 1X22V+ 1X32W, W>-+1X13U+1X23V+1X33W, Let sm(w) be the m-th symmetric 
power of W, i.e., the vector space of the homogeneous polynomials in u, 
v, W of degree m which is an SL3-module. We make sm( W) Gm. SL3-
module by letting the vector space sm(w) Gm-module of weight 1. We 
need the semi-direct product G(m) = sm(w) Gm. SL3 and let Hm = (homogen
eous polynomials in u, v, W of degree m whose degree in u<m-l). Gm.p 
cG(m) where P={(aij ) E SL3IaI2=aI3=0}. Then Hm is a subgroup of 
G(ml and as in two variable case [U3], (AutO J:", J:") is almost effectively 
realized (G(m), G(m)/Hm) (see also Corollary (4.10)). Now (cp,f): (PGL2, 
PGL2/D2n)~(AutO J:", J:") gives a morphism (0,J): (SL2, SLlD2n)~(G(m)' 
G(m)/Hm). By considering the translation by an element of G(m), we can 
replace 0 by a conjugacy in G(m)' We may thus assume 0(SL2) lies in 
(0, 1, SL3) and 0: SL2~(0, 1, SL3) = SL3 is given by 

_((a b)) (ad+bC 2ac 2bd) 
cp = ~ d ~ : 

C d cd c2 d2 
This is given by letting SL2 operate on the homogeneous polynomials of 
degree 2 in x, y and taking a basis xy, X2, y2. 0(SL2) has an open orbit 
on J:" and we letting n: J:"~p2 denote the projection, this orbit projected 
onto p2 is a 0(SL2)=SL2-open orbit on p2=p2(kxy+kx2+ky2). Hence 
(the projection by n of the open orbit) = SL2xYCP2(kxy+kx2+ky2). 
Therefore there exists a point P on n-I(xy) E J:" such that SL2P is open in 
J:". Equivalently since P is written as (2un, 1, 1).Hm E G(mJHm for suitable 
2 E k, the stabilizer at P=(2um, 1, 1)0(SL2)( -2um, 1, 1) n Hm is conjugate 
to D2n, in particular finite. But if m is even, (2um, 1, 1)0,(SL2)( -2um, 1, 1) 
nHm =D2==one dimensional dihedral group and if m= odd, (2um , 1, 1) 
.¢(SL2)(-2um, 1, l)nHm=Gm, D2= according as 2*0 or 2=0. This is 
a contradiction. 

«J5)-(J8)), «J5)-(J9)), «(J5)-(11 0)), «J5)-(J'll)) argue as «J5)-(11)) 
(see Propositions (4.13), (4.18) and Corollary (4.23). 

«J5)-(112)) (J5) is generically transitive whereas (112) is intransitive 
even generically. 

«J6)-(Pl)) If there were a morphism (cp,f): (G, G/Hm,n)~(PGL4' P4) 
with f birational, cp would give a representation E of Gm X SL2 X SL2 of 
degree 4. Since the kernel cp is finite, as SL2 X SL2-module E would be 
isomorphic to Vil)(f) Vi2) or V2)® Vi2) where ViI) (resp. Vi 2)) is the irre
ducible SL2 X 1 Crespo 1 X SL2)-module of degree 2. In the last case, the 
image of the center cp(Gm ) would be scalar multiplications hence operate 
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trivially on pg. This is absurd. Thus E would be isomorphic to V~I)EB 

V~2). Since V~l), n 2) are irreducible non-isomorphic SL2 X SL2-module, 
sa(Gm ) would be diagonal. Let el , e2 (resp. eg, e4) be a basis of n l) (resp. 
n2). With these basis, we may assume 

re ~) 
sa(SL2 X SL2) = 0 

L 

o 
(trIO) 

saCt) = 0 2 t s 12 
( a' b') , 

c' d' 

for t E Gm X 1 X 1. A non-trivial subgroup {' E Gm I ,r = ,S} of Gm would 
operate trivially on P3. This is impossible because Gm X 1 X 1 operates 
effectively on GjHm,n andfis birational. 

((J6)-(P2» The rank of S05 is 2 but the rank of Gm X SL2 X SL2 is 3. 

((J6)-(El», ((J6)-(E2» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

((J6)-(Jl» Let (G', X') be an effective realization of (J6). Assume 
that there exists a morphism (sa',!'): (G', X')-,>-(PGL2 X PGLg, P IXp2) of 
algebraic operations with f' birational. Then there exists a morphism 
(sa,!): (G, GjHm ,n)-,>-CPGL2XPGLg, pI XP2) of algebraic operations with 
f birational. Then as other case is treated similarly, we may assume 
saC(A, A, B»=(A, sa2(A, B» E PGL2 XPGLg for A E Gm , A, BE SL2, where 
sa2: Gm X SL2-,>-PGLg is a morphism and in the right hand side A is 
regarded as an element of PGL2• The stabilizer of PGL2 X PGL3 at a 
point ofPl XP2 is a Borel subgroup. Therefore sa-I (stabilizer) can not 
coincide with Hm,n> m>O>n. 

((J6)-(J2» Assume that there exists a morphism (sa,!): (G, GjHm,n) 
-,>-(PGL2XPGL2 XPGL2, pIXPIXPI) with f birational. Then we may 
assume sa((A, A, B»=(A, A, B) E PGL2 XPGL2XPGL2 for A E Gm , A, B E 

SL2• Therefore sa-lethe stabilizer of PGL2 XPGL2XPGL2 at a point of 
PIXPIXPI)=sa- 1 (a Borel subgroup of PGL2XPGL2XPGL2) which 
never coincides with Hm,n, m>O>n. 

((J6)-(B» Argue as ((J6)-(Jl» (see also Umemura [U3]). 

((J6)-(J4» Compare the rank of the groups. 

((J6)-(J5» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

((J6)-(J7» Assume that there exists a morphism (sa,!): (G, GjHm.n) 
-,>-(AutO J;, J;) of algebraic operations with f birational. By Proposition 
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(4.8), we get a morphism (<f/,J'): (G, G/Hm,n)-+(PGLa, P 2) of algebraic 
operations. Thus Ker <p' contains a subgroup K isogeneous to SLz which 
operates on the fibre J;-+pz. But the fibre is N and the operation of SLz 
should be trivial. This is a contradiction. 

«J6)-(J8» The reductive part of AutOL~, 1 is isogeneous to Gm X 
PGL2 X PGL2 by Proposition (4.11) and this group has an open orbit W 
on L;",n. (GmXPGL2 XPGLz, W) is almost effectively realized by (GmX 
SL2 XSL2 , Gm XSL2 XSL2/Hk ,l) where 

Hk,l = {(t~lt (~ :l} (6 ~21)) E Gm X SL2 x SL2 i II, t2 E Gm , x, Y E k}. 
The existence of an inclusion implies that of the isomorphism (Gm X 
SL2 XSL2, Gm XSL2 XSLz/Hm,n) ~ (Gm XSLzXSL2 , Gm XSL2 XSL2/Hk ,l). 

Considering the orbits of the center, it implies also that they are isomorphic 
as principal Gm-bundles over pi X pi but this is impossible because m?2, 
-2;;;n and k>I>2. 

«(J6)-(J9» A semi-simple part of (J9) is £;[z whereas that of (J6) is 
£;[2 X £;[2. 

«J6)-(J10» It follows from Corollary (4.20) that a reductive part of 
(AutOF~,k' F~,k) is GmXSLzXSLz. As in the proof of Lemma (4.30), 
Gm X SL2 X SLz has an open orbit on F~, k isomorphic to (Gm X SL2 X SL2, 

Gm X SL2 X SL2/Hk , -I). For the same reason as in «J6)-(J8», (Gm X SL2 X 
SL2, Gm X SL2 X SL2/Hm,n) (m?2, - 2'2n) can not be isomorphic to (Gm X 
SL2 XSL2, Gm XSL2 XSL2/Hk ,_I). 

«J6)-(J'll» Compare reductive parts (cf. Corollary (4.23». 

«J6)-(J12» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«J7)-(PI» Let E be the natural irreducible representation of degree 
3 of SLa. Let sm(E) be the m-th symmetric power of E. Letting Gm 

operate on sm(E) with weight 1, we see as in Section 2, [U3], the semi
direct product sm(E). Gm X SLa operates on J~. The dimension of this 

algebraic group is (m~2) +9 which is greater than or equal to 15 ifm>2. 

Thus if we have an inclusion of (J7) in (PI), comparing the dimension, we 
conclude m = 2 and no automorphism of Gm X SL2 X SL2 mapping H m, n 

(m>O>n) onto Hk,l (k>I>O). 

«J7)-(P2» As we have seen above dim AutO J;"> 15, it is sufficient 
to compare the dimension. 
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«17)-(El», «17)-(E2», «J7)-(JI» and «17)-(J2» Compare the di
mension. 

«17)-(B» Compare semi~simple parts (cf. Proposition (4.8) and 
[U3]). 

«17)-(J4», «17)-(J5» and «17)-(J6» Compare the dimension. 

«17)-(J8», «17)-(J9», «J7)-(JIO», «17)-(J'l1» and «17)-(JI2» Com
pare semi-simple parts (cf. [U3], Propositions (4.13), (4.18) and Corollary 
(4.23). 

«(J8)-(Pl» Let Um + 1, Un + 1 be the irreducible SLz-modules of dimen
sion m+l and n+1. Letting Gm operate on Um+1®Un+1 with weight 1, 
we see the semi-direct product Um+l®Un+l.(GmXSL2XSL2) operates 
almost effectively on L:",n (Corollary (4.12». In particular AutOL:",n 
cotains the vector group Um+1®Un+1 of dimension (m+ 1)(n+ 1»4. 
Since SL4 does not contain vector group of dimension > 5, it is sufficient 
to show that there exists no inclusion when m=n= 1. Assume that there 
exists a morphism (gJ,f): (AutOL~,,, L~,t)~(PGL4' P4) with f birational. 
Then gJ induces a morphism U2®U2.(GmXSL2XSL2)~PGL.. In partic
ular, a representation E of degree 4 of SL2 X SL2. Since the operation of 
(j1(SL2 X SL2) on ps is almost effective, the representation E is faithful 
modulo finite group. Thus E is isomorphic to either U2®CEBC® U2 or 
U2® U2. If we consider gJ induces a morphism U2® Uz(SLz X SL2)~PGL(E) 
of which the kernel is finite, E is isomorphic to U2®CEBC® U2 and the 
image g;(U2®U2.(GmXSL2XSL2» = {(aij) E PGL.I al8=a14=a2S=a2.=O}. 
But the stabilizer of PGL. at a point Q of ps is P={(bij) E PGL.I au 
=aS2 =a.1 =a.2=O}. Counting the dimension of stabilizer, the orbit 
(j1«U2® U2).(GmX SL2 X SL2»Q is 3-dimensional subset of P3. But 

(U2®U2). GmXSL2X SL2 n P contains {(6 ~) IA E SL2}' But the stabi

lizer of (U2 X U2). Gm X SL2 X SL2 at a point of the open orbit on L:", n is 
solvable (cf. Corollary (4.12». This is a contradiction. 

«J8)-(P2» By Corollary (4.12) the rank of AutOL:",n equals to 3. 
But the rank of PSOs is 2. 

«(J8)-(El» and «J8)-(E2» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«J8)-(JI» and «J8)-(J2» We have seen in «J8)-(PI» AutOL:",n con
tains a vector group of dimension 4. But PGLs X PGL2 and PGL2 X PGL2 
X PGL2 do not contain a vector group of dimension 4. 
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«J8)-(J3» Since both groups have the same semi-simple parts, if 
we have a morphism (cp,/): (AutO L~. n> L~. n)---+(PGLz X AutO Fi, pi X FD 
with birational j, cp map the unipotent radical to the unipotent radical. 
Since the fibrations L~. n ---+ pi and pi X Ff---+ pi X pi are quotient morphisms 
with respect to the unipotent radicals, f induces an isomorphism of line 
bundles L~. n and pi X Fi over pi X PI, which is absurd. 

«J8)-(J4», «(J8)-(J5» and «J8)-(J6» Compare the dimension of the 
groups. 

«J8)-(J7) Compare semi-simple parts. 

«J8)-(J8» Argue as «J8)-(J3). 

«(J8)-(J9», «J8)-(JIO» and «J8)-(J'1l» Since L~.n is the total space 
of a line bundle over pi X pi as we have seen, it contains pi X pl. But 
being AZ-bundle over PI, F~. nand E:! do not contain pi X pl. 

«J8)-(JI2» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«J9)-(Pl» and «J9)-(P2» Let U",+l> Un+! be irreducible SLz-module 
of dimension m+l and n+l. Then the semi-direct product (U",+IEB 
Un+I).SLz operates on F~.n' Therefore AutOF~.n contains the vector 
group U",+IEBUn+1 of dimension >7. But in PGL4 and SOs, there is no 
vector group of dimension 7. 

«J9)-(El» and «J9)-(E2» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«(J8)-(JI» and «J9)-(J2» Argue as «J9)-(Pl». 

«J9)-(J3» By Umemura [U3], Section 2, PGLzxAutOFi IS IS0-

geneous to SL2 X(UZ+I.(G",XSL2» where UI+ I is the irreducible SL2-

module of dimension 1+1 and as G",-module UH1 is of weight 1. 
(U",+IEB Un+l ) SLz is simply connected and isogeneous to a closed subgroup 
of AutOFm •n. There is no morphism with finite kernel of(U",+,EBUn+I)SL2 

to SL2 X(UZ+1 .(G",XSL2» and hence AutOF~.n can not be embedded in 
PGL2 xAutOFi for m>n>2. 

«J9)-(J4», «J9)-(J5» and «J9)-(J6» Argue as in «J9)-(Pl». 

«J9)-(J7» Since a semi-simple part of AutOF~,n is SL2 and that of 
AutJi is SL3, if there exists a morphism (cp,!): (AutO F~, n' F~. n)---+(AutO Ji, 
m with f birational, cp maps that subgroup U",+I of (U",+,EBU",+,).SLz 
(hence of AutO F~. n) into the unipotnet radical of AutO Ji. By considering 
the quotients by U",+I and the unipotent radical of AutO Ji, we get 
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Since the fibres of p and q are At, they coincide and f' is an embedding. 
This is impossible as n;:::::: 2. 

«J9)-(J8)) Argue as in «J9)-(J7)). We conclude in this case F~ is 
embedded in p1XPl which is impossible as n>2. 

«J9)-(J9)) If there exists a morphism (cp,f): (AutOF;",n> F;",n)~ 
(AutO F~,l' F~,l) with f birational, cp maps a semi-simple part to a semi
simple part and unipotent radical to the unipotent radical because both 
groups have isomorphic semi-simple parts. Therefore considering the 
quotients by the unipotent radicals, we get 

F' f F' 

f~l;. 
As in «J9)-(J8)) we conclude F;",n is isomorphic to F~,l' Then by Pro
position (4.13), m=k, n=l. 

«(J9)-(JlO)) Argue as «(J9)-(J9)) (see Propositions (4.18) and (4.19)). 

«(J9)-(J/ll)) Compare the ranks (see Proposition (4.13) and Corol
lary (4.23)). 

«J9)-(Jl2)) Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«Jl O)-(P 1)) A semi-simple part of AutO F;",m is SL2 X SL2 by Pro
position (4.18) and an SL2 X SL2-module Um +1Q9U2 operates on F;",m hence 
the semi-direct product (Um+1Q9U2).SL2XSL2 by Corollary (4.20). By 
letting Gm operates on Um + 1Q9U2 as scalar multiplication, (Um + 1Q9U2). 

(Gm X SL2 X Sl2) operates on F;",m' Now argue as in «J8)-(Pl)). 

«JlO)-(P2)) Compare the rank (cf. Corollary (4.20)). 

«JlO)-(El)) and «JlO)-(E2)) Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«JlO)-(Jl)) and «JlO)-(J2)) AutOF;",m contains (Um + 1Q9U2)(SL2 X 
Sl2) by Corollary (4.20) hence a unipotent subgroup of dimension 2(m + 2) 
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> 8. But such a big unioptent group is not contained neither in PGLs X 
PGL2 nor in PGL2XPGL2XPGL2. 

«J10)-(J3» The semi-simple part of AutOF~.m is SL2XSL2 by Pro
position (4.18) and that of PGL2xAutOFf is also SL2XSL2. If there 
exists a morphism (so,f) : (AutO F~.m' F~.m)---7(PGL2 X AutO Ff, pi X Ff) with 
fbirational, then the unipotent radical of AutOF~.m is mapped to that of 
PGL2 X AutO Ff. But the unipotent radical of AutO F~.m has 2-dimensional 
orbit whereas that ofPGL2xAutOFf has I-dmensional orbit (cf. [U3]). 

«J10)-(J4» Compare semi-simple parts (cf. Proposition (4.18». 

«J10)-(J5» and «J10)-(J6» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«J10)-(J7» Compare semi-simple parts (cf. Propositions (4.8) and 
(4.18». 

«J10)-(J8» Both groups have the same semi-simple parts SL2 X SLz 
hence the unipotent radical of AutOF~.m is mapped to that of AutOL~.n' 
But the unipotent radical of AutOF~.m has 2-dimensional orbits whereas 
that of AutO L~. n has only I-dimensional orbits which is a contradiction. 

«J10)-(J9» Compare semi-simple parts. 

«J1 0)-(J1 0» See Corollary (4.20). 

«J10)-(J'II» Compare semi-simple parts. 

«J10)-(J12» Compare the dimension. 

«(J'll»-(PI» By exact sequence in Corollary (4.23) the unipotent 
radical of AutO(E~, F~) is of dimension > Im-I +m+ 1 =Im+m. Thus 
the dimension of a maximal unipotent subgroup of AutO(E~, F~) is bigger 
than or equal to 1m + m + 1, since a semi-simple part of AutO(E~, F~) 
contains Ga. Therefore if Im+m+ 1 > dimension ofa maximal unipotent 
subgroup of PGL4 =6, there does not exist an inclusion. We have to 
check the case Im+m<5. There are only two possible values of (I, m), 
(4, 1) (3, 1). If 1=4, m= 1, then by letting U be the unipotent radical of 
AutO (E~\ F~), we have an exact sequence by Corollary (4.23), 

0---7HO(F~, @F,(2)>---7U---7HO(PI, @p,(1)>---70 

~ I 
H°(pt, @(2)>EBHO(Pt, @(I»EBHO(Pt, @). 

Hence dim U = 8. Hence U can not be contained in PGL4 • If 1=3. 
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m=l, th<unipotent radical U of AutO(Ei3, Pi) has an SLz-composition 
series; 

O-+HO(Pi, (Oy;(l))-+U-+HO(Pt, (Opl(l))-+O. 

lj lj 
H°(p-l,(O(1))EBH°(pt, (OPl) Uz 

lj 
UzEBU1 

It follows from the composition series that the only one possible way of 
embedding (mod finite kernel) U. SLz into SL4 is through the SLz-module 
VZEBVZEBV1• Then U.SLz is identified with 

The U. SLz-open orbit on p 3 is also a 

orbit of P E SL2/P =:::.P4 where P={(aij ) E SL4 \ a21 =a31 =a41 =O}. Then 
(VzEB V2). SL2.P =:::'(V2EB V2). SL2/P n (VzEB V2)SLz which is isomorphic to pi.l 
(see Proposition (5.30.7)). Thus we get an Pi-isomorphism pi.l =:::. U. SLz-
open orbit in pS=:::.Ei3• This is a contradiction. 

«J'l1)-(P2)) As we have seen in «Jll)-(Pl)) above the dimension of 
a maximal unipotent subgroup of AutO(E~, P~) for I, m=2 or m>l, 1>3 
is at least 5. Therefore no inclusion. 

«J'11)-(El)) and «J'II)-(E2)) Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«(J'l1)-(Jl)) and «J'11)-(J2)) Compare the dimension of maximal 
unipotent subgroups. 

«J'11)-(J3)) Argue as «J9)-(J3)). 

«J'11)-(J4)), «J'11)-(J5)) and «J'11)-(J6)) Compare the dimension of 
the groups. 

«J'11)-(J7)) We have an exact sequence 
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By Corollary (4.23), N coincides with HO(F:", (!)(lm-2». As SLz-module 
HO(F:", (!)(lm-2» is isomorphic to, by the spectral sequence, EBk'=oH°(pt, 
(!)p,«/-k)m-2». If there exists a morphism (cp,!): (AutOE~, E~)--+ 
(AutO J~, J~) with jbirational, then composing with the morphism (cp',f,): 
(AutoJ~, J~)--+(PGLs, PZ), we get a morphism (cp", f"): (AutOE~, E~)--+ 
(PGLs, PZ). Since cp': AutO J~--+ PGLs gives the semi-simple part of AutO J~, 
cp(SLz)::fo 1. 

Let us first assume lm>4. Under this assumption, the image of the 
subgroup H°(pt, (!)p,(lm-2» under cp" is 0. In fact otherwise the semi
direct product H°(pt, {!)pl(lm-2».SLz is contained in SLs because SLz-
module H°(pI, (!)Pl(lm-2» is irreducible. But this is impossible if lm>4. 
Therefore the image cp'(H°(PI, (!)p,(lm-2») is in the unipotent radical of 
AutoJ~. Considering the quotients by H°(pI, (!)Pl{lm-2» and by the 
unipotent radical of AutO J~, since their orbits are N, we get 

Thus E~ is a line bundle over F:" which is a contradiction. Now we treat 
the case 1m = 3, namely m = 1 and 1=3. The unipotent part of kernel N 
of (a) is HO(F:", (!)(lm - 2» = HO(F:", (!)(1» = H°(pt, (!)pl(1 »E9H°(Pt, (!)pl) be
cause the spectral sequence degenerates. Thus denoting:by U the unipotent 
radical of AutO(E?; FD, we have an exact sequence 

Let us put W =H°(pI, (!)pl(l» of the kernel N. 
If cp"(W) =0, we can argue as in the case Im>4. We may thus 

assume rp"(W) *0. Then cp"«H°(PI, (!)pl) of N»)=O by comparing the 
dimension of the unipotent radicals of a Borel subgroup of SLs and that 
of cp"(AutO(E~3, FD). Then we can argue as for Im>4. 

«J'I1)-(J8» We have an exact sequence 

(b) O--+R--+AutOL~,8--+PGLzXPGL2--+1 

where R is the radical of AutOL~,8 by Proposition (4.11). Assume there 
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exists a morphism (cp,f): (AutO{E~; F~), E~)..-..+{AutOL~ . ., L~ .• ) with f 
birational. As 1m> 2, cp takes an SL2-invariant subspace of the kernel N 
of (a) to R. 

In fact otherwise, since 

N::: EB H°(pt, r!J(jm-2» 
j,1~J~o 

as SL2-module, the semi-direct product N .(semi-simple part of AutO E~) 
would be contained in PGL2X PGL2 (see Proposition (4.11». If we con
sider cp{N)-orbits, their dimension is at most 1. Hence generically they 
coincides with R-orbits and we get isomorphism 

But this is absurd as m > 1. 

({J'l1)-(J9» As the both algebraic groups have the same semi-simple 
parts, if we have a morphism (cp,f): (AutOE~, E~)..-..+{AutOF~.t> F~.t) with 
fbirational, cp takes the unipotent radical to the unipotent radical. Since 
the unipotent radicals have only 2-dimensional orbits and the transfor
mation spaces E~, F~. tare A2-bundle over pI, f is a PI-isomorphism. Let 
ZE be the center of the unipotent radical of AutO{E~, F~) and ZF be that 
of AutO F~, t. If generically the Z E-orbits under f coincides with Z F-orbits, 
then as in ((J'll)-{J7», considering the quotients, we get isomorphisms 

This shows E~ is a line bundle. Hence even generically the image f{ZE
orbits) does not coincide with Zrorbits. Therefore the vector subgroup 
ZF.CP{ZE) has a 2-dimensional orbit therefore {ZF.CP{ZE»SL2 operates on 
F~.t and has an open orbit. This open orbit is an A2-bundle over pI (cf. 
Subcase (5.30.1». Consequently it coincides with F~,t. In other words 
F~.t is a homogeneous space under (ZF. CP(ZE» SL2· Let Hbe the stabilizer 
group at a point of (ZF.CP(ZE»SL2 so that F~.t:::(ZF.CP{ZE».SL2/H. By 
Subcase (5.30.1), ZF and CP{ZE) are necessarily irreducible SL2-modules. 
If we consider the quotient (ZF.CP(ZE»/ZF.Hof(ZF.cp(ZE»SL2/H with 
respect to the normal subgroup ZF of (ZF.CP(ZE»SL2/H, the quotient 
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(ZF.q;(ZE».SL2/ZFH is isomorphic to F~. Therefore ZF:::::,Us+l> q;(ZE):::::' 
Ut+1 and H is identified with (U~+lEBU~+l).B where B is a Borel subgroup 
of SL2 consisting of the upper triangular matrices and U~+l' U~+l are B
invariant subspace of codimension 1 of Us+!, Ut +1 (cf. (5.30.1». Consider 
now the quotient with respect to ZE or Ut+1, then we get ZE\E;';:::::.F;" 
from the definition and q;(ZE)\F~,t:::::,(US+IEBUt+l)SL2/Ut+l.H:::::.F~: 

EIl~F' f ft 
F;"~F~. 

It follows from the form of H that, the morphism F~,t~F~, which is 
(U'+lEBUt+l)SL2/H~(US+lEBUt+l)SL2/Ut+l.H:::::.F~, is a line bundle over 
F~. This is absurd. 

«(J'11)-(110» We saw in Corollary (4.20) AutOF~,n is isogeneous to 
(Un+lQ9U2)G!..SL2XSL2. The semi-simple part of AutO(E;,;; F;") is SL2 
and the unipotent radical U has SL2-exact sequence 

induced from the morphism E;';~F;" and N=ffij~oHO(X, (!)(lm-2-jm». 
N contains an irreducible SL2-module of dimension lm-I >2. Thus SL2-
composition series of U contains at least Um+1, U1m - 1 (lm-I >2). Assume 
the existence of morphism (q;,f)=(AutO(E;,;; F;"), E;,;)~(AutOF~,n> F~,n) 
withfbirational. Then q; maps semi-simple part SL2 into SL2 X SL2. We 
may assume q; is either Ar-+(A, A), Ar-+(A, 1) or Ar-+(1, A) since other 
cases (e.g. Ar-+(A, tA-l» are treated similarly. In the last case, q;(SL2) 
has only 2-dimensional orbits hence this case never occurs (Corollaries 
(4.20) and (4.23». In the first case the SL2-module Un+1Q9U2 is isomor
phic to Un+1Q9Un-1 and in the second case the SL2-module Un+1Q9U2 is 
isomorphic to Un+1EBUn+1. 

Let q;' be the canonical map AutOF~,n~AutOF~,n/radical:::::.PGL2X 
PGL2. Then q;' 0 q; defines an SL2-exact sequence 

PGL2X PGL2 
U 

cp' O,!, 
O~Ker q;' 0 q;~ U ~q;' 0 q;(U)~O, 

Ker q;' 0 q;:::::. q;( U) n (unipotent radical of AutO F~, n). Since the diagonal 
~r2 C ~r2 X ~r2 is a maximal Lie sub algebra of ~r2 X ~r2' we get 

{
at most Ga if Ar-+(A, 1), 

(f,' 0 ,,,{ U) -
T 'f'\. 0 if Ar-+(A, A). 
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Therefore the simple SL2-modules in a composition series of 

Let us first exclude m= 1. In fact if m= 1, 1>3, then by exact 
sequence (c) in an SL2-composition series of U, U1 _ I , UZ- 2, ••• , Ut> U2 

appear, which is impossible as we noticed above. 
Let us now assume 1>2, m>2. By the observation above and by 

(c) it is impossible unless (a)(lm-I)=m+l or (b) (Im-I)-(m+I)=±1 
since Im-l>2, m+l>3. Notice (Im-l)-(m+l)= -I never holds as 
1 = 2, m = 1 is excluded. 

Let us study case (a) (/+I)m=2, namely l=m=2 or 1=3, m=1. 
The case 1 = 3, m = 1 was excluded above. If 1 = m = 2, in an SL2-com
position series of U, Ua, U2 and Ua appear which contradicts our observa
tion above. We pass to case (b) (Im-I)-(m+ 1)= 1, namely m= 1,1=4 
or m=3, 1 =2. We can exclude m= 1,1 =4 as above. If m=3, 1=2, by 
(c), U contains UlBU2 which can not be imbedded in AutOF~,n as we have 
seen above. 

(J' l1)-(J' 11» See Corollary (4.23). 

(0' 11)-(J12» Compare the dimension of the groups. 

«J12)-(PI» In (J12) SL2 does not operate faithfully. Assume for 
an operation (PGL2, X:) of type (J12) the existence of morphism (cp,f): 
(PGL2, X:)~(PSL4' pa) withfbirational, cp defines an operation of SL2 on 
pB hence a representation E of degree 4 such that the center of SL2 

operates trivially on pa. E is isomorphic to one of the following; (i) V4, 

(ii) VaE8 VI' (iii) V2EB V2, (iv) V2EB VIEB VI' We can exclude (iv) since in this 
case SL2 operates effectively on P(E). In case (i) or (iii), SL2 has an 
open orbit and hence these cases never occur. If E~ VsEB VI' then 
(SL2, P(VaEB VI» is, as an algebraic law chunk of operation, equivalent to 
(SL2, Va). As the center of SL2 operates trivially on Va, (SL2, Vs) gives an 
operation (PGL2, Va). It follows from Proposition (4.26) and Lemma 
(4.28) that (PGL2, Va) is not isomorphic to (PGL2, X:) in (J12) as law 
chunks of algebraic operation. 

«J12)-(P2» We argue as in «J12)-(PI». Assume for an operation 
of type (J12) the existence of morphism (cp,f): (PGL2, X:)~(PSOs, quadric 
CP4) with f birational, cp defines a representation E of SL2 of degree 5. 
E is isomorphic to one of the following: (i) Vs, (ii) V4EB VI' (iii) VaEB V2, 

(iv) VaEBVIEBVt> (v) V2EBV2EBVI • If E~P(Vs), then SL2cSO(E) since SL2 
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has an invariant i of degree 2 of homogeneous polynomial of degree 4 
(see Weber [Wb] vol. I, § 70). It follows from the explicit expression of 
the invariant i, SL2 has an open orbit on the quadric={i ~O}cP(E) (see 
Umemura [U2]). If E ~ V4EB VI' VsEB V2 or V2EB V2EB VI> SL2 operates 
effectively on P(E) hence on the quadric. If E ~ VsEB VIEB VI' we argue as 
in «JI2)-(JP» for the case E ~ VsEB VI. 

«JI2)-(EI» and «JI2)-(E2» (JI2) is generically intransitive but (EI). 
(E2) are generically transitive and they all have the same transformation 
group. 

«JI2)-(JI» Assume for an operation (PGL2, X%) of type (JI2), there 
exists a morphism (rp,j): (PGL2, X%)~(PGLaXPGLz, PZXPI) of law 
chunks of algebraic operation with f birational. Replacing tr: CZ-~CI by 
an smaller covering, we may assume (rp,j) is a morphism of algebraic 
operations. SLz operates on X~ through SLz~SL2/ ± I = PGLz hence we 
get a morphism (SLz, X~)--+(pGLs X PGLz, pz X PI) of algebraic operations. 
This gives an operation of SLz on PZXPI. This operation comes from 
linear representations Es, Ez of SLz of degree 3 and 2, namely (SLz, 
pz X PI) = (SLz, P(Ea) X P(Ez». Ea is not trivial. For otherwise, SLz has 
only I-dimensional orbits on PZXPI. Ez is not trivial either. In fact, 
otherwise SLz-orbits in pz X pI are contained in pz X x (x E PI). For any 
SLz-module Ea, (SLz, SLz/T) does not appear in (SLz, P(Ea»; (i) if Ea= Va, 
then the 2-dimensional SLz-orbit in (SLz, pees»~ is (SLz, SLz/D~) (ii) if 
Es = Vz + VI> then the 2-dimensional SLz-orbit in (SLz, P(Ea» is (SLz, 
SLz/UI) with UI={(aiJ) E SLzlau=azz=l, azl=O}. Since we have a mor
phism (SLz, P(Ea)XP(EJ)--+(SLz, pees)} We have a dominant SLz-
equivariant morphism X~--+P(Es). Therefore a general SLz-orbit on peEs) 
is dominated by (SLz, SLz/T) and hence by above observation E3 is irre
ducible. But if Ea and Ez are irreducible (SLzP(E3) X P(Ez» has an open 
orbit. Contradiction. 

«JI2)-(J2» Essentially the same as «J'll)-(JI». Argue as «J'll)
(JI». We get (SLz; pI Xpl X PI) which is defined by the irreducible SLz-
modules Ez, E~, E~' of degree 2. If one of them, say Ez were trivial, we 
would get SLz-orbits on plXplXpl are contained in XXPIXPI (x E PI). 
Thus X% would be trivially fibred over a rational curve. Therefore Ez, E~, 
E~' are irreducible. Then (SLz, pI X pI X PI) has an open SLz-orbit. 

«JI2)-(B» Assume there exists a morphism (rp, f): (pGLz, X~)--+ 
(pGLz X AutO F:", pI X F:") of law chunks of algebraic operation with f 
birational. As in «JI2)-(JI» we may assume (rp,j) is a morphism of 
algebraic operations. By taking the projection we get a morphism 
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(cp',f'): (PGL2, Xn)-+(AutOF~, F~) of algebraic operations with f' domi
nant. Hence a general PGLz-orbit dominates a general cp'(pGL2)-orbit 
on F~. We show in [U2l a semi-simple part of AutOF~ is SL2 • If 
~'(pGL2)*I, cp'(PGL2) is a semi-simple part of AutOF~ and has an open 
orbit on F~ isomorphic to (PGL2, PGL2/Um). But there is no morphism 
(cp",f"): (PGL2, PGL2-orbit on Xn)=(pGL2, PGL2/T)-+(PGL2, PGLz/Um) 

=(cp'(PGLz), open cp'(pGL2)-orbit on F~). Hence cp(PGLz)= 1. But then 
PGLz-orbit on X. should be contained in pI X x (x e F~). 

«J12)-(J4» Assume there exists a morphism (cp,f): (PGLz, Xn)-+ 
(PGLg, PGLg/B) of law chunks of algebraic operation with f birational. 
We may assume (cp,f) is a morphism of algebraic operations as in «J12)
(J1». SLz operates on Xn and cp defines an SLz-module E of degree 3. 
E is not irreducible. For otherwise, SL2 has an open orbit on PGL(E)/B. 
If E= VZEBV1, we get a morphism (pGLg, PGLg/B)-+(PGLg, PGLg/P) = 
(PGLg, P(VzEB VI»' SL2 has an open orbit isomorphic to (SLz, SLZ/U1). 

Since (SLz, SLz/T) does not dominate (SLz, SLZ/U1). The assertion 
follows as in «J12)-(J3». 

«J12)-(J5» Obvious. 

«J12)-(J6» Assume there exists an inclusion. This is equivalent to 
the existence of a morphism (cp, I): (SLz, Xn)-+(G, G/Hm.",) of law chunks 
of algebraic operation withfbirational. We may assume as above (cp,f) 
is a morphism of algebraic operations. Considering the projection (Id,p): 
(G, G/Hm.n)-+(G, G/GmXBXB)=(G, PIXPI). p: G/Hm.n-+pIXPI is a 
G,:".-bundle. The above morphism (cp,f) defines an SLz-operation on 
pIXPI, thus 2 SLz-modules E, E' of degree 2 so that SLz-operation on 
pI X pI is isomorphic to (SLz, peE) X peE'»~. We denote by 7C1 the com
posite of p and the projection PI :pl X pl-+pl onto the first factor. If one 
of the representations E, E', say E, were trivial, then cp(SLz)-orbit on 
G/Hm • n would be contained in a fibre 7C;I(X) which is isomorphic to 
(Gm X SL2, Gm X SLz/Hm) = (Gm X SLz, SLz/Um), where 

Hm={(t, A) e GmXSL2IA=(g ~_l)' t=am} 

(see the definition of Hm .",). Therefore (SLz, SL2/T) would be in (SLz, 
SL2/Um). Thus E, E' are irreducible. Since a semi-simple part of G 
is SLz X SL2 and since the semi-simple part is given by the projection 
(G, G/Hm.",)-+(G, PIXPI)-+(SLzXSLz, pI X PI), cp is determined, up to 
conjugacy in G once the SLz-modules E, E' are fixed, this shows cp maps 
SLz to the semi-simple part diagonally. The diagonal SLz of SLz X SL2 as 
a subgroup of G has an open orbit on H/Hm.",. 
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«J12)-(J7» Assume there exists a morphism (cp,f): (PGL2, X#)~ 

(AutoJ:", J:") oflaw chunks of algebraic operations. As in «J12)-(J1», we 
may assume (cp,f) is a morphism of algebraic operations. By considering 
the projection (AutO J:", J:")~(PGL8' P2). (cp,f) defines a PGL2-operation 
on p 2 therefore a representation E of SL2 of degree 3. E is not trivial 

\ since otherwise, SL2-orbits on J:" would be contained in fibres which are 
isomorphic to AI. E = V2EtJ VI is impossible as in «J12)-(J1». Notice, 
since (AutO J:", J:")~(PGL8' P2) gives a semi-simple part of AutO J:", the 
morphism cp is determined, up to conjugacy in AutO J:" once SLz-module E 
is fixed. If E = Va, then cp(SLz) has an open orbit on J:" (see Corollary 
(4.10». 

«J12)-(J8» Argue as in «J12)-(J6». 

«J12)-(J9» A semi-simple part of AutOF:",n is SLz and the general 
SL2-orbit on F:",n is (SLz, SLZ/Uk ) with k=(m, n) by Corollary (4.20), where 

Uk = { (g ~) E SLzl a k = d k = I}. But the general SLz-orbit on X. is (SLz, 

SLz/Gm) from the construction of X •. 

«JI2)-(J10» By Corollary (4.20), a semi-simple part of AutOF:",n i~ 
SLz X SLz. The operation (pGLz, X,,) defines an operation (SLz, X,,) such 
that the center of SLz operates trivially. If there exists a morphism (cp,f): 
(pGLz, X.)~(AutOF:",m' F:",m) of law chunks of algebraic operations, cp 
defines a morphism rp: SLz~(a semi-simple part). By taking conjugacy, 
we may assume cp defines a morphism rp: SLz~(SLz X SLz) in Corollary 
(4.20). Since the operation of SLz by rp on F:",m collapses the operation 
of the center as on X .. rp(A)=(A, 1) for A E SLz and m even. But then 
the general SLz-orbit on Fm,m is (SLz, SLz/Um) by Corollary (4.20), where 

um={(g ~)ESLzlam=dm=I}. But the general SLz-orbit on X. is 

(SLz, SLz/Gm) from the construction of X". 

«J12)-(J'1l» A semi-simple part of AutO(E:.!; F:.!) is SLz and has an 
open orbit on E:.! by Corollary (4.23). 

«J12)-(J12» This is proved in Corollary (4.27). 
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